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Chapter I

Introduction
The research in this report can be described in terms of three classes
of model development: 1) mixing and transport in the free atmosphere, 2)
boundary-layer moisture regimes and cloud development and 3) the
influence of surface conditions including surface roughness, soil and snow
conditions.
A formulation for momentum transport due to topographically forced
gravity waves was constructed by Jinwon Kim by generalizing the
previous models of Lindzen and Smith (Chapter 2-1). Mr. Kim's work
includes the first direct comparisons of formulations for gravity wave
momentum transport with direct observations of fluxes. The modified
formulation proved to be quite successful. The heat transport by gravity
waves appears to be too small to measure with respect to sampling
problems. For application to the global model, an existing data set for
statistical surface topography must be acquired.
The companion formulation for transport by clear air turbulence was
constructed by analyzing data from two field programs designed for such
purposes, but never analyzed (Chapter 2.2). This chapter contains the first
direct comparison of a free atmospheric mixing model with direct
observations of turbu;ence fluxes. The formulation derived in this report
is found to adequately describe the available data although the scatter is
large for large stability, particularly for momentum transport. The
formulation is tested in the one-dimensional model. The locally generated
turbulence is found to be systematically Significant on the underside of
the nocturnal low-level jet. This turbu'ence can significantly influence
the underlying nocturnal boundary layer.
The study of boundary-layer moisture regimes finds two asymptotic
classes of boundary layers (Chapter 3.1). The drying boundary layer
occurs with strong surface heating and rapid boundary-layer growth into
dry air aloft. For this case, boundary-layer moisture is not well mixed
and decreases with time. The moistening boundary layer is dominated by
surface evapotranspiration.
The development of clouds is expected to be
quite different for these two types of boundary layers.

1

The formulation for boundary-layer cloud cover is developed using
HAPEX data (Chapter 3.2). Analysis of this data indicates that inclusion of
the influence of both turbulent scale and subgrid-mesoscale variations of
relative humidity are necessary to correctly estimate the dependence of
the spatially averaged cloud cover on the spatially averaged relative
humidity. This implicitly introduces a stability dependence into the cloud
cover formulation. The expression for transmission of radiation through
the cloud is also important. Testing of the cloud cover formulation
indicates more sensitivity to the large scale vertical motion than to the
values of the coefficients in the formulation. Analysis of the cloudenhancement of boundary-layer fluxes from the HAPEX data showed that
the cloud influences on the boundary-layer transport was small for this
data set. A new format for representing transport by boundary-layer
clouds has been developed partly based on existing observational studies
in the literature. However new data sets where cloud transport is more
important must be obtained before such a model can be seriously
considered.
The study on the roughness parameterization allows the roughness
length for momentum to be significantly larger than that for heat to
accommodate recent evidence accumulated from several field studies
(Chapter 4.1). While the model is now more 'modem", evaluation of the
significance of the improvements with HAPEX data were inconclusive.
This chapter will be revised significantly by Dr. A. A. M. Holtslag, at the
Royal Nelherlands Meteorological Center (KNMI) in The Netherlands before
being submitting to a refereed journal.
An additional study was conducted to examine how the relative
humidity field evolves in the modelled daytime boundary layer (Chapter
4.2). This evolution il:ustrates the complex interactions of the boundary
layer, large scale vertical motion and soil moisture. These interactions
can lead to unexpected developments with respect to potential cloud
initiation. This chapter helps better understand the behavior of the model
moisture structure and points out important interactions not previously
anticipated. Also, studies on the suitability of the snow model were
inconclusive due to the inability to find appropriate data sets and are not
reported here.
Finally, the physics and numerical methods used in the boundary-layer
model are summarized from the latest model user's guide and are
presented in Chapter 5, followed by concluding remarks concerning
boundary-layer parameterizations over land in Chapter 6.
2

Chapter 2.1

Momentum 11-ansport by Gravity Waves

2.1.1. Introduction
Topographically generated internal graw-ity waves can transport significant momentum vertically
in the atmosphere- The nondissipaiive nature of internal gravity waves (Eliassen and Palm. 1%-O)
may allow the wave stress at the ground surface to be transferred far into the upper atmosphere
where the density is small. Wave stress divergec
v

oitdwt

wave breaking acts as a drag on

the mean flow at the wave breaking level. The impact of gravity wave drag is; known to be important
for large-scale motions on time scales longcer than a week o-ier continental areas during the wintertime
(Palmer el Al. 1986). Spectral analyses show that the mesoscale vaziances are climatologicalLy much
larger over mountainous areas than over flat !and surfaces or the ocean, and the observed difFerences
are mostly due to gaiywave activity in the attmshere (Jaspcrson el AL, 1990).
Momnentum transfer by gravity waves can be locally important on smaller time scales above
significant topography. Lilly cl AL (195-2), Hoinka (19875), and Brown (1983) found that t'she stress due
to gravity-wave scale disturbances over mountainous areas sometimes exceeds several N/rn 2 in thc
middle of the troposphere. This value is one or two orders of maggnitude larger than typical turbu!ent
stress~es in the boundary layer- For a summary of the observed values of the gravity wave stress in
pre--ious; studies, see Palmer sef al (1986).
Grar-zif t-are dragis usually parameterized in terms of solutions to the linear gravity wave equation vwith Kelvin-flelmhnoltz instability or convective instability as-a criterion for wave breaking. The
modelling study of Klernp and Lilly (197t)

shows that a linearized two-dimensional model. combined

with an adjustm-ent or local flow with respect. to Kelvin-Hielinlwltz instability, can simulate orographic
gravity waves and a-ssociated momnentumn flux reasonably well. Inclusion of gravity wave drag paramneterization has been shown to significantly improve the simulation of large-scale flow (Ilolton,
19,"-; Palmer ci cL, 1986; McFariane, 1987;, Hunt, 19940). However, simple formulations of gravity
*

wave mone-ntum flux have, to our knowledge. not been directly compared to observed fluxes Such
comparisons must include the computation of the effectiwe height of surface topography, the effects of
nonlinear lower boundary condition (Smith, 19771), and the saturation and supersaturation conditions
for the gravity wave strcz (Lindzen, MR!~, 19S8). Direct. comparison of gravity wave drag formulations
with observed atmosphrric fluxes is one

of the mnain goals of this study.
3

Representation of the wave breaking process in the frame of linear gravity wave theory plays a
central role in the parameterization of gravity wave drag. Lindzen (1981) introduces the wave stress
saturation hypothesis assuming that the maximum amplitude of a gravity wave is limited by the onset

of hvdrodynamic instability. This waw-e stress saturation condition has been successfully employed in
large-scale modelling studies (Palmer el al., 1986). However, Smith (1977) and Lindzen (19S8) suggest
that some degree of convective instability can be maintained in wave breaking regions (wave stress
supersaturation hypothesis). Lindzens (1988) theory of supersaturation is derived for an isothermal

atnosphere with constant wind speed. We will generalize Lindzen's wave stre .supersaturation thlory
for application to vertically varying mean flows by introducing an cqairackni scale height which replaces
the scale height for an isothermal atmosphere.
Determination of the wave stress at the ground surface requires the value of the amplitude of
the vertical displacement of a streamline at the ground surface (effective mountain heigiRt) which is
usualiy assumeed to be rdated to the height of the mountain (or the root-mean-square variance of
subgrid scale orography for large-scale models). The vertical displacement of a streamline at the
ground surface also depends on the flow conditions near the ground surface inclu ling the flow Froude
number (Fr) defined as Fr - Norb/U0 where r3 is the height of the surface topography, and No and
U0 are the buoyancy frequency and mean wind speed near the ground, respectively (Drazin, 1961;
Pierrehumbert and Wyman. 19I). The nonlinear study of Drazin (1961) shows that as the Froude
number increases, the flow near a three-dimensional obstacle becomes more two-dimensional; when
the Froude number exceeds unity the vertical displacement of a streamline is essentially suppressed.
Similar features are obse-ved in the three-dimensional numerical modelling studies of Smolarkiewicz
and Rotunno (1989). Blocking of the low level flow at the upstream from topography or pooling of
cold air in a valley reduces the effective mountain height- llowcver such processes are nonlinear and
have no precise theoretical description. Stern and Pierrehumbert (1988) provide an estimate of the
effective mountain height in terms of a critical Froude number based on two-dimensional modelling
studies. In this study, we estimate the effective mountain height by fitting the gravity wave amplitude
at the ground with the observed wave stress below the model-predicted wave breaking level.
The vertical heat flux by breaking gravity waves and associated turbulence may be locally important. Asymmetry of the streamlines due to wave steepening and nonlinear interactions between waves
may induce scme net wave heat flux. In addition wave breaking and associated turbulence can cause
significant local turbulent heat flux. Earlier parameterizations of wave drag of Lindzen (1981) and
Hlolton (19821, assume that the turbulent Prandtl numbe- in the wave breaking region will be dose to
4

unikt, i.e., heat and momentum transfer in the wave breaking region are of similar efficiency. Chao and
Schoeberl (1984) suggest that streamlines will be nearly vertical in the wave breaking region in which
case the local turbulent heat flux is near zero. Fritts and Dunkerton (1985) also suggest small net heat
flux across the entire wave due to the upward turbulent heat flux in the convectively unstable wave
breaking region. From rotating tank experiments Delisi and Orlanski (1975) and Dunkerton (1989)
observe that wave breaking does not cause significant alteration of the initial stratification implying
small net turbulent and wave heat flux.
The spatial variations of the turbulent heat flux will yield importa-. information about the mechanisms of wave breaking. If wave breaking occurs mainly by Kelvin-Helmholtz instability, turbulent
heat flux in the wave breaking region is expected to be downward. If wave breaking occurs by convective instability, the turbulent heat flux will be locally upward in the wave breaking region- This
phenomenon can offset much of the downmard heat flux due to wave-induced turbulence in the stably
stratified regions. The observed turbulent heat flux is studied in Section 3 using aircraft data from
ALPEX (the Alpine Experiment). In Section 8 we will formulate the upward turbulent heat flux in
terms of wave-modified variables and compare with the observed turbulent heat flux.
Aircraft data collected on 6 and 25 March 1982 in ALPEX are analyzed in Sections 2 and 3 in order
to study the most important characteristics of the disturbances generated by the :nderlying coastal
range. The analysis will focus on wave momentum fluxes, wave breaking and resulting turbulent heat
flux in the wave breaking region. A simple parameterization of the gravity wave drag is prtsented in
Sections 4 and 5 using the solution to the linear gravity wave equation with first-order expansion of
a nonlinear lower boundary condition presented in Smith (1977) combined with the generalized wave
stress supersaturation condition. In section 6, the ver'tical profiles of wave momentum flux estimated
for the ALPEX cases are compared with the observed wave momentum flux. Inference of the effective
mountain height based on model comparisons with the data is presented in Secijon 7.

2.1.2. Observed flow
"The NCAR ELECTRA aircraft flew over the coastal range of Northern Yugoslavia on 6 and 25
March 1982 in the north-east south-west direction, which is approximately parallel to the direction
of the low level wind and perpendicular to the coastal range axis. The flights covered a region
approximately 240 km wide, centered at the coastal ridge, in a layer 2.4-5.7 km above sea level. This
study analyzes rive flight legs at 2.4, 2.7, 3.3,3.8, and 4.5 kin above sea levl for 6 March ALPEX and
three flight legs at 3.3, 4.5, and 5.7 km above sea level for 25 March ALPEX.
5

The vertical structure of the mean wind, observed by radiosonde soundings at Zagreb, Yugoslavia,
are quite different between the t,, d.-&ys (Fig. lac). On 6 March, a strong Bora flow near the ground
surface leads to significant speed and directional shear- On 25 March, the wind speed increases
monotonically in the vertical without significtuxt change of wind direction within the L-opospherc.
Detailed description of the flow on these two days is presented in Smith (19871) and Mahrt and
Gamage (1987).
The vertical propagation of orographic gravity wa.ves is influenced by the vertical variation of the
wind component parallel to the surface wind (McFarlane, 1987) defined as

-<
VP
-=
vp(:)

>
V(z),Vo.
[Vol()

where Vp(:) is the mean wind component parallel to the surface wind Vo, V(z) is the mean wind at
height :, and < V(z),Vo > denotes the scalar product between the two vd-tws Vo and V(z). The
surface wind directly responsible for the onset of wave mot'on is somewhat difficult to define. In this
study we use- the wind speed from the upstream radiosonde souding averaged over a 200 m deep
laeer centered at the ridge top level.
On 6 March, Vp decreauses with increasing height with a critical level for stationary gravity waves
(VP = 0) at 5 km above sea level (Fig. ib). Vertical decrease of this wind component can cause
amplification and breaking of gravity waves as discussed in later sections. In contrast, Vp increases
with increasing height and critical layer does not exist within the observationai dcmain for 25 March
(Fig. Id).
We mainly investigate the flow on 6 March where low-levrel wave breaking is expccted. The
horizontal wind parallel to the direction of the flight, vertical wind, and the potential temperature
observed at the 3.3 km level on 6 MNrch are presented in Fig. 2 together with the underlying topography. The most significant feature of the observed flaw is the large-zamplitude disturbances on a
horizontal sca:-, of a few tens of kilometers accompanied by smaller scale turbulence. The strongest
disturbances are confined to the lowest first few kilometers above the coastal range.
The larger scale motions are isolated by band-pass filtering the raw records with 10 and 80
kni cutoff wavelengths for the lower and upper limits of horizontal length scales, respectively. The
n-avelengths were chosen based on inspectioa of the record which includes one major event on the
s:ale of mountain range and smaller scale wave-like motions. The computed fluxes are not sensitive
to the exact values of the cutoff wavelengths. These band-pass filtered disturbances will bc loosely
calk-d the trare-scalc disturbances. Noticeable peaks of the variance of wave-scale vertical velocil"
6

appear above and immediately downstream from the ridge (Fig. 3)- Growth and breaking of gr'ity
waves are usually accompanied by significant asymmetry of the shape of perturbation streamlines and
the concentrated hoizontal gradients of v. Such sharp gradients appear as boundaries of ramp-I'ie
structuires and may indicate the presence of a frontal region associated with w~ve steepening. The
strongest events in the records 4A u and w- at the 3-3 km flight level ýFig. 2) are examples of such a
structure.

The turbulence occurring on 6 March is strongly related to wave-scale motions. The variance
of I kim high-pa.s filtered vertical velocity (Fig. 3) is large at locations of large wave-scale %-ar:ance
Tu-bulence ir, the wave breaking regions a.d associated turbulent heat flux wilt' be discussed in inore
detail in Section S Similar hlrizontal v-ariations occur at other flight levels near and below the critical
level on 6 March (not shown).
2.1-3. Obsenrved vave momentumn flux
The :nonaentun. flux due to wave-scale mortious on 6 and 25 March for each flight leg is calculated
by averaging the product between the band-pass filtered horizontal and vertical velocities as

ULZ

(2)

)~j:d

-V

N
iI

-

-~~>i(:)dr(3)

-There -reprsents the waVe-Scae (bu.nd-pw% filtere-d) disturbance, N is the number of points in the
averaging region. amnd tl-c siubs-ript ",- derio!s I.he position :long the flight path. The averaging is
performed for a ISO km section of the flight track above the coastal range where the wave activity
is .ignificaa.

The average m.cnm:ntum flux is somew-hat sensitive to the averaging length. This

,ensitivitymay indicate Azn.ling problems as discussed By Lumley and Panofsky (1M6I), Wyngaard
(19-2), 2,nd Leicwhow and Stankov (19•5.

IIoa'eer, wave-scale motionvs and associated momentum

fluxes observed in each flight leg appear zo be s"tio-aaz- and confined to a region directly over the
moun!Ain range. Consrqucatly sampling problems for the current study are more related to defining
the horizontal length scale of zhe wae activity than obiahiing ensemble averages of random signals.
The wave-scale nmomentum flux vercer o-n the two days is generally directed in the opposite
direction of the surface -rind (Fig. 4a) as expected f-rm lin-a: gravity waves induced by terrain. Only
on 6 March at higbrh

leve's does the direction of wave-scale momentum flux rotate away from this

direction and hy an angle of less than 45 de.
7

For comparison with the wave momentum flux forrimlations in Section 6, we compute the ware
mamennlun flax fL,. as the component of band-pass momentum flux in the opposite direction of the
b:jrfar,- Wind VO -

=_

< -if, Vo >

(4)

____

!Vol

where fl is the rector of ware-scale momentum flux (uýZ, Ti) calculated from (2-3) and <

-ffVo>

represents the scalar product of the flux vector 3;1 and the surface wind Vo- This wave momentum flux
decreases with increasing height on 6 March consistent .ith the expected occurrence of wave breaking
on this day (Fig. 5, open circles). Without wave breaking,. conservation of wave stress implies that
the

momentum flux should increase with height due to the decrease of atmospheric density with
i.r

heizghlt The ware momentum flux is about 2-8 m
m-2 Is

at 2A km level and decreases to about 0.5

/sl

at the 4.5 km le-el (Fig- 5). This vertical decrease of the wave mo-mntum flux implies deceleration
of the mean wind component paralle! to the surface vrind at a rate of about 9 X 10-4 r-2_ Tis
deceleration rate is comparable to the magnitude of the Coriolis term- Thus, wrave drag appears to
be important in the evolution of the lo--le•ve flow over the coastal range on this day.
In contrast, the vrave nmoentum flux generally- incre-ases writh increasing height on 25 March (Fig.
6. open circles). The magnitude of this increase of wave momentum flux with height is predicted by
conseývation of wave stress (Section 6).
2.1-4.- 'are equation
In Section 6. we will compare the observed ware momentum flux with that predicted by formulations for linear gravity- waves and ware breaking- The iollowing two sections will develop these
formulatons by- combining the nonlinear lower boundary condition of Smith (I977) with wave stress
supersaturation theory of Lindzen (19SS) after generalizing the wave stress super-saturation theory for
height-dependent m-an flow. Although portions of the following derivation are completely analogous
to Smith (!9si) or Lindzen (ISSS), they are included here in abbreviated form for continuity of the
derivation. We will first briefiy review the solutions to the linear gravity wave equation with zeroand fir-st-order lower boundary- conditions as presented hy Smith (19"77).
The disturbance field of a streamline for a linear, stationary gravit-y wave in a steady, incomupres-sible. hydros-atic flow can be expressed by Long's equation (Long. i953)

(7)

V.6 + 126 = 0
mhere

is a two-dinensional Lapladan operator in the x - z plane,6

:-

is the vertical

*lisr-lacemiat of the streamline height from its andisturbed upsIurcam value ze, and I is the Scorer

S

parameter, or vertical wave nwnber, defined as

1 9rip
gd-

£-

-

2

U pd:o

--

NNa)
.

(6)

A-ssuming that the horizontal wawelength of the motiom. is much larger than the vertical ra.-e
length, which can be justified for the cases considered in this study, we neglect the terms containing
second order derivatives in the horizontal while retaining those containing second order deriv-ati'r.' in
the verical. Then, expanding the Laplacian operator, (5) can be approximated as

- 4

8:;
Assuming further that.urface
conidition

is

-12

= 0.

(7)

topography ir the only source of graity waves. the radiation boundary

applied at the top of the domain. At the bottom of the domain, a kinematic boundarV

condition

is imposed. where j7(,) is the height of the ground topography and Z(x.r.(Z)) is the vertical displacerunct of a su-eaxnline at the ground level. In (Sa), the amplitude of terrain-induced gravity -avt. is
assumed equal to the height of the ground topography.
T1he lower boundary condition (Sa) can be expanded in terrs of %t'o (Smith, 1977) as
b4r.1j(X)

= E(X.0) +

86

.017x

+ 0(1;-Z) = ]AX)

(80)

=here rb. is the amplitude of the surface topography and -to denotes the vertical unvenumber at the
ground level. The usu.a linear lower boundary condition is obtained by retaining the low---t order
ternms from the expanded nonlinear lowex boundary condition (86)

h(z,0) = •(x).

(9)

For shallow terrain, (9) may be sufficient to represent the disturbance of the streamline at the ground
lowever, as the mountain becomes higher, the first-order term in ($6) may become significant (Smi:h.
1977). Retaining the first-order term on 0- -ight-hand s-ide of ($b), the first-order lower boundary
condition becomes (Snith, 19-t)
Z(Z,0) +

1Z,(O)r)(X) = q(il-.

(Ica)

In this study w-e- will apply the first-order lower boundary condition (10a) since the solution corresponding to zero-order lower boundary condition (9) can be recomered from the final solution
9

For simplicity, we assume a monochromatic sinusoidal topography with an amplitude

i37

defined

as
(lob)

71(m) = 173cos(k4.In the presence of vertical shear and vertically %aryingstratification, the solution for

b(z,--)

in (7)

with the fi-st-order lower boundary condition (10a,b) and the WKB approximation can be written as
(Smith, I t97)
E(.: z) = h(=)
where O(z) a f

h-4sin(2kz+- ]

/sz-F.")
--

(11)

!(=')d:' is thc vertical vave phase, h(z) is the amplitude or the streamline distur-

bances at height z. and ha is the amplitude cf the vertical displacement of the streamline at the ground
zssumr-d equal to the amplitude of the surface topography g7o.
The amplitude of the vertical displacement of the streamline height, h(=), can be estimated from
conser.-ation of wave strew (Eliassen and Palm, 1960) or conservation of -ave action (Smith, 19771)
for linear internal graviky waves-. The relationship between the mean flow profile and the amplitude
of strea--.mline disturbances for Iinear monochromatic gravity waves can be expressed as (Smith, 1977)

whtre

t-(-)

(12)

cop))an)

=

isthe rrean-square amplitude of the gravity wave at height z and 0 denotes horizontal

averaging over one waveleigth. The mean-square amplitude T-(.) is obtained from (11) as

T;:) =

-

j+

(13)

.

Combining (!2) and (13), the ratio of the amplitude of the streamline displacement at height z above
th.e ground to the amplitude at the ground level, -&), becomes (Smith, 1977)
S

twhtre the subscript

= (P)(4)

o-- denotes the value at the ground lekel.

Relationship (14) indicates that

internal graqty wavres amplify during the vertical propagation due to decreasing density, wind speed.
and stratification1 of the mean flow with increasing height

Tue average stress exerted by a gravity wave, .•(.
'-)

= -p(-)"-:) =

_L-j_

is calculated by
p.=.:)

,z)Zx)dx

(15)

SThe-amplitude of a gravity w-ave increases with decresing stratification in the xvlical. Hlowever,
-ave sitepening increases for a given -.alue of wave amplitude with increasing stratification with
height as shown
•v
(36) and (371) in Section 5.
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where L is the horizontal wavelength of the wave, and i(z,-x) and zB(z, z) are disturbance horizontal
and vertical components of wind due to wawe activity given as
ii = -U

a =

[o]

(z':)

(16a)

)

(16b)

U[O-l(z.;

where U is the mean wind speed and 6(x,.z) is again the vertical displacement of the streamline (I l).
Substituting ii (16a), Z (16b), and P (13) into (15), the average wave stress for the gravity wave
-olution with first-order lower boundary condition becomes
'

2
I
(hefo'1
l1
-kp(z)U(z)N(:) [.o-(:))f I[ + Lf
4' '1l)

where k =-2=/L is the horizontal wave number of a gravity wave- The wave stress at the ground
surface is obtained from (17) by using p, U, and N, at the ground level with - = L. In (17), the
influence of the height of surface topography enters through the wave amplitude at the ground surface
ho and through !he ratio 7(=)- Recalling that the ajove development is based on the conservation of
wave stress, (17) becomes invalid at the level where wave breaking occurs, which is the subject of the
next section.
2.1.5. Wave breaking and wave stress supersaturation
As the amplitude of a gravity wave increases with height, the flow modified by the --rae activity can become locally unstable, thus, limiting the maximum growth of wave amplitude (saturation
hypothesis; Lindzen, 1981).. The major mechanism of wave breaking can be either shear-driven KelvinHelmholtz insrtability or convective instability. Thorpe (1973) observed in laboratory experiments that
disturbances begin to grow when the gradient Richardson number of the mean flow decreares below
0.25. Klemp and Lilly (1978) adjusted the local flow with respect to the KelIvin-Helmholtz instability
criterion and successfully apprcximated the observed wave disturbance. On the other hand, Smith
(1977) and Lindzen (1981) have argued that the growth rate of perturbations ky convective instability
is much faster than that by Kelvin-Helmholtz instability. As a possible result of this faster growth
rate. Delisi and Orlanski (1975) observe well defined convection in wave breaking regions in rotating
tank experiments. Pitts and L-ons (1990) also find concective overturning in numerical simulations of
stratified flow over topography. In the present study, the convective instability criterion will he usoed
to derive wave breaking conditions.
11

The saturation hypothesis (Liudzen. 1981) assumes that the ma-nimusn slope of a wave stre.-unline

will be limited by the onset of convective instability. Parameterizations of gravity wave drag by
Palmer ef aL (1986) and McFarlane (1987) assume that the amplitude of a saturated gravity u-ave
is determined by marginal hydrodynamic stability in wave breaking regions. On the other hand,
Smith (1977) and Lindzen (1988) suggest that breaking gravity waves may maintain some degree of
convective instability in the wave breaking region.
We will generalize the wave stress supersaturation theory of Lindzen (1988) to include vertically
varying mean flows for comparison with our atmospheric data sets. Then the supersaturated wave
stress will be estimated for the wave solution with the first-order lower boundary condition. The cases
for the zero-order lower boundary condition or wave stress saturation condition can be recovered from
this result by neglecting the appropriate terms in the final result.
With supersaturation theory (Lindzen, 1988), the perturbation of a streamline is constrained by
the relationship

where (86/O:),_,(:) is the maximum value of the quantity (0a/B:)(z) d a given level and S(=)
is the degree of supersaturation at level :. When S(-) > 0, (18) implies reversal of the slope of the
streamline so that some degree of convective instability is maintained in the wave breaking region.
When S(-) = 0. (18) reduces to the expression for the usual wave-stress saturation condition with
respect to the convective instability.
Lindzen (,19M) estimates the degree of supersaturation S(z) by considering the balance between
the reduction cif the wave amplitude due to wave breaking and the growth of the wave amplitude due to
vertical variation of the mean flow-. Lindzen .198S) also assumes a balance between the rate at which
the wave loses its energy to convective instability and the rate at which the wave motion transports
entery into the wave breaking region. In the following developrment, we generalize Lindzen's (198)
approach to include vertically varying mean flows.

"The net percentage change of the mean-square amplitude of the wave due to wave breaking in
a given layer. F(a), can be obtained as a function of the half vid/k of fie were krcakin

7rViou

analogous to Lindzen (198$; his equation 13)
F(a) =

(a)g(,).

(19)

In (19) the reduction factor f(a) is defined as the ratio of the mean-square amplitude with wave
breaking to that without wave breaking. The amplification factor S'(n) denotes the increase of the
12

mean-square amplitude across the laver due to the height-dependence of the mean flow in the laver in
the absence of wave breaking. Assuming complete flattening2 of the streamline by the action of wave
breaking alone, Lindzen (1988) estimates the reduction factor f(a) as (his equation Sa)
(j'(312) -

+ o) cosfl

+(3..12)

t20a)

osd
Lf 2 c062
where f_

t2ddd

kz + 4(z) is the wave phase and k is the horizontal wavenumber. Integrating (20a), f(o)

becores (Lindzen, 1988; his equation Sb)
c)=

-

a + 0.5 sin(2o)

Mb)

The amplification factor g(o)a for the convectiely" unstable layer of depth D is obtained from
(13) and (14) as

T-'(- + D)
AD)

where P and

-" again

7(.+ D)

•--(:)

_-=

W
.(:)

(21)

are the mean-square amplitude (13) and the normalized amplitude (14) of the

gravity wave, respectively.
The amplification factor g(a) depends on the vertical variations of the atmospheric density, mean
vrind speed and stratification. To make an analogy to the isothermal atmosphere with constant vind
speed where g(a) depends only on the vertical variation of the atmospheric density, we introduce an
cqxiralcn scale hcight H defined from local variation of the mean flow. The amplification factor (21)
can then be rewritten in terms of an equivalent scale height as
g(a) = CD

(2)

The argument of the exponent in (22) is in terms of 1IH instead of 1/21 which appeared in Lindzen
(19SS) because we are concerned with the growth of the mean square amplitude. Accordingly, a
height-dependent equivalent scale height Hi can be determined from (21) and (22) as
H =

[(:D+

D

)/.(:"

(23)

- The streamlines in the wave breaking regions will not be completely flat. Dunkerton (19'9)
assumes linear slope while Lindzen (1988) does not introduce any particular shape of the streamline. However the amplification factor g(a) in (19) is equivalent to assuming nonzero slope of the
streamline when computing the mean-square amplitude.
" In Lindzen (1988), the amplification factor (his equation 12) is calculated for the amplitude while
the flattening f(o) (or the reduction factor; his equation 9) is calculatel for tlzý n.-•-.cn:ar'amplitude. Hence, the current derivation is more comistent13

For the case of an isothermal atmosphere with constant wind speed, expression (23) for the equivalent
scak height reduces to the usual dfinition of the scale height for an isothermal atmosphere (RT19).
If12(z+D) <

11(:),
H
becomes negative in which case wave breaking does not occur and vave stress

is conserved (12). Using the equivalent sc4e height (23), we can now follow the general procedure
presented by Lindzen (1988).
The depth of the convectiveLy unstable region D ean be estimated from the shape of the sirenlnine
disturbance E(z,:) and the half width of the wave breaking region a- Neglecting the first order term
in the expression for b(z, z) in (11), D simplifies to
D - Ph(:)[co

(n=÷+)

-

cos(3=--)- = 2p,(i(z)sina

(24)

where h(1) is again the amplitude of the streamline disturbance at : and j is a positive constant less
than unitv which accounts for the reduction of the vertical propagation of the wave by convection as
proposed by Lindzen (1988). Using the normalized wave amplitude (14). the depth of the conv-ctively
unstable region D in (24) can be rewritten as

D = 2ph~z()sino = 25dz 07(:~)sin or.

C25)

The constant p is esdimated by equating the convective time scale with the time scale for the vertical

propagation of the wave energy across the convectively unstable layer (Lindzen, 1988) as

1 =

'(vf-±
IV 6z H)

jr

ho-Ojr

2

1,

= (IT

ho
0 -C

(6

(6

Assuming that the wave breaking occurs in a region which is narrow compared to the horizontal
wave!ength (a << 22) and that the depth of the convectiiely unstable layer is small compared to the
equi-altnt scale height (D << 11). the net percentage change of the rmean-square amplitude F(a) and
the depth of convectively unstable laver D can be approximated by expanding sina, cos a, and cDI'
in (20-5), (25). and (22) for small values of a and Di11 to give

F(ao

I-

3) (+D

I+ D

(271)

where
D

2pho-sinor = 2pho(

--

(28)

At an equilibrium state- the reduction factor f(a) balances the amplification factor 9(a) ibr the
mean-.square amplitude in the wave breaking region so that
F(a.) = 1
14

(29)

where ae denotes the half width of the wave breaking region at the equilibrium state. This equilibrium
half width ae can then be estimated from (27), (28), and (29) as
&C=

6pho
-.27

(30)

12

pho'y + 2M1/al
where ;z is given by (26).
Now (86/8:),=. (or .4 in Lindzen, 1988) for a breaking wave can be obtained from the geometric
argument of Lindzen (1988; see his Fig. 1) as

=

(8

1.31)

-

CIOMUZCos &C
Expanding cas rc for small eorin (31) and substituting p from (26) into (30), we obtain an approximate
expression for (05/8:),= as

("),.
0ab

3

(r/I)(vI2ll/3L)'/

2

2(zl)(1113.t&L)1I2 + H

The degree of supersaturation, S(:) =-(O6/8:)m

(32)
-

- 1. is then obtained from (32) as

S(-) = 32(-z/I)(lr23•/3L)Si2

-

2 (=7/)(1H/3¶/2L)1I2 + H

03"
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The first ter-m in the denominator on the right-hand side of (33), which is absent in Lindzens result.
comes from the new expression for the depth of the convectively unstable region D in (24). This term
is thought to be smaller than the equivalent scale height H. When this term is neglected, the degree
of supersaturation estimated in the present study is simply a factor of %r larger than that estimated
by Lindzen (lss). This difference is due to the revised estimate of the amplification factor g(a) in

Having estimated the degree of supersaturation, we proceed to calculate the corresponding supersaturated wave stress. From the wave solution with first-order lower boundary condition (11), the
quantity 8$/B: becmes;

h(:)(:)

=

sin(kz +1

+

T

cos(2kz +

((34)

Expressing the wave amplitude h(z) in terms of the normalized wave amplitude (14), (34) becomes
(Smith, M911)
8(-:)

= ho0 o

[-sin(kz'+O) +

-ý-

cos(2L-+)

where -I' represents the vertical variation of the mean flow defined as
,-(:)f(,)

40

(,:),ý,1

2

O

(:)

UPO
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312•(•-)-

(3+

For the wave solution with zero-order lower boundary condition, the second term in the square bracket
of (.35) is omitted.

"The maximum value of 06/0: at height : occurs where sin(kx + 0) = -1 and is obtained from
(35) as
(z) = hofo-j(:) [I -

(')

(37)

0-4 cos]. -

Relationships (36) and (37) imply that for a given wave amplitude, (D6/0:)=

increase as p and U

decrease with height and N increases with height. Using (37), the wave breaking condition (18) can
be expressed in terms of the vertical profile of the mean flow and the surface wave amplitude as
hotoy'(z) [I -

cCos~

(3S)

< 1 + S(Z)-

If the inequality (38) is satisfied for an arbitrary model layer, the wave stress is conserved and the
wave amplitude h(:) varies according to (14) across the laver. If the inequality (38) is not satisfied,
then vrave breaking occurs and the incident wave stress (17) at the bottom of the layer is reduced to
the supersaturated v-alue at the top of the layer.
The supersaturated wave stress can be obtained from (17) as
.(Z)

.

kp(:)U(z)N(x) [h7-f(:)]2 [1+ :I/•)]

(39)

where h,, is the surface wave amplitude resulting from imposing the supersaturation condition corresponding to equality in (38) so that
h,.i7(:)[I

-I -cos$]

(40)

= I+S(:)

Solving (-40) for the positive real value of h,12, we obtain h,. as:
h=• = I- Scoso
h==

I

A

tos•

h = ocos•

[

1

I

1-

1+

2(1+S) :1

cos

1-cos)

A real solution for hj,0o from (40) exists only for cos4 _<Y/2(I +).

=0

(41a)

cos•<0

(41b)

coso > 0

(41c)

W-hen cos4 > 7,/2(1 + S),

the contribution from the first-order lower boundary condition suppresses the wave steepening enough
to prevent wave breaking and wave stress is conserved. Solutions for the zero-order lower boundary
condition are also given by (41a).
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In model calculations, the wave stress is computed from laver to la)er beginning at the ground
surface. When wave breaking does not occur, the wave stress is constant across the laver. When
wave breaking occurs, the supersaturated wa-e stress is computed from (39) and (41). To replace the
supez:aturation condition with the saturation condition, S in (41) is set to zero. Dropping the second
term in the square brackets of (39) and using (41a) for hI,

the supersaturated wave stress for zero-

order lower boundary condition is rccovered. Finally, the deceleration of the mean-flow component
parallel to the low-level wind is obtained as

( a)

I a -.!.

(4 2)

The wave momentum flux profiles computed from this sodel for 6 and 25 March ALPEX are compared
with the observed wave momentum flux in tih. next secti.3n.
2.1.6. Modelled wave momentum flux for ALPEX
The wave momentum fluxes are now calculated from the wave momentum flux models with zeroand first-order lower boundary conditions and wave stress saturation and supersaturation conditions
as described in the previous section. The parallel wind component and potential temperature profiles
observed on 6 and 2.5 March in ALPEX (Fig. Ibd) are used as the upstream conditions for model
calculations. In this calculation, the coastal range is treated as a two-dimensional, sinusoidal ridge
with a horizontal wavelength of 60 km. For the computation of the surface stress, the mountain height
rb in (10b) is estimated in terms of an effective mountain height taken as 500 and 120 m for 6 and 2-5
March, respectively, as will be discussed in the next section.
For 6 March, the modelled wave momentum flux decreases with height below the critical level as
a result of wave breaking (Fig. 5)- This decrease with height is also observed from the actual aircraft
data (Fig- 5). lloweer, the magnitude of the observed momentum flux increases substantially as the
record is shortened to include only the inner region of strongest fluxes. Therefore the observations
cannot be used to discriminate betwe-m the flux magnitudes of the different models. The direct
observational evidence of wave induced convection shown in Section S will be stronger support for
the hypothesis of wave stress supersaturation. The divergence of the modelled wave momentum flux
corresponds to mean flow deceleration in the layer between 2.5 to 5 knm at a rate of 17-3 ins2 . For
an inflow of 20 mrs, the wind would then decelerate by roughly 4 m/s over the 80 km wide region of
such wave stress divergence.
On 6 March, the model predicts the maximum degree of supersaturation to be IS % at the 3 km
above sea level (Fig. 7). The wave momentum flux estimated with the supersaturation condition is
17

about 35 % larger than that estimated with wave stress saturation condition at 3 km level (Fig. 5).
For 27) March. wave breakiing is not predicted by any combint.-tion of lower boundary conditions and
wave breaking conditions. The calculated wave monentum flux increases with increasing height, for

all models in agreement with observations 'Fig. 6, solid line).
2.1.7. Effective mountain height
Calculation of the wave stress at the ground level requires estimation of the effective mountain
height.The actual displacement of the streamline near the ground surface is influenced by terraininduced disturbances such as the blocking of low-level flow (Klemp and Lilly, 1978; Pierrehumbert
and Wyman, 1986), the development of turbulent boundary laver (Pitts and Lyons, 1990), and the
formation of stagnant cold-air pools in topographic depressions. To take into account these effects,
Palmer et aL (1986) limit the value of wave amplitude at the grund level to 400 in or less.
Based on two-dimensional model results, Stern and Pierrehumbert (1988) propose the effective
mountain height iTe to be
=r0 mie

(43)

where r) in this equation denotes the actual amplitude of the surface topography and c is a constant
estimated to be 0A - 0. in their study.
We estimate the effective mountain height 17 by equating the model-estimated wave stress at
ground level with the observed wave stress below the model-estimated wave breaking level since wave
stress is conserved below this level. Effective mountain heights of 500 m and 120 mnappear to yield the
best agreement between the observed and model-estimated fluxes for 6 and 25 March, respectively.
although uncertainties in the observed values are large. Examples of the estimated wave momentum
flux with various effectim mountain heights are shown in Fig. 6 for 25 March. On this day the
observed flux profile is simple and the model predicts no wave breaking. Using the above values of %/
and substituting the observed upstream wind and stratification into (43), the coefficient c in (43) is
predicted to be, perhaps coincidentally, 0.32 for both days.
2.1.8. Upward turbulent heat flux in the wave breaking region
Comparison of the wave momentum flux estimated from the linear gravity wave models in the
previous section suggests that the difference between the wave momentum flux predicted by wave stress
saturation and supersaturation conditions can be locally significant. However, direct observational
verification of wave stress supersaturation in the atmosphere has not been previously established.
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One indication of wave stress supersaturation and convective instability is upward turbulent heat
flux. Tuwbulent heat fluxes calculated for each flight level on 6 March show a well-defined region of
upward turbulent heat flux over the upstream edge of the coastal range (Fig. 8) located approximately
where maximum wave steepening is expected.! The width of the upward turbulent heat flux region
is approximately 10-20 km depending on the altitude.
The occurrence of convectively driven turbulence can be seen from the horizontal variations of
vertical velocity and potential temperature in the composite of eddy structures sampled frr
upward heat flux region (Fig. 9). The 800 m wide samples are centered at the positive peaks

the
01

the

llaar-wavelet transform of vertical velocit" which is used to detect concentrated eddy-scale gradients
(Mahrt, 1991). The selected samples represent about. 80 % of the total record length in the upward heat
flux region so that most of the record is represented. Similar structures with a factor of 2-3 sinallej
amplitudes occurred at the 3.7 and 4A km levels. In the composited structure, temperature and
vertical velocity are almost exactly in phase (Fig. 9) which corresponds to well organized convection
and efficient upward heat flux. This convection is consistent with wave stress supersaturation with
respect to convective instability.
The estimated magnitude of turbulent. heat flux generally decreases with height and varies with
the cutoff wavelength for the high pass filter. The upward heat flux at the 3.3 km level reaches a
maximum for a 1 km filter cutoff wavelength (Fig. 11). Therefore motions smaller than 1 km are
regarded as turbulence scale disturbances. The vertical profile of the heat flux calculated from 500 m
high-pass filtered variables is also presented for comparison (Fig. 10).
We now attempt to formulate the upward turbulent heat flux in the wave breaking region using a
flux-gradient relationship a-d the wave stress supersaturation condition. The purpose of this formulation is to document the plausibility of the wave stress supersaturation conditlon for wave breaking
rather tihan proviie a practical tool for modelling.
The upward turbulent heat flux in a wave breaking region will be estimated by assuming a
relationship between the turbulent flux and the local wave-modified gradient ef the mean flow so that

=-0' K-00

(44)

where K is the eddy diffusivity for heat and 0 is the total potential temperature modified by wave
4 The upward turbulent heat flux shown in Fig. 10 occurs approximately in the cloud-free region
reported by Smith (1987) ant, is thn at. due to latent herating.
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activity. When the wave stress is supersaturated, c0/:z in the wave breaking region is estimated by

0:

(45)

'here 0 is the mean potential temperature (not modified by wave activity) and S is the degree of
supersaturation given by (33). In (45). ih•nzero supersaturation (positive S) corresponds to convective
instability. With stronger stratification, wave breaking leads to greater convective instability.
The eddy diffusivit" in the wave breaking region may be appioxirated as
K n:j 1

C

(46)

where 1, is the turbulent length scale for heat :ransfer and V is the wind Ipeed modified by vtave
activitv. In the wave breaking region, the turbulent length scale 4 is presumably restricted by the
depth of the wave breaking region D gihen by (28).
To estimate the wind shear in the wave breaking region, we estimate the minimum wind speed
u, due to the maximum modification of the flow byv graviky waves as

u=]

=

-

-SU

(47)

where U is the unmodified nean wind speed in the direction of the surface wind. Then, the maximum
difference of the wave-modified wind speed AV across a depth comparable to the amplitude of the
wave streamline displacement is approximated as

AV!

U - =+
ti

S)U-

(4S)

The correspcnding shear of the wa-e-modified flow in the wave breaking region can be obtained from

(4S)

Idl'I
Id-j

Al'
h(z)

(I +S)U
h(:)

(9

(9

where h(z) is, again, the amplitude of the vertical displacement of the streamline and we have assumed
that the background mnean she-ar is smal; compared to the wave-induced shear.
Assuming the mixing length to be proportional to the depth of wave breaking region and using
the estimated wind shear (49), the eddy diffusiviy ib the wave breaking region may be approximated
as

K
- ¢sV ( + S)U
Kh
20

-)

(50)

where Ci" is a constant with expected magnitude less or equal to I. From (26). (28) and (30). DW- can
be estimated to be

1
where a =- (-2312/3)iI2

0.97.

Finally, the turbulent heat flux in the w-are breaking region can be estimated from (44). (45).
(50) and (51), together with the degree of supersaturation S from (33) to be

teat
- Cj

D(1-Z-S)U
dO
D2
(=)
Sdz
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Using C- = 1, the model-estimated upiward turbulent heat flux decreases with increasing altitude

similar to the observed fluxes (Fig. 10). The decrease of upward turbulent heat flux with height re-ults
mostly from the decrease of the depth of convection D with height. The comparison between rne&d
results and the observations also suggests that the constant C. in (52) is order of unityA wide region of downward turbulent heat flux occurs at the back of the wave immediately
downstream from the narrower :.gion of upward turbulent heat flux (Fig. 8). 'tIe upward and
downward heat flux approximately cancel each other when averaging over the entire :ecDod. The wave
scale heat flux is also small when averaged o-er the entire record at different lkvels. As a rcalg.
the total wave and tairbulent heat flux and its influence on the mean stratification appmars to besmall for this day. Similar results aze obtained by DelL-i and Orlanski (1975- and Dunkerto: (1-98)
from rot..ting tank experiments. In addition, the turbulent momentum flux is one or two orders of
mag.nitude smaller than the --rave momentum flux. "ghusthe transport of momentum by gity -avs
appears to be tr e primizrv vertical tra-sport mechanism for the two flow cases stud.i-ed here.
2.1.9. Conclusions

We have studied two distinctly different atmospheric flows cver the coastal ra•n-e of Noithemr
Y=go-slavia with aircraft measurements collected during ALPEX. On 6 March, steepe•.ing and breaking
of orographic graity-waves occur, and the wave momentum flux decreases with increasing height belrw
the critiral level. Deceleration of the wind component Parallel to the surface wind due to this wmrc
stress divergence appears to be about 9 xIl0' ms-2. a value comparable to !he magnitude of the
Coriolis ttrm in momentim equations. On 275 March, low-level wave breaking does not occur and the
=ave mor.-ntunt

flux increases with height. On both da-.s the region of wave activity isr.60-70 km

wide coiaciding with thi width of the underlying coas.al range.
The =ar- momentum flux estimated from the linear gravity wave model agree with the oL-erved
wave mo.,-ni..,tum flux on both days. The wave momentum flux with the first-order lowe boundary
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condition is 20 to 30 % smaller than that with zero order lower boundary, condition. The generalized
w'ave strss -sulwmrsaturation condition predicts 20-40 % more wave stress on 6 March con I. Cd to

application of the wave stress saturation condition. However, the difference between these models ni.v
not be significant compared to uncertainties of the flux computed from observations and uncertainties
in model-input variables. The estimated effective mountain heights from the observ'ations agree with
tlte formulation suggested by Stern and Pierrehumhert (198S).
The region of observed upward turbulent heat flux on 6 March, 10-20 km wide, contains well
defiEed convective eddies on the turbul-nt scale- These eddies provide evidence for wave stress super.-tViralion ;ith respect to convective nstabiity.- The vertica•l profile of the observed upward turbulent
heat flux can be_ approximated by a flux gradient relationship based on the mixing length and vertical
shear deriv! from the geera--lized supersaturation theory. However the net turbulent heat flux over
the e-ntire flight.path appears to be s•.-- due to canu-.lation between the upward flux in the conv.eCtively unstable reginm and downward heat fl= at the back of the wave. Therefore the turbulent
h-a, flux may not significal1y influmnce the mean stratification at the wave breaking level in ag-,ree::t

w'-ith the studies of Delisi and Orlanki (19.5), Fritts and Dunkerton (lM85), and Dunkerton

ti 959- The sp-atially averaged tra-.-s•rt of heat by --- ve-scale monticu and tramsport of momentum
I turbulence also appear to be smal compar•d to suspected sampling problerrs, 71he.-efore vertical
tr--nsport or mrnereu•tu

by gravity wares is the principle mechanism of vertical transport for both of

the Rlow regimes studicd here.
AV= n2-glected three d&.;ezrsioality of the ground too0graphy which could lead tc overestimation
of the wave mromenturm flux (.,r-nei

and McGregor, 19761. Nappo (1991) .rund that wave 4tress

over an idealized th.-re dimensional tspography is Alomt half of that over two dimensional topography
rith the sane amplitude and width. :lowerer, the detailed influence of the three dimensionaliT"
will depend upoz the ratio beawe-n the aanag-ri4s.5 a

errecs-ridge length scales (Pierrehumberu

and WyM.Fan, 19G). Applization of the -av monetnturm fElu-n- fnrudation to numerical modds nzimt
aLso r

n•z•-e that sub.•id-sca.e topography generally includes mountains with a variety of effective

.nountai-n heighrs and horizontal scalcs which -mry according to the gecgraplical location and grid
i
modes a
requires
5 ize Application or the graCmty nave nrun.i• flux foznrilatiou to ni
compa:i1bilizv with the ,"ormulation of the plan.lary ,•oundary layer (Pitts and Lkyes, 1"0). Such
application may include generatitt
prrvemts ,ro.atr..

of critical levels in :he stab-lk brundary layer (Nappo. '991) 'shich

of gravity waims of;- of the bouadaty

-2

yr't.
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Figure legends
Fig. I Vertical profilts of u, v, the wind component parallel to the surface wind IV, and 0 from the
adiarvumc over Zagreb, Y1ugosL--ia at

-1200
LST on 6 March iM92 (ab), and at 0900 LST or 2

March 1952- (cd) obtained by aver.ging the soundiags at 06WO and 1200 LST. Heights are with

espect to --ca levelFig- 2 Detrended observed u, w, and0

at the 3.3 km levl

n 6March andtopography hrght. The

mean flow is northeasterly and directed toward the lefL
Fig. 3 Vertical velocity variances of tlh 10-SO km band-pass filtered data (top) and the 1 km high-piss
filtered data (middle) observed on 6 Matdc

at the 3.3 km level. The mean fl"w is nor-heasterl"

and directed toward the left.
Fig. 4 Observed waim-scale momentum flux vectors (thin arrows) and surface wind Va (thick arrows)
for 6 March (a) and 25 March (b).
Fig 5 Observed momentum flux from the 10-80 km band-pass filtered variabls (open circles) and
model-estimated wave momentum flux (lines) on 6 March 1952 with the zero-order (ROth") and
first-order ("Isf') lower boundary conditions and wave stress saturation (fSS) and supersaturation (CSS') conditions.
Fig.

6 Observed momentum flux from 10-80 km band-pass variables (open circes) and modelestimated wave momentum fluxes for different effeeive mountain heights (lines).

Fig. 7 The degree of supersaturation estimated for 6 March.
Fig- 8 A schematic diagram of the isentropes (after Smith, 19S7) and the regions of downward (shaded
with lines) and upward (shaded with dots) turbulent heat flux observed on 6 March.
Fig. 9 The composite of i=(dashed line) and 9 (solid line) from
rampled events in the upward turbulent
heat flux region at the 3.3 km level on 6 MarchFig- 10 The upward turbulent healt flux from high-pass filtered variables with cutoff wavelengths 500
m (cross) and 1 km (ope circkes) on 6 March and model predicted flux profiles (52).
Fig. I I The turbulent heat flux for different high-pass filterlengths in the upward turbulent heat flux
region at the 3.3 km lewed on 6 March.
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Chapter 2.2
Turbulent "rmvsport in the Free Atmosphere
and very stable Nocturnal Boundary Layer
2.2.1. Introduction

Previous studies suggest that as mu.-ch as 25 % of the dissipation of atmos-pheric k.rietir energy
occurs through clezr air turbulence in the mid- and upper tioposphere {iled' ci al, 1977). Turbulence
in the free atmosphere is u-ualiy found in thin and isolated regions oflrge 'eztieai shear and horizontal
:vznperature gradient, .nd snal i1
Richazls-on number. Such regior.n3 re frequeeatly feund near tlie jet
trall. ard internal fronts (Kennedy and Shapirm, I.575). Ciear air turbu!ence is also induc,'d by
smaller scale atmospheric perurbatit~ns such as breaking graiyty- ,avs .nd roil v'rices (A-las
aiLt
1970).

urbultent roixig may occar sytenm-t;caily in the residual ,aya, aweakly
z
stratified remnant of

the dyvtime mixed !.K.'ez ab.-e the nocturnal boundary lhaer (Stull, 199S). Observational (Lensehow
cf aL, I&S-7) and numericz! (Ard:,&

cf a,

1978; Garreat, IM9S; Stall and Ericdonks,
-.
1991) studies

indicate shtar-driven turbulence a. the top andlor ho:tcim of wha.t appears to be a residual !a'er.
Turbulence is cften intermittenst in the upper part of the surface inversion laver. and seems to be
generated by local shear not dirctly re-lted to the sirface sucss (,-khrz. 1A85). Such turbulence may
propagate downward in the form o. turbulent bursts (NaFp.

1-9i). Conseuentlk. modeLs based on

boundary layer similarity appear to poorly des-fibc the rey evshle -'e.
TI he m-odelling studics of Louis i ef.!•f

) shc- that chfa.ging the turbulence lpa-r? neter.iation

can significanntly alter simulated large stale flows. Despite. ths ispo.-~nci:, tubulent mixing in the
free atmosph-ce has receihed am-ch less -. tentio,.3 compzewl to t*e s'a- e-baed boundary-layer Opcrational prediction of a.-nospheric clear zir turbuiece *onvetit-es rmquires the gradient Richarison
numibe- to be less than unity (Keller. 1990) or b:ss than vorr.- other c,'ic

value. Somie evidence

can be extracted from lavers. : free turb••'e ,cn .clarato-.y arnd oceauic stratifed shear flows fsee
Fo-rnand&, 1991a for a reiew). For example, .loorato"yexper..u.r.ts rn.eaaly- cupport the gradiest
Ritchardsoa number criterion for the onset of tarbuh-toe (egg. Thorpe. M1973). Howeve--,

the critikal

value of the PRicardson number may inc-mase with the depth -Z tie La.er over which it is comiputetd
S(L,'ons 1 A, 1-064). Even with large ,Alues of the Richardson nurirs fot the resolved fowr, the
Richartdson number on smafler scales may becotzte suffi-SmLy smna to initiate turbulence (Padrnan
zaid Jones, ;MOS). In addition, values of the iuxws d-,pend or. the range cf scaks indudcd in the
estimaI.6n. For example, the char air flux aln,- repoazd by Kevwedy and Shapiro (1080) include
seaks up to several hundred kilonmters and therefore ;,dude motiors with ph-sics quite different

from that of turbulence.
In this study. sei.-eeeu aircraft slant soundings obtained on 6. 7i =nd 24 May 1983 in CABLE
(Clear Air Turbrilence and Boundary Layer Experhnent) and a~ht swundings and one ho.i-2untal L-,

obtained on 6 May 19"9 in SESAME (Severe Eni-onmental Storms and Mesos-ale Experirnent) are
anal.zed to estimate the t'rbulent fluxes above the boundary layer =od their relatioanhip to the
Rwhardson number.. Based on analyses of this data, we attcmpt to forW.late the eddy diffusiriices
in the free atmosphere in terms of ib.e turbulent length scale and 6& eddy Prandtl number (Sec:!:ion

3). In addition tutbul.rt mixing lengths znd eddy Pran.dtl numbe.-s are estimated for 5 and 7 May
SESAME frcrn the composite fluxes and mear= flows presented in Mahrt (19S."•) and Lenscl-o- cl at
(19S71.-

In Section 4, the resulting expressions for the re!atiicuhips tf the mnuing length and the

Pra.dtl number tc the gradient Richardson number are compared zgain-a those zuggests-d by Lt.uis

cl ati. 1i98:1 -nd tIhmb
. red in the medium range .crecast model at the U-S. N-ional Metewrolkical
Center 1NMC. 1988). in Section -5. :-he influence cf tu.thabu

t mixiig wn!he evolution of low-lewel

flowr is s-udied using a calumn model with emphasis o tl-- evolution of tL- residual layer above the
nocturi-al bouadary layer.
2.ýý2 Data
This study analyzes: data obtaine-d from 5 May I M- in CA;.4BLE where- the X-C-'AR King A*r Hle.from 0600 to 1000 LST in the east-weAt direction over weste-rn Kansas (Fig. la). The bcondary la-er
w'as undergoing transiti.n fiom the noctumal surface inmersimr layer at the beginning of toe fi-ght
zo the mix

ayer at the end of the obervation. La.ers of turbukence occurred above the thin but

gro-ing boundary laver. Flights on 24 May l9.3 in CABLEi extended from Ollahoma (i.-v to ov.w
the Gulf of Mexico during the period from 1600 to 1-00 LST. On this d-y, clear air turbukh-ce occurs
approximately 3 km above tie-sea surface (Fig-. Ib). Based on the isen~tropic am-lIyvis (F$:. 1b), this:
turbaknce apparently occurs in conjunction wit*. mcsoscak, disturbanc•..
Data on 6 May 1979 in SESAME were takei in anti above a r'imiy, ueak-!

stabl nocturnal

bou::jary layer oenr central Oklahom.a (Lenscboa ef at, Ig9s'). Arday-es of .urbulence above the
-surface inversion -ayer on 5 ,Ma" in SESAUME by Mahirt (iS85) and near the top --f the residual lay•
oe 7 May in SESAME hy lenschow ci at (19i7) -aealso used te compute mixing lengti% and the
coddy Prandt! number.
After high-pass fil:ering the aircraft data to partially :enyare graxikt waxes o.) other larger scale
disturbances, heat and moenvtum flaxes and the vertical %veocityvari nces are calculated. Based on
cetspectra, the cutoff war-wengtlt for :Le high-iPws filtering 6- appraýmuateLy 1 Jim for 5 and 24 May
31;

CABLE and 6 May SESAME. Examples of vertical profiles of potential temperature and variance
of high-pass filtered vertical velocity from CABLE 24 May over the ocean are presented in Fig. 2.
The observed clear air turbulence is separated from boundary layer turbulence by a layer of relatively
small vertical velocity variance (Fig. 2). The bottom of the near-quiescent layer coincides with the
capping inversion at the top of the boundary layer as can be seen from the potential temperature
profile (Fig. 2). Ele.-vated maxima of downward turbulent heat flux also appear in the same lavers as
the vertical variance maxima. The variance of the high-pass filtered vertical velocity in the patchc3 of
clear air turbulence corresponds to a root-mean-square vertical velocity of 10-60 cm/s for the CABLE
cases and 5-40 cm/s for SESAME 6 Mzy.. The magnitude of the vertical velocity associated =ith the
stronger updrafts and downdrafts is usually an order of magnitude larger than the root-mnean-square
vertical velocitvThe vertical profiles of the mean flow are estimated from slant soundings by block-averaging the
raw data. The depth of the averaging interval is typizally 50 mu and is determined for each kg based
on a subjective assessment of natural layering and also bascd on the aircraft ascent or descent raze
and the need to reduce the contamination ky horizontal variability due. to rzieocale motions. To
obtain the mean values at the levels corresponding to the top and bottom of the turbulent layer. the
averaged variables are interpolated with cubic splines.
The gradient Richardson numbers calculated for the turbulent layers var-y from 02-1-0 while those
calculated outside the turbulent layers are wsually larger than 1.5. In a few exceptions the gradient
Richardson number drops to about 0.6 in a quiescent layer. %whenthe block-averaging intervals were
increased by a factor of two, the resulting gradient Richardson nurmbers changed by an average amount
of approximately 50 % with no preference for the sign of the changes.
2.2.3. Eddy diffnmiities and the eddy Prandtl nmnber
In this section, we construct an empirical formulation for the eddy diffusivity in the free atmo-

"sphere in term of the large scale stability based on the gradient Richardson number. The gradient
Richardson number is approximated by the layer Rickardsox xamlcr (RL) computed across the bulk
turbulent layer as
= gA
O

A:r

(|1

where g is the acceleration of gravity, AO is the diffictnce of the mean potential temperature across
thc turbulent layer of the 1hickn-es A:. 0 is the mean potential temperature of the layer. and AV is
the magnitude of the wind vector difference acros the laI-er. We cxprte
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the eddy diffusivitv for le-az

(K&) and momnentumi (K,,.) as

ej~:

(2a)

K.= KjPr

(2b)

K,. =

where I&is the turbulent mixing length for heat and Pr is the eddy Prandtl number ssume to
be dependent on the Richardson number. These dependencies on the Richardson number will be
estimated from the obser%-ations- Honriontal Lvlocikv fluctuations and associated momnentumn flux
are complicated by pressure fluctuations; while temperature fluctuations are nlot- Therefore we first
establish the formulation of the eddy diffusm-ity for heat and then estimate the eddy diffusivity for
momentumn from the dependence of the eddy Prandtl number on the Richardson numberFirst we compute e"- diffusijitics from the observed turbulent fluxes and vertical variation of
the mean flow as

+

K,:.

(3b)

(BUlB:)2 + (8IV184
whiere primed i-ariables denote the high-pass filtered v-ariables and the overbar designates an a-verage
The mixing length (1#) can he obtained fromn the eddy diffusirity for beat (3a) as

Estimated values of the mixing length decrease rapidly with increasing Richardson number in the
range 0 < Ri < OA, then decrewse more slowly for Ri > OA (Fig. 34 The dependence of the
estimated mixing length on the Richardson number shows less scatter than the dependence or the
eddy dilMusii-ity on the Richardson number (not shown) even though the mixing iength is computed
from the eddy diffusivity.. The mixing length for momentum (not. shown) --hows more scatter than
that for heatWe will represent the mixing length in termns of an asymptotic: mixing length at neutral stability
lo,&. as in Illaclkadar (1962). and a nondimensional function of the gradient Richardson number Oi,.(RaJ
so that

The nonlinear least-squarcs fit of the observed mixing length yields loj& 5-9-5 m for 0,(Ri) given by
6a(i)=

~

+ 0.151(Ri+3A0))
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(6)

The first term in (6) represents the rapidly decreasing part of 1j for the range 0 < lii < 0.4I while
the second term in (6) represents the more slowlv decreasing part of 4, for the range Ri > 0.4. A
similar two-regim-e relationship between Hi and the bulk dimensionless drag coefficient, which is the
boundary layer equji-alent of 9in (5). is observed by Malirt. (1987). Due to the lack of data for small
Richardson numbers (Hi < 0.2). some uncertainty is expected in the estimated asymptotic mixing
*

lesigth. A-symptotic mixing lengths used in pirevious paramctcrizations of turbulent mixing in the
free atrmosphere arc usually. specified to be sev~eral hundred meters (Louis, 199; Louis cf aL, 119S1:
NNIC, 19SS). Hlowever, such values are based on desired ov~erall mo-de performance instead of direct
observations of cdear air turbulence. In actual clear air turbulence, the asymptotic mixing length may
depend on the v~ertical distance from the top or bottom of the turbulent layer- The cstina-.ed mixing
lengths are typically an order of magnitude smaller than the thicknesses of the turbulent layers.
Hiowever, the mixing lengths and Richardson numbers do not show a definite relaticniship 1.0 the
thickness of the turbulent layers in contrast to near equilibrium turbulence in laboratory experim-ents
(Fernando, 1991b)- In geophyusical free turbulence layers, equilibrium may he prevented by continual
modification of the mean shear by the turbulence-.
The eddy Prandtl number is estimated from the observed eddy diffusivities; (3a.4) as
Pr=K.

(7)

The dependence of the Praridt number on the Richardson number (Fig. 4) sh~ows considerablle svatter:
especiall

at Richardson numbers greater than OA- The. large scatter is partly due to the scatter in

the eddy diffusivity for momentumn and the usual problems; with statistics of ratios.. Furthermore, the
observed fluxes may be contarrinated by large sampling problems parilcularly with slant soundings.
T'he estimuated Prandtl number increases with increasing Richardson number which implies that the
contribution of the pressure fluctuations; to the '-ertical transport of horizontal momenturn becomes
more important. as the stability of the mean flow inc.-caseS. Increasing Prandtl number with increasing
Richardson nun-.her has also been observed in vraious laboratory experiments (Arya, 19175; Mizusbina
el &L, 1978; Webster, 1964; Rehr ci AL, 1988) and steens; to he suggested by the atmospheric observatioas of Merrit and Rudinger (1973), Wittich and Roth (1964) (Fig- 4), and Koado ei AL (1978S).
The eddy Prandill numbers estimated from the present analyses are roughly approximated with
a least squares linear fit to the gradient Richardson number (solid line, Fig. 4) as
Pr(Ri) = 1.5 + 3.0OSRi.()
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This relationship predicts the Prandtl number at neutral stability to be 1.5 which is larger than some
preiious laboratory experiments which suggest Pro = I (e.g. Arya, 1975; Mizushina CI aL, 1978).
A nonlinear fit to the data predicts a value of Pro doser to one, but a fit more complex than linear
cannot be justified with the limited data and large scatter. When Pr = I at Ri = 0 is forced, a linear
fit of the current results yields a slope of 3.84, instead of 3.08 in (8) (dashed line in Fig. 4). In the
simulations of Section -5, we use (8).
2.2-4. Comparison with the other clear air turbulence model
Due to lack of observational evidence, parametenizations for turbulent mixing in the free atmoosphere have been based on boundary laver similarity relationships with constant asymptotic mixing,
length. However, clear air turbulence is not directly influenced by the underlying surface so that the
stability dependence computed from actual data (6) may be different from those based on observations
in the surface layI-r. The current model (5,6) will now be compared with mixing leegth formulations
from Louis ci eL (1981) and NNMC (1981)

for free atmospheric mixing in operational models.

The nondimensional function of the Richardson number in the Louis model, IL. which is equixalent to o& in (5), is given as
JL(hi) =

and that for the NMC model, f-,

[I + 15 Ri(I + 5Ri')"-

(9a)

as

fv(Ri) = [I + .5 R•I-'r

(9)

The nondimensioal functions 0&(Ril, IL(Ri). and fI(Rj) all decrease with increasing Richardson
number. but fx(Jii) and ftL(Ra decreases more slowly than 4&(Ri) based on the current observations

(Fig. 5). Therefore, for a given asymptotic mixing length, the present formulation will predict smaller
eddy diffusii-ities than the NMC and Louis models.

The eddy Prandtl number for the Louis model is obtained from (]a,&), (5), and (7) as
Pr(Ri) =
where

(tO=

fi

0(Ri

.. o.. and f.. are the mixing length, the asymptotic mixing length, and the nondimerisional

function of the gradient Richardson number for the turbulent momentum flux, respectively. Defining
a new dimensimless function of the gradient IiicharLson nunder F(Ri). (10) becomes

P'r(R) = ProF(IlI)
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(11)

where Pro is the eddy Prandtl number at neutral stability and is expressed as
Pro
We can obtain F(R/)

Ca-.

(12)

from f,(11i) and f,4(Ri) given in Louis el aL (1951) as
j (Ri)
F(R) -=l(Ri)

I + 15Ri(I + 5Ri"12

+ lORi(1 +SRi)_

2

.

13)

Based on the sensitivity test- with large-scale models, Louis ei aL (19S1) suggest as•mptotic mixing
lengths of 150 and 450 m for the momentum and heat transfer, respectively, corresponding to Pro =
1/9. much smailer than implied by previous obser-ations, liowexer, such values of asymptotic mixing
lengths are quite uncertain so that, for the comparison only, Pr = I at Ri = 0 is anumcd for both
the Louis model and the present model. NMC (1988) assumes that Pr = 1 for stable stratification.
The eddy Prandtl number calculated from the Louis model (dashed line, Fig. 6) increaszs almost
linearly with increasing Ri, but faster than the current formulation (solid line, Fig. 6). While the
difference between the two formulations may not be significant compared to the large scatter in
the data, both relationships predict that the Prandtl number becomes large, 5 or greater for strong
stability. Therefore equating the eddy diffusivity for momentum to that for heat in stably-stratified
conditions, as in the NMC model, will seriously underestimate the momentum transport for large
stability.
2.2-5. Turbulence in the free atmosphere: Column model simulations
The influence of clear air turbulence above the nocturnal boundary layer is now investignted
using a one-dimensional numerical model with the current eddy diffsivity formulation (2a.b) based
on the stability dependent mixing length (5-6) and Prandtl number (8). Turbulent mixing in the
boundary layr is calculated from the model of Troen and Mahrt (19S6) except for special modifications
developed in Subsection c. Additional features of the column model are detailed in Ek and Mahbt
(1990). This model is designed for use within large scale models where simpicity and economy are
required.
To eliminate spurious inertial oscillation in the free atmcsphere, the initial wind profiles are
scifiedped to be geostrophic above 200 m and decrexse linearly to zero at the surface. In the experiments
presented in Subsections a - c, the mean vertical motion is specified to be zero, and the geastrophic
winds are assumed to be time- and height-independent at all levels with a value of 5 m/s.
a. Diurnal variation
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"The model simulation is governed by the growth and decay of the mixed layer and attendant
inertial oscillation. As a result, the nocturnal lower atmosphere evolves into three distinctive layers
consisting of the nocturnal boundary laver, residual layer, and free at-osphere (Fig. 8a) as also occurs
in somewhat different form in the observations of Lenschow i &L(1987) plotted in Fig. 7.
The daytime mixed layer begins to collapse at 1700 solartime and yields to a nocturnal boundary
layer which is a few hundred meters thick. A residual layer of weak or near zero stratification remains
between the top of the nocturnal surface inversion laver and the inversion corresponding to the top of
the pre-existing daytime mixed laver (Fig. 8). Modelling studies of Andri ci aL (1978), Garratt and
Brost (1981). Garratt (1985). and Stull and Driedonks (19877) also show the surviv-al of the residual
layer during the nighttime. The weakly stratified laver observed above the surface inversion layer in
the early morning of 7 May 1979 in SESAME (Fig. 7) may be an observational example of the residual
layer. Weak stratification observed above the nocturnal boundary layer in Andri et &L (197S), Mahrt
etia/. (1979), Hlsu (1979), Estournel ct eL (19S6). and Stull and Driedonks (1987) may be additional
examples.
Following the mixed layer .ollapsc and development of the inertial oscillation and low-level jet
(Buajitti and Blackadar, 1957; Beyrich and Klose, 19$), significant ver-:al shear of the mean flow
develops at the top and bottom of the residual layer (Fig. 8a). In actual atmospheric flows whexe
the geostrophic wind varies spatially, convergence induced by inertial oscillation leads to damping by
pressure adjustments (Smith and Mahrt, 1981) and would presumably limit the speed of the low level
jet. These effects cannot be included in a column model.
b. Turbulent diffusion in the free atmosphere
By the early morning, when the modelled 1-ow-leveljet reaches its full strength, the eddy diffusivity
occurs with two distinct maxima above ':he boundiry layer; one located immediately above the lowlevel wind maximum and the other in the shear layer near the top of the residual laver (Fig. Sb). A
local turbulence maximum near the top of the residual iayer also occurs in the early morning pr(4ilc
of the turbulence kinetic energy profile on 7 May 1979 SESAME (Fig. 7) and in the model results of
Andri cf aL (197$) and Garratt (1965). An inferred maximum of turbulence near the low-level jet
has lbee.n observed by Andri and Mahrt (1962) and occurs in the modelling studies of Andri ei SL
(1978) and Garratt (1985).
The modelled clear air turbulence reduces the mean shear near the top of the residual layer but
is otherwise unimpoctanat for this flow case. The potential temperature its the residual layer remains
well mixed throughout the night and momentum remains partially mixed. As a result the Richardson
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number and eddy diffusivity are sensitive to slight changes of the mean profiles and can even be altered
by changes in the time step; however, the resulting turbulent fluxes are categorically small for these
cases and have little effect on the mean flow.
Fig. 7 and previous observations indicate that the residual laver often develops some stratification
during the night even if weak. The failure of the model to develop such stratification may be due to
underestimation of mixing or neglect of clear air radiative cooling, horizontal adrection, the influence
of baroclinity (Subsection d), and mean suLsidence (Subsection e). Important clear air radiative
cooling was inferred from observations for the lower part of the residual layer in Andre and Mahrt
(1982) and occurred in the modelling study of Garratt and Brost (1981). A-smptotic mixing lengths
of several hundred meters are usually specified for large-scale numerical models (Louis ef aL.1981:
NMC, 1988) which would produce an order of magnitude larger eddy diffusivit- than that estimated
from the present observations. The previous model mixing lengths are based on model performance
rather than observations and may attempt to include subgrid variability of turbulence (Maryon, 1990).
The present analysis of observations includes fluxes on horizontal scales up to 1 km only and does
not explicitly include gravity wave induced turbulence nor direct transport of momentum by gravity
waves. However application of large mixing lengths of several hundred meters in the present column
model still fails to stratify the interior of the residual layerc. Turbulence in the upper part of the nocturnal boundary layer
Models based on boundary lay-er similarity theory appear to adequately approximate the weakly
stratified boundary layer, but poorly describe the very stable boundary layer. Boundary laver similarity th.eory" is based on the assumption that the vertical length scale of large boundary layer eddies is
related to th- depth of the boundary layer and height above the ground. In the very stable boundary
layer, vertical movement of air is restricted and the turbulent eddies can not extend oevr the entire
depth of the boundary layer (Nieuwstadt, 1984) sometimes leading to only intermittent turbulence
... =-_

d. L, 1°7-).F.r c,-,

for the stable boundary layer used in the current

model fails to represent the effect of significant shear in the upper part of the nocturnal surface inversion layer associated with the overlying low level jeL In particular, the nocturnal boundary layer
may assume an upside down structure with the main source of shear generation occurring near the
top of the surface invesion layer (Mahrt, 1985).
The local scaling model of Nieuwstadt, (19S4) provides more flexibility but requires the flux to
vanish at the top of the boundary layer and cannot accormwodate the cae where -shearat the tor,of
the surface inversion laye- is a principle .ource of turukmlce.. In an attempt to include local gener43

ation of turbulence in the upper part of the nocturnal boundary layer, the current free atmospheric
mixing model is now merged with the modelled nocturnal boundary layer. It is arbitrarily assumed
that boundary layer similarity is always valid in the lower 30 % of the stable boundary layer. The
current boundary layer model predicts maximum eddy diffusivity at approximately 0.3h where h is
the boundary laver depth. The merged model allows local shear generation of mixing to override the
conventional boundary layer prediction in the upper 70 % of the modelled boundary layer if the local
prediction of the eddy diffusivity (2, 5, 6) is greater than the boundary layer prediction.
The as•mptotic mixing length 1o.A in (5) is not allowed to exceed kz for the loealeddy diffusivity
formulation where k is the von

•irnin constant assumed to he 0-4 and z is the height above the

surface. That is, free eddies in the stable boundary layer attempting to become larger than kz would
become constrained by the surface. Unfortunately there are no observations to study the development
of turbulence from elevated shear layers which subsequently becomes influenced by the ground.
The eddy diffusivity estimated by the local prediction significantly exceeds the eddy diffusivity
estimated from the boundary laver similarity theory late in the night when shear near the top of
:he surface inversion laver becomes significant. As a result, the maximum eddy diffusivity in early
morning occurs in the upper part of the nocturnal boundary layer (Fig. 9a) as also occurred in Mahrt
(19S75). For the present numerical experiment the locally generated turbulence reduces the low level
wind speed maximum by 10% but otherwise excrts negligible influence on the mean flow (Fig. 9b). As
the specified geostrophic wind speed decreases the influence of local turbulence generation increases.
That is, the modelled local generation of turbulence in the stable boundar•y becomes more important
when turbulence in the boundary layer is weak.
d.- Barocinity
Mean shear and generation of turbulent mixing in the residual laver may be enlanced by baroclinity of the large-scale flow. As an example, the influence of geostrophic wind shear on the generation of
turbulence is 'tested by specifying the geostrophic wind to increase linearly from 4 mi/

at the ground

to 8 m/s at 2 km above the ground- Horizontal advection of temperature implied by the geostrophic

wind shear is neglected.
With the imposed geostrophic wind shear, local generation of turbulence in the upper part of
the nocturnal boundary la.er snoots the potential temperature profile and reduces the speed of
the nocturnal jet byv about 20 % (Fig.

l0abb). The nocturnal boundary layer is wam.ned by the

local mixing. The 20 m temperature is about 1.5 deg C warmer when local mixing is included in
the upper part of the nocturnal boundary layer (Fig. lob). Overestimation of surface cooling has
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been a systematic deficiency of boundary layer models applied to very stable conditions (Ruscher,
1987). Consequently the modelled heat flux from the free atmosphere to the stable boundary laver by
inclusion of local shear generation may allow removal of artificial constraints in low resolution large
-cale models. Such constraints include specification of a minimum low-level wind speed (N MC, 19,8)
and limitation of the influence of stratification on the surface exchange coefficient (M. Schlesinger and
T. Scholtz, personal communications). However, the enhanced mixing due to baroclinit" still fails to
stratifv the residual layer. Unfortunately the present observations do not allow adequate estimation
of the geostrophic wind shear to test the column model. The importance of mean vertical motion is
discussed in the next section.
e- Large-scale subsidence
As an example, the influence of large-scale subsidence is studied by arbitrarily specif'ing tIe
mean vertical velocity profile to be -2.5 cm/s at 3 km and to decrease linearly to zero at the ground.
The numerical simulation is otherwise identical to that of Subsection a.
The vertical advection of potential temperature due to subsidence generates some stratification
in the residual layer (Fig. 11) and reduces the thickness of the residual layer to less than one half of
that without subsidence. These results suggest that subsidence may be an important mechanism for
stratifying the residual laver. flowevre a major difficulty for comparing the modelled residual layer
with observations now emerges. The depth of the residual laver is sensitive to even modest values of
subsidence yet. subsidence cannot be accurately estimated from observations.
2.2.6. Conclusions
Turbulent fluxes, mixing lengths, and eddy diffusiities in layers of clear air turbulence have been
estimated from aircraft data obtained during SESAME and CABLE. For small positive values of the
gradient Richardson number, the eddy diffusivity and mixing length decrease rapidly with increasing
gradient Richardson number. The eddy diffusivity and turbulent mixing length decrease more slowly
at larger values of the gradient Richardson number. This oscrmd mixing length is significantly smaller
than th ' previously used to model clear air subgrid scale flux in large scale models. The obserxved
turbulent Prandtl number tends to increase to values significantly greater than unity with increasing
Richardson number although the scatter is large- This indicates that pressure fluctuations enhance
the momentum flux at large stabi'lity-.
Based en the data anaysces, this study has constructel a similarity formulation of the s~ability
dependent. mixing length and Prandtl number for the free atmosphere. This formulation is applied to
a column model sufficiently simple for se in large scale models. During the night, weak turbulence
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develops at the top and bottom of the rtidual layer due to shear associated with the inertial oscillation
and nocturnal low level jet. The residual layer is located above the thin nocturnal boundary layer
and is a remnant of the deeper dzytime boundary layer. Large scale subsidence significantly reduces
the thickness of the residual laver during the course of the night.
The current formulation for locally generated turbulent mixing is allowed to override the boundary
layer scheme in the upper part of the nocturnal surface inversion layer when boundary layer similarity
theory fails to represent the impact of the local shear 3ssociated with the underside of the nocturnal
jet. Iu the present si dy, the influence of the locally generated turbulence on the boundary layer mean
flow appears to be more significant as the geostrophic wind decreases or as the geostrophic wind shear
increases. With weak air flow in the very stable case, the local generation of turbulence at the top of
the inversion laver may be the principal cause of diffusion corresponding to an xjside down boundary
laver. Such boundary layers belong to the Type I nocturnal boundary laver class of Kurzeja e aL
(1991) where much of the variance is due to horizontal meandering and gravity waves. Conventional
models of the stable boundary layer are expected to overestimate surface cooling and underestimate
dispersion with very stable conditions.
The importance of mean subsidence and baroclinity makes model comparison with observations
difficult. Without subsidence, the model fails to stratify the residual layer during the night. Omission
of clear air radiative cocling, horizontal temperature advection, or underestimation of mixing may also
contribute to lack of stratification of the modelled residual laqer. In future work, dear air radiative
cooling will be included, which, unfortunately will reduce the model's current utility as an economic
package for large scale models.
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Fi.ure legends
Fig. 1Cross-section of CABLE observational regions for (a) 5 May 193 and (b) 24 May 13

including

clear air turbilence (shaded), isintropes in I deg C intervals (solid lines), the PBL top (dwshed
line), aircraft flight paths (slant solid lines), and the direction of the mean flow (thick arro.s).
lHeight is with respect to sea level.
Fig. 2 Vertical profiles of variance of high-pass filtered vertical velocity (solid line), heat flux x 100
(short dashed line), and potential !emperature (long dashed line) obser•ed on 24 M.W CABLE.
Height is with respect to e leel-. The computed heat flux in the upper boundary l•yer was
noisy due to sampling problems ard omnittcd from the figure.
Fig. 3 Mixing length and the least square fit.given by (5) and (6) with lo. = 52.5 in.
Fig. 4 Eddy Prandtl nudbers and least-square fit (8) with Pro = 1-5 (solid line) and Pro = 1.0
(dashed line).
Fig.. 5 Nondimensional functions of Ri frion (6). the Louis model (9a). and NMC model (91i).
Fig. 6 Pr estimated from (8), Louis model, and NMC model. Pro = I is forced for (S) and Louis
model.
Fig. 7 Profiles of &(dashed line) and turulence kinetic energy (solid line) oberved at OG40 on 7 May
in SESAME (after

enschow ci at. iM9).

Fig 8 Model-estimtl vertical profilts at 0500 LST for (a) m (solid line) and 9 (dashed linm); (b) KA
with free atrmwpheric mixing.
Fig. 9 Modd-estimated vertical profiles at 0500 .ST for (a) K& and (b) u with Uf = 5 mS'z with
(dashed lines) and without (solid lines) local generation in !he upper part of the stable boundamy
la•er.
Fig. 10 Vertical profii at 0500 LST for (a) u and (b) S sizmmlated with (dashed lines) and without
(solid lines) local generation in the stable boundary laver when gemuophk wind shear is incduded.
Fig. II Vertical profiles of (a) u and (h) 0 with (dashed line) and without (solid line) of subsidence.
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Chapter 3.1

Boundary-Layer Moisture Regimes
3.1.1. INTRODUCTION
Heat and moisture fluxes are normally modelled with the same
exchange coefficients. The transfer processes for these two quantities
are similar to each other when compared to momentum transport which
involves pressure fluctuations (e.g., Garratt and Hicks, 1973). In addition,
moisture fluctuations are vulnerable to measurement problems (e.g., Dyer
et al. 1983) making distinction between moisture and heat transport
tenuous. However certain aspects of transport and organization of
moisture in the boundary layer are observed to be distinctly different
from that for heat. For example, in the convective boundary layer, Isaka
and Guillemet (1983) observe somewhat larger values of the dissipation
time scale for moisture fluctuations compared to that for temperature
fluctuations. As a second example, Brutsaert (1982) and Brutseart and
Kustas (1985) have suggested the need to distinguish between the
roughness height for moisture from that of heat.
The most studied aspect of boundary-layer moisture structure is that
specific humidity is often not well mixed even when potential
temperature is well mixed (Donelan and Miyake, 1973; Betts, 1976; LeMone
and Pennell 1976; Johnson 1977; Nicholls and Readings 1979; Nicholls and
LeMone 1980; Lenschow et al. 1980; and others'. Mahrt (1976) noted that
the entrainment moisture flux at the top of the boundary layer acts to dry
the boundary layer while moisture fluxes at the surface acts to moisten
the boundary layer, thus creating a vertical gradient of moisture which
survives mixing in some circumstances. This generation of gradients is in
contrast to the case for heat where both the surface flux and the
entrainment flux act to warm the boundary layer.
A systematic study of the dependence of the vertical gradient of
moisture or scalars on boundary layer scaling variab!es can be found in
Andrd et al. (1979), Mahrt and Andr6 (1983), Driedonks and Tennekes
(1984) and Kustas and Brutsaert (1987). Kustas and Brutsaert (1987) find
that the rate of dry air entrainment controls the vertical gradient of
moisture. The fundamental difference between downward mixing from the
top and upward mixing from the bottom has been exploited by Wyngaard
(1984) and Wyngaard and Brost (1984) in order to model the vertical
gradient of passive scalars in the mixed layer.
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With sufficiently strong downward mixing of dryer air, the moisture
skewness can become negative in the lower part of the boundary layer,
even though the skewness of temperature and vertical motion remain
positive due to warm moist updrafts (Druilhet et al. 1983). The moisture
skewness is just one of several features of boundary layer moisture
statistics which varies substantially between boundary layers with
different bulk stability, growth rates and surface energy regimes. These
features are the subject of Sections 3-6.
Then in Section 7, we study systematic variations of moisture on
scales of 10 km and greater. Nicholls and LeMone (1980) found that both
larger scale moisture and temperature perturbations seem to have a long
lifetime. They allude to large eddy motion and associated downward
transport of warm dry air as one possible cause. Further studies by
Barnes et al. (1980) and LeMone and Meitin (1984) found organized
moisture structure associated with two-dimensional "flat rolls
characterized by horizontal spacing of 10-15 km and aspect ratios of 25:
1 or greater. These flat rolls may be associated with interaction of
tropospheric gravity waves with the boundary layer (LeMone, 1989) as in
the modelling study of Clark et al- (1986). Motions of a comparable scale
are operating in the present study although moisture variations also seem
to be influenced by surface inhomogene*,ty on scales of tens of kilometers
and larger as in Malhouf et al. (1987); Segal et al. (1988) and Pinty et al.
(1989).

3.1.2. THE DATA
The present study focuses on data from the Hydrological and
Atmospheric Pilot Experiment (HAPEX) conducted in Southwest France
(Andrd et al. 1988: Pinty et al. 1989; Noilhan and Planton, 1989). The
HAPEX data (Table 1) are particular useful for moisture studies because
extra attention was devoted to the calibration of the sensors and
examination of errors in the moisture flux (e.g., Eloranta et al. 1989). Two
separate Lyman Alpha hydrometers were flown along with a dew point
hygrometer. Independent calibration procedures were carried out before
and after each flight.
We begin with two days, each consisting of 6 flights, 120 km long at an
elevation of approximately 150 m above a relatively uniform pine forest
referred to as Landes. This data set contains one of the largest sample
sizes ever accumulated by low-level aircraft flights over relatively
homogeneous land surfaces with approximately stationary conditions thus
allowing statistical examination of turbulence and some mesoscale
motions. The inhomogeneity is limited mainly to occasional clearings in
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the pine forest whose widths normally appear to be comparable to or
smaller than the scale of the main boundary-layer eddies. The forest
consists primarily of one species of pine, albeit of varying tree height and
some variation of the understory vegetation. The soil type is sandy and
relatively uniform compared to typical land sites. The sum of the
aircraft-measured latent and sensible heat fluxes is in agreement with
the energy available from net radiation as measured at the surface. The
other HAPEX days analyzed in this study (Table 1) consist of flight legs
over rolling terrain, mixed farmland and part of the pine forest with both
north-south and east-west iegs. These legs cover a variety of boundarylayer conditions but are characterized by greater sampling problems.

Table 1. AIRCRAFT FLIGHTS
Program L

Length

Height

HAPEX

(km)

(m)

Dir. Location

Weather

19 May

6

120

125

BN

flat pine forest

Cu < 10%

25 May

6

120

160

BN

flat pine forest

Cu < 10r/0

13 June

7

40

100

rolling, mixed

10% Cu, windy

19 June

8

40

100

rolling, mixed

clear

22 June

9

40

100

rolling, mixed

<10% Cu, vindy

1 July

10

40

100

rolling, mixed

vrble Sc

6

30

100

hilly grassland
Konza Prairie

ciear, windy

RFE
6 June

EN

A second data set consists of six lew levei east-west flights above the
Konza Prairie in central Kansas, USA carried out during FIFE (First ISLSCP
Fietd Experiment. Sellers et al. 1988). Here the 100 m wind is 11-12 mls
from the south southwest so that most of the shear is directed
perpendicular to the flight path. On this day, the surface
evapotranspiration is quite large and the surface heating is weak due to
wet soil conditions and little stomatal control in the prairie plant
community.
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Fluctuating and mean quantities for both data sets are computed using
the 2-pole Tangent-Butterworth filter with a 5 km wavelength. The
choice of the filter length is based on the cospectra of temperature and
vertical velocity in order to capture most of the turbulent heat flux.

3.1.3. MOISTURE REGIMES
To classify boundary laysis in terms of surface fluxes, we define a
phase space in terms of the Bowen ratio and the boundary-layer stability
parameter -h/L where L is the Obukhov length and h is the boundary-layer
depth. The boundary-layer depth is determined from vertical profiles of
aircraft measured moisture, temperature and variance of vertical
velocity. The Bowen ratio describes the partitioning of the surface energy
budget into sensible and latent fluxes while the stability parameter -h/L
is roughly proportional to the ratio of buoyancy-generation of turbulence
kinetic energy to the shear-generation of turbulence kinetic energy.
In order to help classify different types of boundary layers, four
limiting regimes are defined by the Bowen ratio-stability phase space for
the heated boundary layer with surface evaporation (main upper tight
qui•.'a'nt of Figure 1):
I) Relatively large Bowen ratio of unity or greater and large -h/L, greater
than 20 or 30, imply large surface heating and weak surface evaporation
and weak winds. Some of the HAPEX data on 13 June and 1 July fall into
this category (Figure 1b). Another example is urban centers on sunny days
with weak winds (Ching, 1985).
11) Large Bowen ratio and weak boundary-layer instability (small -hIL)
implies dry windy conditions. Buoyancy-generation of turbulence kinetic
energy is unimportant compared to large shear-generation but is
"important in the surface energy balance compared to the very weak
evaporation. Some of the data for HAPEX 13 June approach such
conditionsill) Small Bowen ratio and small -h/L correspond to moist, windy
conditions where surface evaporation is promoted by shear-generated
turbulence and leads to weak surface heatfing. The FIFE data fall into this
category as do many maritime examples including Donelan and Miyake
(1973), Brost et al. (1982), Grant (1986), and Holt and Raman (1986)
IV) Small Bowen ratio and large -h/L corresponds to weak winds and
strong surface evaporation. In this regime, the heat flux term in the
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surface energy balance is small compared to the latent heat flux term.
Yet, the buoyancy-generation of turbulence is large compared to the weak
shear-generation. Calm conditions over warm water would be included in
this class. The tropical maritime boundary layer examined by Nicholls and
LeMone (1980) is an example approaching such conditions.
V). This regime in Figure la corresponds to upward heat flux and
downward moisture flux implying surface condensation and
countergradient moisture flux and is not expected to occur except in
transient conditions.
VI). The case of upward moisture flux and downward heat flux can occur
in the early evening boundary layer over land with fair weather conditions.
This case also occurs with cloudywindy. wet conditior.s where the
surface evaporation exceeds the incoming net radiation. Another example
is the flow of warm air over a cooler wet surface which in weak form can
occur climatically over ocean surfaces in summer (Esbensen and Reynolds,
1981).
VlI). Downward heat flux and downward moisture flux includes the
common case of dew formation induced by nocturnal radiational cooling at
the surface.
Most boundary-layer situations probably correspond to an intermediate
hybrid of these regimes. For example, the Bowen ratio is typically
between 0A and 0.8 over temperate for--s, and grasslands (Oke, 1987).
While there is no precise numerical definition to categorize different
observed boundary layers, the asymptotic regimes discussed above and the
phase space in Figure la help organize the different data sets. No cases
include very small Bowen ratios where moisture fluctuations dominate
the buoyancy even in the lower boundary layer (e.g., Greenhut and
Khalsa,1982). In the derivations below, we therefore neglect the
differences between the surface heat flux and the surface virtual heat
flux although the results can be generalized to include such differences.
We also neglect the influence of boundary-layer clouds. Even with such
restrictions, the numerical values of Bowen ratio and instability
parameter -h/L do not completely describe the flow regime. For example,
HAPEX 22 June and RFE cases are characterized by comparable values of
the Bowen ratio and -h/L; however, the fluxes are much weaker on 22
June.
For fixed incom.,g solar radiation, increasing magnitude of the
stability parameter -hlL corresponds to increasing Bowen ratio. That is,
less evapotranspiration corresponds to greater sensible heat flux and thus
greater instability. This is the tendency for those data sets in Figure lb
which represent primarily sunny conditions. For such days, wc can
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simplify the boundary-layer classification scheme by defining a
nondimensional number with isolines that are parallel to the dashed line
of Figure l a. Such a nondimensionai number would distinguish between
calm wet and windy dry conditions. Physically such a nondimensional
number will combine the constraints of the turbulence energy budget and
the surface energy balance.
We formally develop this combination by beginning with the following
simplified form of the surface energy balance
E = RnetH

(1)

H = p Cp [w'O']
where E is the rate of surface evapotranspiration (Watts m- 2 ), H is the
heat flux to the atmosphere and Rnet is the net surface radiation gained at
the surface which can be adjusted to include heat flux into the ground, p is
the averaged value for density. Cp is the specific heat of dry air, primes
refer to fluctuating qua.itiVies and the bracket refers to an averaging
operator.
The simplest possible statement of the turbulence energy budget would
be to speciy a value of the flux Richardson number

Rf = (giE) [w'e']i{[w'v']-dV/dz)

(2)

which is the ratio of buoyancy-production of turbulence kinetic energy to
the shear-production of !uroulence kinetic energy where V is the
horizontal wind vector and e a scale value for the potential temperature.
Solving for the heat flux from (1) and substituting into (2), we obtain
the following moisture energy ratio
M = E/S

Rf + Rnet/S

(3)

where
S = [w'V']-{d[V]dz} p cpl(glE)
Large values of the moisture energy ratio M .';onespond to calm wet
conditions and small values correspond to windy dry conditions.
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For instructive purposes, (3) can be solved for Rf, the flux Richardson
number at the surface, in which case the moisture energy ratio M
represents the relative influence of surface evaporation on the stability
through reouction of surface heating. The remaining term, RnetiS, is
proportional to the ratio of the first term of the Penman relationship
(radiation term) to the second term of the Penman relationship (so-called
advective or aerodynamic term)- This term therefore represents the
relative importance of evaporation due to net radiational heating relative
to the wind-induced evaporation. With large values of this term, the
aerodynamic term can be neglected and the Priestley-Taylor mode! should
be a good approximation to the Penman relationship' - In other words, the
coefficient of the Priestley-Taylor approximation (Priestley and Taylor,
1972) is most likely to require the least adjustment when the moisture
energy ratio is large (calm, wet). A more detailed classification scheme
based on the Penman equation (Penman, 194M) can be found in Mahrt and Ek
(1984). Relating S to the wind speed, the second term in (3) leads to the
radiation Richardson number used. by Mahrt and Ek (1984) to characterize
stability in cases where fluxes are not known.
1As a short digression. we can instead divde the surface energy balance (1) by the net radiation
and obtain
E Rnet = -HR Rnet

1

This particular moisture energy ratio is proportional to the nondirnensional coeffi-ent a in the
PriestIley-Tay-or mod-l of surface evaporation-

3
Assuming the shear-generation to be proportional to u. /h and

introducing the Bowen ratio into (3), the moisture energy ratio can be
redefined as
(4)

M = (-hlL)/13

where L is the Obukhov length and u- is the surface friction velocityTherefore, the moisture energy ratio can also be interpreted as the
boundary-layer stability parameter -hIJL divdded by the Bowen ratio P.
The HAPEX 13 June case (Table 2) includes some of the smallest values of
the moisture energy ratio (10-20) for the present data sets due to windy
conditions and only modest evapotranspiration. Even smaller values can
be expected in dry windy conditions, perhaps 0(1). In fact, small values of
M can even be computed from some maritime data sets by using data im
Brost et al. (1982). Grant (1986) and Holt and Raman (1986) where winds
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are significant yet evaporation is small compared to the summertime
evaporation over unstressed land surfaces.
HAPEX 19 June is characterized by the largest values of the moisture
energy ratio systematically exceeding 100 due to large evapotranspiration
and weak winds. Even larger values, exceeding 500, can be computed from
the maritime tropical data of Nicholls and LeMone (1980) where
significant evaporation occurs with weak winds. The above calculations
and Table 2 indicate that the present data sets represent quite different
situations but do not cover the realizable sections of the phase space in
Figure 1. In the next section, a complementary moisture parameter arises
from a relationship for the decay of moisture fluctuations.

3.1.4. MOISTURE MEMORY
The data analysis of Sections 5-7 will indicate that the moisture
statistics of some boundary layers are strongly influenced by pockets of
dry air near the surface with observed widths typically 500 - 1000 m.
This dry air at the surface appears to have moisture contents similar to
values near the top of the boundary layer but not as dry as air just above
the boundary layer. Exam.pies are shown in Figure 2 from HAPEX flights
over the pine forest on 19 May.
Conditional sampling and compositing
indicate that such dry air pockets are statistically associated with
sinking cooler air with horizontal divergence. However, the correlation is
not strong and the joint frequency distributions (not shown.) indicate that
dry air fluctuations are often associated with only weak perlrbations of
temperature and vertical velocity-. Under certain conditions, such dry air
near the surface appears to survive ronger than associated perturbaticns
of vertical velocity and temperature.
To investigate the possibility of longer memory of the moistuwe
perturbations, we define the time scales of the decay of near surface
moisture and temperature perturbations as

rq= 8ql1[w'q']/d}

(5)

To = 60{J[w'e']ld}

(6)

where 8q and 80 are t1e initial amplitudes of the perturbations, d is the
depth of the perturbations and squ'!re brackets i-nicate averagirg of
surface fluxes over a larger. scale. Here we nr-g•.,ect dear air radiat-&e
cooling and feedback of the perturbatoon ft•w on the local surface fluxes.
This zero order scale argument simpiji assumes that with weak sgidace
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moisture flux, dry air pockets near the surface will retain their moisture
deficit for a longer period.
Using the definition of the Bowen ratio for near surface fluxes, the
ratio of these two time scales can be written as

ql-re = (8q/80) 1l/v

(7)

where v is the psychrometric constant. With large Bowen ratio and thus
relatively small surface moisture fluxes, the moisture perturbations will
survive longer and serve as a tracer or historical indicator for previous
circulations.
To interpret (7), consider dry air near the surface originally associated
with dry downdrafts of large boundary-layer eddies (Nicholls and LeMone,
1980). The downdrafts upon reaching the warm moist lower part of the
boundary layer, are frequently dryer but not warmer than the surrounding
warm moist updrafts. This augmentation of the ratio 8q1/8 has been
noticed by Nicholls (1978) and others and seems to also occur in the
observations of of this study (Sections 5-6). The dry air is modified but
not eliminated by horizontal diffusion because the downdrafts are
relatively broad and the small scale turbulence within the downdrafts is
relatively weak.
In contrast to the convectively unstable boundary layer with weak
winds, significant shear-generation of turbulence in the windy boundary
layer apparently leads to mixing on smaller scales rather than boundarylayer scale updrafts and downdrafts. Then the downward transport may
require a series of shear-generated overturning events and dry air no
longer reaches the surface without major modification. Dry air still
reaches the surface but is strongly modified.
If (Sq/I0) is proportional to the instability of the boundary layer (large
-hN.), then the ratio of time scales (7) becomes proportional to
"-q/e

"

(-h.L)J= D*

(8)

This proportionality is only plausible speculation. As circumstantial
evidence, Isaka and Guillemet (1983) found the time scale for dissipation
for moisture fluctuations to be somewhat larger than the time scale for
dissipation of temperature fluctuations in the convective boundary layer.
However, the relation between the dissipation time scale and the survival
time of larger scale moisture perturbations are not known.
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Alternatively, D* can be simply considered as a nondimensional
combination of the main parameters which is complementary to the
moisture energy ratio (4). Large values of D* correspond to the upper
right hand comer of Figure la and represent dry free convection while
small values of D* represent wet windy conditions. We will refer to D* as
a flux dryness parameter.
While the above loose arguments provide motivation for using D* to
help classify different boundary-layer moisture regimes, a more complete
consideration of the moisture fluctuations would directly include the
influence of dry air entrainment. We first proceed to examine the
relationship between the observed moisture fluctuations and the flux
dryness parameter.
As a statistical measure of the occurrence of occasional dry air
pockets, we employ the skewness of the fluctuating specific humidity q

Sq = [q 3 ]1[q 2 13 /2

(9)

where the square brackets indicate simple averaging over the record.
Ncrmally, one expects moisture, temperature and vertical velocity
fluctuations to be positively skewed due to the influence of narrow,
warm, moist updrafts and wider, cool, dry downdrafts. Indeed,
temperature and vertical motion are positively skewed for all of the data
sets examined here (Table 2). However, the skewness of specific humidity
may be positive or negative. Although interpretation of skewness is
complex, negative moisture skewness is generally associated with
occasional pockets of dry air such as shown in Figure 2
The largest systematic negative values of the moisture skewness occur
on HAPEX 19 and 25 May (Table 2, Figure 3) when the flux dryness
parameter D° (Eq. 4) is relatively large due to significant surface heating
and only modest wind speed and evapotranspiration. The largest
systematic positive values skewness occur for the FIFE legs where D" is
small due to windy conditions with a relatively moist surface.
For the remaining HAPEX days, the scatter in the skewness-D*
relationship is large partly because of shorter, more inhomogeneous,
flight legs. The scatter may also be due to the incompleteness of D*
which attempts to describe only the survivability of moisture
fluctuations and does not contain information on the generation of dry air
fluctuations due to entrainment. For example, the flux dryness parameter
is large on 1 July, but entrainment-drying and negative moisture skewness
do not develop because the air above the boundary layer is moist. The role
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of dry air entrainment is discussed in Sections 5-6.
A study of the scale dependence of moisture skewness indicates the
largest negative values occur on scales between about 400 m and 1100 m
which probably corresponds to the cores of the driest air. Even with such
conditions, positive moisture skewness sometimes stili occurs on scales
of 100 m and smaller which probably corresponds to the cores of the
moistest updrafts.

3.1.5. ENTRAINMENT DRYING BOUNDARY LAYER
Attempts to numerically estimate the moisture flux at the boundarylayer top are made difficult by strong height dependence of the moisture
flux with respect to the spatially varying boundary-layer top. In addition,
the flux is carried by a larger range of scales compared to the range of
scales at surface. This situation at the boundary-layer top leads to both
sampling problems and sensitivity to the filter cutoff wavelength. By
averaging flux values from two or more available flights near the
boundary-layer top for each day, we have been able to establish a rough
estimate of Rq, the ratio of the moisture flux at the boundary-layer top to
the value at the surface. However, these values are quite tentative
because the upper level fluxes normally represent a level several hundred
meters below the flight level and do not cover exactly the same period as
the near surface flights. Finally, Table 3 shows values of the decrease of
specific humidity across the inversion subjectively estimated from
aircraft soundings. This value is sometimes sensitive to the way in which
the sounding is interpreted. For example, the large vertical gradient at
the boundary-layer top sometimes extends into the upper boundary layer.
As another example, inspection of records near the boundary-layer top in
FIFE indicate that the driest entrained air is much moister than predicted
by the value of Aq reported in Table 3 Apparently, the air is entrained
only from the lower part of the capping inversion layer.
Table 3. The value of dq (g/Kg), the three hour change of low level mean
specific humidity; Rq, the ratio of the averaged values for the moisture
flux near the top of the boundary layer to the flux near the surface; Sq. the
moisture skewness and Aq (g/Kg), a rough estimate of the decrease of
specific humidity across the capping inversion.
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Data Set
FIFE

dq

Rq

Sq

Aq

8 Jun 87

0.2

0.3

1.2

13 Jun 86

0-2

0.7

1.0

1.0

5.0

HAPEX

19 Jun 86

-0.1

1.2

-0-7

4.0

22 Jun 86

-2.5

1.5

-0.4

3.5

1 July 86

1.5

0.4

0.8

0.0

We now attempt to establish a qualitative relationship between the
sign of the vertical divergence of the moisture flux, the mean moisture
tendency and the moisture skewness. Of the four HAPEX research days
where fluxes are available in the upper part of the boundary layer, only the
late morning periods on 19 and 22 June HAPEX are characterized by
negative moisture skewness (Table 3). These two periods correspond to
an increase of upward moisture flux with height and decreasing spe.fitic
humidity with time. This vertical divergence of the moisture flux is
associated with large entrainment of dry air and large decrease of
moisture across the boundary-layer top. These boundary layers are
therefore characterized by entrainment-controlled fluxes which act to dry
the boundary layer. The largest systematic negative values of moisture
skewness occur on 19 and 25 May when boundary-layer drying was
observed throughout the 3-hour observational period; however,
measurements were not made in the upper part of the boundary layer on
these days. In contrast to the above cases of boundary-layer drying, the
FIFE boundary layer and the HAPEX boundary layers on 13 June and 1 July
are characterized by positive moisture skewness, decreasing moisture
flux with height, and moistening of the boundary layer.
Temporary large entrainment occurs often in late morning when the
surface inversion layer is eliminated aqd the boundary layer grows rapidly
into a weakly stratified residual layer from the mixed layer of the
previous day. During this rapid growth period in the study of Coulman
(1978 a. b), the upward moisture flux increased with height and the
negative moisture skewness associated with the entrainment extended
down to about z/h = 0.2.
The above observations suggest two prototype boundary layers; 1) the
entrainment-drying boundary layer with large top-down diffusion of dry
air and vertical divergence of the moisture flux and 2) the more classical
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moistening boundary layer associated with significant surface
evaporation, large bottom-up diffusion of dry air and vertical convergence
of the moisture flux.
Some organization of the qualitative relationship between different
variables for these two types of boundary layers can be provided by
considering the evolution equation for the third moment of moisture
fluctuations. Applying the development of Wyngaard and Sundararajan
(1979) to moisture instead of potential temperature, we obtain the
following equation for the third moment of moisture fluctuations

(1/3)d[q 3 ]/dt = -(d[q]/dz)[wq 2 ] - (1/3) d[wq 3 ]idz +
[q 2 ]d[wq]ldz - D
(10)
where we have assumed horizontal homogeneity, neglected vertical
advection by the mean vertical motion, neglected phase change and where
q is the perturbation specific humidity, w is the perturbation vertical
velocity, [q] is the mean specific humidity and square brackets again
represent an averaging operator. The terms on the right hand side are,
respectively, the gradient production term, turbulent transport of [q3 ], the
moisture flux divergence term and, D, the dissipation of [q3 ]. These terms
are difficult to evaluate because they contain higher moments which
require large sample size and contain vertical derivatives which require
aircraft flights at multiple levels. However, if we consider limiting
cases where either the moisture flux is due primarily to surface
evaporation or where the moisture flux is due primarily to dry air
entrainment, then this equation provides useful constraints on the
relationship between the sign of the third moment, the vertical gradient
of moisture and the vertical moisture flux. In turn, the sign of the third
moment determines the sign of the nondimensional moisture skewness (9).
Consider the gradient production term by noting that the mean specific
humidity almost always decreases with height since both surface
evaporation and dry air entrainment cooperatively act to generate such a
gradient In the entrainment-drying boundary layer, the production of
moisture variance is mainly at the top of ihe boundary layer so that the
transport of moisture variance is expected to be downward which
corresponds to negative [wq 2 ]. Then, the gradient term in (10) produces
negative moisture skewness. Conversely, if the moisture variance is
generated primarily at the surface due to evaporation, the vertical flux of
moisture variance is expected to be upward which corresponds to positive
[wq 2 ]. Then the gradient production term in (10) produces positive
moisture skewness. Therefore, the evolution equation for the third
moment supports the contention that the sign of the skewness reflects
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the relative importance between moisture flux generation due to surface
evaporation and flux generation due to entrainment of dry air.
The second term on the right hand side of (10) redistributes [q 3 ]
through turbulent transport while the last term reduces the third moment
through dissipation. Neither of these terms are expected to be the
primary influence on the sign of the skewness for the bulk of the boundary
layer. They instead act to reduce peak amplitudes of the skewness. The
sign of the third term on the right hand side is determined by the sign of
the moisture flux divergence because the moisture variance must be
positive. In the entrainment-drying boundary layer with positive vertical
divergence of the moisture flux, this term is negative and acts to generate
negative moisture skewness. Conversely, with vertical convergence of the
moisture flux, this term acts to generate positive moisture skewness.
These considerations indicate that moisture skewness is a useful measure
for differentiating between the entrainment-drying and moistening
boundary layers.
In the intermediate cases where both surface evaporation and dry air
entrainment are significant, the moisture skewness in the lower part of
the boundary !ayer is expected to depend on the relative magnitudes of the
surface and entrainment fluxes. The present observations and those of
Coulman (1978 a, b) and Dr'ilhet et al. (1983) suggest that negative
moisture skewness can extend into the lower part of the boundary layer if
the entrainment moisture flux is greater than the surface moisture flux.
In these studies, the moisture variance increases with height because of
the strong generation of moisture variance in the entrainment region.
This distribution of the moisture variance lends support for the above
interpretation of the gradient production of [q3 ] (first term on the right
hand side of Eq. 10).
While other examples of vertical divergence of the moisture flux and
entrainment-drying of the boundary layer can be found in the literature
(Deardorff,1974; Betts et al. 1990), moisture skewness is not usually
reported. As an alternative indicator, large values of the flux dryness
parameter (D° > 15) are found in three of the four entrainment-drying
boundary layers studied here. However, values of D* were not available in
the previous studies of the entrainment-drying cited above. The literature
does allow computation of D* from studies of the fair weather marine
boundary layer characterized by vertical convergence of the moisture flux,
small Bowen ratios, weak instability and small values of the flux dryness
parameter; D* < 1 in Donelan and Miyake (1973), D* < 02 in Holt and
Raman (1986) and D* < 0.2 in Grant (1986, case of 26 Sept). Significant
vertical convergence of the moisture flux also occurred in the strongly
heated boundary layer of Wyngaard et al. (1978) where D* averaged about
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7. However, D* is expected to be an incomplete predictor of the
entrainment-drying boundary layer because it does not contain direct
information about the decrease of moisture with height and dry air
entrainment. The enhancement of downward moisture flux by boundarylayer clouds (Nicholls, 1985) is also not included.
The moisture flux profile may assume other forms including near
constancy with height as observed in Greenhut and Bean (1981), Milford et
al. (1979), Grant (1986) and numerous cases in Kustas and Brutsaert
(1987). In the absence of mean advection, height-independent moisture
flux corresponds to stationary moisture distributions as might occur over
the open ocean in synoptically stationary situations. Finally, moisture
flux convergence may occur in one part of the boundary layer and
divergence in the other part (Donelan and Miyake, 1973; LeMone and Penell,
1976; Nicholls and Readings, 1979).
Nonetheless, the moistening and entrainment-drying prototype boundary
layers discussed above will serve as useful initial organization of
boundary-layer situations. This distinction also underscores the lim:ted
applicability of models which specify the moisture flux at the top of the
boundary layer to be a fixed fraction of the surface moisture flux. The
present study and observations cited above show that this fraction may be
small compared to unity, or, with large D* and dry air aloft may exceed
unity.

3.1.6. MOISTURE-TEMPERATURE CORRELATION
In general, the correlation between moisture and temperature is
negative in the upper part of the boundary layer due to entrainment of
warm dry air (Coulman and Warner, 1977; Wyngaard et al. 1978, Coulman,
1980) and positive in the lower part of the heated boundary layer due to
warm moist updrafts. Wyngaard et al. (1978) and Guillemet et al. (1983)
describe an intermediate layer where the q-T correlation is negative on
the scale of the larger eddies but positive on smaller scales including the
inertial subrange.
The decrease of the positive q-T correlation with height and reversal
to negative values is associated with an increase of the negative moisture
skewness with height (Coulman, 1978b; Druilhet et al. 1983). The effects
of entrainment appear to reduce the q-T correlation in the lower boundary
layer even if such a correlation does not reverse to negative values, as
implied by the significant variability of the q-T correlation near the
surface and its relationship to the moisture skewness (Figure 4). Joint
frequency distributions near the surface indicate that the some of the
very dry air near the surface is associated with little temperature
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perturbation which reduces the q-T correlation.
Mixed layer scaling laws for the q-T correlation developed by Wyngaard
et al. (1978), Lenschow et al. (1980, eq. 45) and Moeng and Wyngaard
(1984) and the q-T costructure function developed by Wyngaard and
LeMone (1980) correspond to negative correlation in the upper half of the
boundary layer and positive q-T correlation in the lower half of the
boundary layer with values close to unity near the surface. The
observations presented here suggest that these models could be
generalized to include the entrainment-drying boundary layer
characterized by small q-T correlation near the surface and lower levels
for the sign change of the q-T correlation. Generalization might also
include the case where buoyancy fluctuations are dominated by moisture
fluctuations and buoyant cool updrafts (moistals) as in Nichols and LeMone
(1980), which may lead to negative q-T correlation close to the surface.
While few studies report values of the moisture skewness, a number of
previous studies allow evaluation of the flux dryness parameter D*.
Wyngaard et al. (1978) report high positive values of the q-T correlation
near the surface, averaging about 0.7 at z/h = 0.1 with an average D* value
of about 7. Chou and Zimmerman (1989, their Table 1 and Figure 3) show
q-T correlations of about 0.8 at z/h = 0.1 for four cases with an average
D* value of 13 and about 0.25 for two cases with average D* values of
slightly more than 26.
The negative moisture skewness and smaller moisture-temperature
correlation generally occur with reduced w-q correlation (Figure 5). The
smaller w-q correlation is partly related to some pockets of dry air
associated with negligible vertical motion. This observation is consistent
with the possibility of slower decay of moisture fluctuations proposed in
Section 4 for large values of D*. In conclusion, large D*, negative surface
moisture skewness and reduced q-T and w-q correlations all appear to be
near surface indicators of the entrainment-drying boundary layer.
However, the generality of such a relationship is not known.

3.1.7. MOISTURE FRONTS AND MESOSCALE VARIABILITY
(a) Spatial moisture variability
The repeated 120 km HAPEX flights on 19 and 25 May over the
relatively homogeneous pine forest allow statistical examination of
small mesoscale motions on the horizontal scale of 10 km. Inspection of
raw time series (Figure 2) indicates considerable coherent moisture
variation on the scale of 10 km and occasional pockets of very dry air on
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the scale of roughly one kilometer. The dry air pockets are characterized
by a specific humidity deficit of more than 1 g/Kg and on rare occasions
several g/Kg. The dry air pockets contribute to the negative moisture
skewness discussed in the previous section and can occur as part of the
10 km moisture variation or can occur without obvious relation to larger
scale variations (Figure 2). These anomalous dry air events are observed
with almost identical signature with both Lyman Alpha sensors. The dew
point hygrometer measures these events with somewhat weaker amplitude
probably due to its slower response time.
The 10 km moisture variation is characterized by an order of magnitude
greater amplitude than the moisture fluctuations on the turbulent scale
(say < 1 km) excluding the occasional dry air pockets. In contrast, the 10
km variation of temperature and vertical velocity are weaker and often
masked by the stronger smaller scale turbulent fluctuations of
temperature and vertical motion (Figure 2). The 10 km moisture structure
could be associated with large boundary-layer edd:es such as longitudinal
roll motions or surface convergence bands (see for example Stull, 1988).
The marine boundary-layer studied by Donelan and Miyake (1973) and
Nicholls (1978) and some of the boundary layers over land studied by
Milford et al- (1979) also show more "mesoscale" variation of moisture
than variation of temperature and vertical velocity. in contrast, the
tropical boundary layer studied by Nicholls and LeMone (1980) shows
considerable variation of both moisture and temperature on the 10 km
scaleHere, the Haar wavelet transform (Appendix) is used to statistically
document the greater mesoscale variability of moisture compared to
"mesoscale variability of other variables in the present data sets (Figure
6). The Haar wavelet transform provides less biased focus on individual
scales compared to the structure function and allows better scale
resolution at larger scales than do Fourier spectra. For 19 May HAPEX,
horizontal temperature variations (Figure 6) show maximum variance at
about 500 m while moisture variatiors continue to increase with scale.
Based on this transform, the r.m.s temperature fluctuation at the variance
peak is on tLe order of 0.1 C while the r.m.s moisture fluctuation at 5 km
is on the order of 0.1 g -g-1.
The same behavior occurs on 25 May except that the peak for
temperature gradients occurs on larger stales. This difference is
probably due to orientation of the mean shear more paralle to the flight
direction and to the somewhat higher level of the aircraft legs on 25 &lay
(Table 1). The s!ronger shear in the flight direction may elongate the
eddies in the direction of the aircraft. The relative importance of
moisture and temperature variations at mesoscales varies substantially
between the QL..r data sets which contain rore variability of the
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underlying surface cona"tions.
(b) Mesoscale moisture fronts
The 10 km moisture variation is sometimes associated with sharp
gradients occurring in horizontally convergent frontal zones of about 1 km
width or narrower (Figure 2). The dry air pockets discussed above are
sometimes found just downwind of the mesoscale moisture fronts wh-ch
leads to concentrated horizontal changes of moisture. The moisture
fronts, as observed by airctaft, show no definable preference for
orientation with respect to the mean shear. The mesoscale moisture
fronts also do not have an obvious relationship with the surface
inhomogeneity in that their locations are not colrelated with locations of
clearings and variations of the surface radiation temperature and albedo.
Since much of the moisture variation seems to have survived longer
than any systematic structure in the other variables, compositing will be
necessary to identify any tendency for circulations associated with the
moisture fronts. To select samples of mesoscale moisture fronts, a time
series of horizontal gradients is computed using the Haar wavelet
transformation (Appendix). Then samples of about 6 km width were
selected centered about peaks of the horizontal gradient of moisture as
measured by this transform. The composite of the samples based on
negative moisture gradients yielded about the same structure as the
composime based on positive gradients. Vie arbitrarily choose the positive
case for the following discussion.
This procedure selects 58 events from the 6 flight legs on 19 May
"accounting for about half of the "Atal record. The composited structure
(Figure 7) indicates strong horizontal convergence at the moisture front.
The convergent frontal zone appears to occur on a scale of less than 1 km
and is also associated with a narrow zone of rising warm air on the moist
side of the front and a narrow zone of a slightly cooler sinking air on the
dry side of the front. These variations are confined to within one or two
kilometers of the front whereas the coherent changes of moisture often
extend five kilometers or more on either side of the front. We infer that
the moisture fronts are generated by zones of horizontal convergence in
the presence of significant moisture variability. The present analysis is
unable to determine if the moisture fronts are related to the surface
convergence bands discussed in Stull (1988, p. 446) or other large
boundary-layer scale eddies such as longitudinal roll motions. Cellular
convection or organization of thermals into spoke patterns (Schmidt and
Schumann, 1989) seem to be ruled out by the lack of large scale
temperature signature. Moisture fronts occurred on some of the other
days with varying degrees of organization.
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(c) Negative moisture-temperature correlation and the surface
energy budget
On the mesoscale, moisture and temperature are negatively correlated
for a wide variety or corditions. For example, the low pass filtered data
(5 km wavelength) show negative q-T correlation for almost all of the
data sets examined here. This negative correlation is a more general
feature than the occurrence of moisture fronts. In contrast to this
negative q-T correlation, turbulent scale warm moist updrafts and cool
dry downdrafts near the surface correspond to positive corr'ation
between temperature and moisture. This scale crossover is documented in
Figure 6 and schematically summarized in Figure 8.
The negative correlation between temperature and moisture near the
surface on scales greater than a few kilometers might be attributed to
large boundary layer eddies which transport warmer, dryer air toward the
surface as suggested by Nicholls and LeMone (1980). On scales greater
than a few tens of kilometers, the temperature and moisture patterns vary
little between flight legs in spite of 5 mis airflow. This approximate
stationarity is probably related to constraints of the surface energy
budget as occurred in Malhouf et al. (1987), Segal et al- (1988), Pinty et al.
(1989) and Noilhan et al. (1990). In regions of stronger surface moisture
fluxes, the surface energy balance supports weaker heat flux provided that
horizontal variations of net radiation and soil heat flux are not more
important- Variations of surface evapotranspiration may be forced by
spatial variations of stomatal control and soil moisture.
In contrast, on turbulent scales of 1 km or less the correlation between
moisture and temperature above heated evaporating surfaces is positive
because of dominance by nonstationarity and advection by the turbulent
eddies themselves. In other words, local temperature changes are largely
due to advection by individual eddy motions, an intrinsic feature of
turbulence. Then the vertical decrease of moisture and potential
temperature in the surface layer leads to positive correlation between
turbulent fluctuations of temperature and moisture.
To statistically document the dependence of the moisture-temperature
variations on horizontal scale, we compute the co-wavelet transformation
of specific humidity and temperature (Appendix, Eq. A2). The crossover to
negative q-T cotrelation typically occurs at about 2.5 km on 19 May and
4.5 km on 25 May (Figure 6). This negative co.re!ation continues to
increase with increasing horizontal scale indicating the importance of the
quasi-stationary spatial pattern discussed above. We speculate that for
scales greater than a few tens of kilometers, the mesosca-le surface
energy budget helps maintain the negative correlation between moisture
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and temperature. The composite of the moisture fronts suggests that the
10 km variation is associated with convergence zones and therefore more
likely to be related to large transient eddies. The mesoscale vertical
motions associated with the negative moisture-temperature correlation
are weak and the overall vertica! fluxes of moisture and temperature at
such scales are generally either weak upward or not significant as in
Nicholls and LeMone (1980).

(d) Implications for cloud initiation
The negat.. moisture-temperature correlation on scales greater than
a few kilometers is of major importance for the initiation of boundarylayer clouds and for the re!ahtionship between clouds and the mean relative
humidity in the upper part of the boundary layer. The negative correlation
between moisture and tempe;ature acts to produce large mesoscale
variations of re'a,-ive humIidity and lifted condensation level. For the
present data, the standard deviations for relative humidity and lifted
condensation level for scales from 5 km to 50 km are typically two or
three times larger than the respective standard deviations for scales
smaller than 5 km. On the smaller scales, the Positive correlation
between moisture and temperature act to minimize variations of relative
humidity and lifted condensation level.
The negative q-T correlation occurs on scales which will be smaller
than the grid size of mrany numerical models. This va.-iation must be
included along with the influence of turbulent fluctuations in the subgrid
scale formulation of boundary-layer clouds. For example, the present data
suggest that Vie percentage variation of the LCL used in the Wilde et al.
(1985) formulation of bou-rdary-layer clouds might be increased beyond
the value attributed to turbulence alone. In a similar manner, the best.
critical value of ihe relative humidity above which clouds are inferred in
the model of .S'"go (1980) might be lower with large mesosca!e subgrid
variability. That is, with greater variability, some clouds can form at a
lower average relative humidity.

3.1.8. CONCLUSIONS
This study of toundary layer moisture fluctuations suggests
preliminary organizatiorn according to two prototype moisture regimes.
The entrainment-drying boundary layer is characterized by vertical
divergence of the moisture flux in association with significant
entrainment of dry air at the boundary-layer top and top-down mixing of
dryer air. The entrainment-drying boundary layer is more likely to occur
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with unstable conditions and weak surface evaporation which corresponds
to large values of D* = (-h/L)M where I0 is the Bowen ratio. In the
entrainment-drying boundary layer, dry air from the upper part of the
boundary layer occasionally reaches the surface. This occurrence leads to
negative moisture skewness even though positive temperature and
vertical velocity skewness are maintained by warm snoist updrafts. Since
the slowly diffusing dry air pockets more quickly lose their temperature
and vertical velocity perturbations, the dry air serves as a tracer and
leads to a reduction of the overall positive correlat;on of moisture with
temperature and vertical velocity near the surface.
In contrast, the textbook moistening boundary layer is characterized
by botiom-up mixing of moisture which corresponds to vertical
convergence of the moisture flux, positive moisture skewness, and larger
positive correlation between moisture and temperature and between
moisture and vertical velocity. Such boundary layers seem most developed
with large surface evaporation and significant mean wind shear where the
flux d'yness parameter D0 is significantly smaller than 10.
The combined results of this study and those from Coulman (1978 a,b)
suggest that the diurnal evolution of the heated boundary layer may often
begin with a moistening regime in the morning and then experience drying
later in the morning. The drying regime occurs when the nocturnal
inversion layer has been eliminated and the boundary layer is growing
rapidly into a thick weakly stratified layer, probably remaining from the
mixed layer of the previous day. The boundary layer may or may not
switch back- to the moistening regime when the boundary layer growth
slows later in the afternoon.
Of course all the various boundary-layer possibilities cannot be simply
categorized with only two prototype regimes and one nondimensional
parameter D'. A more general approach needs to explicitly include the
influence of dry air entrainment and allow for the influence on boundarylayer cumulus or such entrainment. However, the above idealized
classification provides a useful initial organization of boundary-layer
moisture regi nes and i.ndica.tes that the modelling practice of specifying
the moisture entrainment flux to be a fixed fraction of the surface
moisture flux is rather restrictive. The present study suggests that this
fraction is significantly less than one for small D" but increases to
values greater than unity (entrainment-drying boundary layer) for large D°
and dry air aloft,
The entrainment-drying boundary layer appears to be an
important stage for counteracting surface evaporation. The failure of
models to simulate this phase may account for unrealistic model buildup
of moisture in the boundapy layer.
Some of the HAPEX daia reveal 10 km scale moisture variations with
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much of the variation often concentrated in narrow zones of horizontal
convergence- Since corrssponding signatures of vertical velocity and
temperature are much weaker, these zones are referred to as "mesosca!e
moisture fronts.
As a more gerneral feature, potential temperature and moistute are
positively correlated in the lower part of the boundary layer on horizontal
scales less than 1 km. This correlation is associated with warm moist
updrafts and cool dry downdrafts. However, temperature and moisture
near the surface become negatively correlated on scales larger than a few
kilometers associated with cool moist reaions and warm dry regions. On
the 10 km scale, such moisture variations appear to be associated with
large boundary-layer eddies and downward transport of entrained warm
dry air. However, on larger scales the negative mr;sture-temperature
correlation is quasi-stationary and appears to be reiated to constraints of
the turbulence energy budget.
The negative correlation between moisture and temperature on
mesoscales leads to large variations of relative humidity.. This variation
corresponds to s:gnificant subgrid variability in iarge scale numerical
models which implies needed adjustment of coefficients in existing
formulations of boundary-layer cloud cover.
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APPENDIX: APPLICATION OF THE HAAR WAVELET
TRANSFORM
Mahrt (1991) shows that the usual structure function at larger scales
is significantly influenced by sma!ler scale gradients. As a result of this
leakage of variance from small scales to larger scales, the structure
function is normally not able to define the scale of the main eddies.
In contrast, the Haar wavelet transform (Figure Al) contains spatial
averaging which reduces the influence of scales smaller than the window
width and appears to yield a variance peak at the scale which corresponds
to the main eddies. The wavelet transform is a !ocal transform W{f(x),a,b)
on the original data f(x) which here is constructed to estimate spatial
differences of f(x% as a function of scale (dilation) a and x=b represents
the position the local transform within the record. The variable f(x)
represents dependent variables such as the velocity components,
temperature or moisture
With the notation of the wavelet transform
(Daubechies, 1988) and scaling in Mahrt (1991), the Haar wavelet
transform is defined as:

W{f(x),a,b}

= (lia)jh[(x-b)/a] f(x) dx
-1

h[(x-b)/a]

=

+1
0

(Al)

for 1/2 - (x-b)la - 0
for 0 < (x-b)/a - 112
otherwise

where the integration is performed over the transformation window of
width a and again b is the positioning of the local transform. To compute
the wavelet transform variance, the square of the local transformation
(Al) is summed over the different positions of the local transformation
window which sequentially moves through the record. This record
variance is computed for different values of the dilation scale a to
construct the variance spectra. The details of this calculation can be
found in Mahrt (1991).
The transformation operator can be generalized to foim a co-wavelet
transform between gradients of two different variables fi (x) and f2(x).
mathematically defined as

CW{fl(x), f2(x), a, b}= (18a)j {h[(x-b)ia] fl(x)l
{h[(x-b)/a] f2(x)} dx
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(A2)

where again the integration is defined over the width of the
transformation window. To compute the covariance for the entire record,
(A2) is summed over the entire record separately for each value of the
dilation scale a. The wavelet covariance for moisture and temperature
based on (A2) are shown in Figure 6 as a function of scale a.
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Figure legends
Figure 1. (a) Physical regimes in the Bowen ratio-stability phase space
defining asymptotic cases in terms of the moisture energy ratio M (eq. 3)
and the flux dryness parameter D" (eq. 8). (b) corresponding location of
various aircraft legs in the Bowen ratio-stability phase space for FIFE (+),
HAPEX 19 May (open triangles), 25 May (open circles), 13 June (solid
diamonds), 19 June (solid circles), 22 June (open diamonds), and 1 July
(solid squares).
Figure 2. Two examples of time series of specific humidity, temperature
and vertical motion at roughly 150 m above the pine forest on 19 May in
HAPEX with east on the right.
Figure 3. Relationship between the skewness of specific humidity and D°
(see Eq. 8) based on high pass variables for FIFE (+), HAPEX 19 May (open
triangles) and HAPEX 25 May (open circles). Part of the scatter is
associated with variation of the vertical moisture gradient and dry air
entrainment between observations.
Figure 4. Relationship between the temperature-speci.. humidity
correlation and the skewness of specific humidity of high pass variables
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for FIFE (+), HAPEX 19 May (open triangles), 25 May (open circles), 13 June
(solid diamonds), 19 June (solid circles), 22 June (open diamonds), and 1
July (solid squares).
Figure 5. Relationship between the correlation between specific humidity
and vertical velocity and the skewness of specific humidity based on high
pass variables. See Figure 4 for explanation of symbols.
Figure 6. Scale-dependence of the Haar wavelet transform for
2
temperature (K2 ), specific humidity [(g/Kg) ] and Haar wavelet covariance
(K g/Kg) composited over all of the flight legs on (a) 19 May and on (b) 25
May in HAPEX. See Appendix for methodology.
Figure 7. Composite horizontal structure of 6 km samples of sharp
horizontal variations of moisture (solid, upper) and associated fields for
longitudinal velocity (dashed upper), vertical motion (solid lower) and
temperature (dashed lower).
Figure 8. Idealized example of the reversal of the moisture-temperature
correlation with increasing scale contrasting turbulent, 10 km and
mesoscale energy-controlled regimes.
Figure Al. Application of the Haar wavelet transform to time series for
calculation of horizontal variations.
Table 2. Boundary-layer stability -h/L, moisture energy ratio M, flux
dryness parameter D, record mean velocity components (ms-i), record
2 2
mean fluxes based on 5 km high pass variables for momentum (m s- ),
moisture (ms-lg Kg- 1 ) and virtual heat (ms-1K), and correlations based
on both high pass and low pass variables.
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Chapter 3.2

A formulation for boundary-layer cloud cover
3.2.1. INTRODUCTION
Formulation of cloud cover and the associated attenuation of downward
soiar radiation is an important aspect of practical modeis of the boundary
layer. Development of boundary-layer clouds reduces surface heating and
Relatively little attention has been devoted to
evapotranspiration.
construction of simple formulations of boundary-layer cloud, cover.
Most existing simple formulations can be roughly classified into two
classes: those formulations based on the relative humidity in the upper
part of the boundary layer (Slingo. 1980: Chu. 1986'1 and those
formulations based on a frequency distribution of fhe lifted condensation
level (Betts, 1983; Wilde et a]-, 1985). The latter class of models seem to
possess more physics which can be potentially related to turbulence
statistics, whereas the former class is easier to implement in a numerical
model. In this investigation, we develop a model of cloud cover which
utilizes aspects of both classes of formulations by analyzing data from the
lI1drological and Atmospheric Pilot Experimnent (HAPEX) conducted in the
southwest of France in i9S6 (Andr6 et al., 1988).
The present study will -indicate that turbulent scale %ariations of relative
humidity and subgrid mesoscale inhomogencity are both important factors
in the formulation for grid-averaged cloud coer in large-scale numerical
models. The traitsmiSsion of soiar radiation through boundary-layer
clouds must also be modelled. We will incc.rporate this cloud cover
formulation into a one-dimensional planceary boundary-layer model and
simulate c!oud cover development for several days during HAPEX.

3.2.-2 RELATIVE HUMIDITY MODELS OF CLOUD COVER
The proposed model will follow SLingo (1980) using re!ative humidity near
the boundary-layer top si:nce this quantity is relatively available from
numerical models and does not require a link between surface processes
and cloud development. We will follow Wilde et al. (1985) and Betts
(1983) and assume a frequency distributi-n.- of variables (relative
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humidity for our study) in order to account for variability on turbulent
scales. We also include mesoscale subgrid variability to allow for
application to large-scale models.
The simplest formulation of cloud cover which is based on relative
humidity (RH) near the top of the boundary layer can be summarized in a
framework based on a "scaled relative humidity"
RH* = IRH - RHcrjitjlI

- RHcritJ

(1)

This function vanishes as RH decreases to the critical relative humidity
RHMrt and approaches unity when RH approaches 100%. A general
model of boundary-layer fractional cloud cover Ac is then formulated as
Ar= Rithp, RI* > 0

(2)

Ac= 0. RH* <_0
With formulation (1-2). boundary-layer clouds are first predicted when
the grid-averaged relative humidity exceeds RHcriz. Cloud cover reaches
1001i when the grid-averaged relative humidity reaches 100%. The Slingo
model uses the average relative humidity in the 950 to 850 mb layer and
corresponds to p=2 with RH
= 0.80 in (1-2). In this study, average
relative humidity will always refer to the relative humidity computed
from averaged moisture and averaged temperature.
The Chu model
corresponds to RhtCI 1 = 0.57 and p = 1-32. The Albrecht (1981) model
cannot be expressed in this format without further simplification.
To study the usefulness of (i-2), we estimate the fractional cloud cover
,asing records of downward solar radiation data from aircraft flight legs
collected by the NCAR King Air during HAPEX. This data set consists of 12
da%ý, tith
arving cloud amounts in the bovndary layer and minimal cloud
activiny above the boundary layer. Frequency distributions of the
dowvnward solar radiation are computed from one-second observations
(approximately 80-m segments) along the aircraft flight leg. The resulting
frequencN distributions (figure 1) indicate a bimodal distribution of solar
radiation under a partial cloud cover. As a result, a critical value of solar
radiation can be defined for each flight leg to determine the local existence
of o%-erhead boundary-layer clouds without suffering significant sensitivity
to the exact numerical choice of the critical value.
The relationship between the fractional cloud cover and the average
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relative humidity observed near the boundary-layer top depends on
turbulent scale variability.
For example, with moist updrafts and dry
do\indraft. associated with entrainment at the boundary-layer top, clouds
1-ii l iorin %ith Ihmer average relative humidity compared to the boundary
laver with only small turbulent variations of relative humidity.
Obsernations from the IS available upper-level flight legs from 10 days in
ItAPEX (figure 2) indicate that the observed boundary-layer cloud cover is
on l-. loosely related to the relative humidity in the upper part of the
boundary layer, at least for the data of this study. In our study !he upper
part of the boundary laver corresponds to z/h _>0.6 where z is the aircraft
flight level and h is the boundary layer depth. Part of the scatter may be
due to the variable height of the exact aircraft flight levels with respect to
the boundarv layer top (table 1). When clouds developed, the aircraft
flights were executed immediately below the cloud base. Flights through
clouds were avoided because of the uncertainty of temperature and
moisture measurements within clouds. For relative humidity less than
_O!•. ihe partial cloud cover appears to be greater with significant
turbulent scale variability of relative humidity (figure 2). Turbulent
fluctuations of relative humidity are computed from the aircraft data using
a high-pass filter with a 5 km cutoff wavelength.
A plausible relationship between cloud cover and the variation of relative
humidity is posed in terms of a hypothetical frequency distribution of
relatike humidity in figure 3. Here relative humidity is generalized u~sing
total water relative humidity (vapor plus liquid): that is. calues greater
than 1.0 occur in clouds. For average relative humidity less than 1.0
(figure 3a). greater cloud cover is more likely with larger variation of
relative humidity. For an average relative humidity greater than 1.0
(figure 3b). larger variation of relative humidity leads tc smaller cloud
cox er. As an example. in stratocumulus where the fractional cloud cover is
large. increased variation of relative humidity corresponds to more dry
pockets and decreased cloud cover.
For simplicity w,;e will construct a mod. I of fractional cloud cover which
assumes a Gaussian distribution of relative humidity and predicts the
mean and variance of relative humidity from. variables availab!e from
simple boundary-layer models.
In actual cloudy boundary layers, the tail
of the distribution corresponding to significant liquid water is probably
reduced by precipitation.
Mathematically. the fractional boundary-layer
cloud cover will he predicted by
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(3a)

A, = f{IRHt.qmt}

where fRit] is the average relative humidity and crtn is the standard
devafion of relative humidity which defines the Gaussian distribution.
The fractional cloud cover is the area under the Gaussian curve greater
than R11=I_0 (figure 3) and is approximated by a ninth-order polynomial
fit to the normal distribution. The relevant variation of relative humidity
near the boundary-layer top involves both turbulent scale variations and
those mesoscale variations which are on a scale smaller than the horizontal
grid size. For simplicity, we assume that the mesoscale and turbulent
fluctuations of relative humidity are uncorrelated which requires a distinct
seoaration of scales in which case we can write
"0'

.

4gR1 = I&Ritu.rb +

where

G 2 Rllturb

aRItzc•o

-6'

( 3b)
(3Rlb)].-

is the turbulent scale relative humidity variance and

is the mesoscale relative humidity variance.

The turbulent scale relative humid;ty variance is modelled in Section 3a
starting with the variance equation for relative humidity. The subgrid
mesoscale variance increases with the horizontal averaging length. With
relative humidity significantly less than one and sparse cloud cover. the
chance of including some area of high relative humidity and cloud
increases with the size of the grid as is suggested by the dependence of the
observed cloud cover on averaging length (figare 4). The subgrid
mesoscale variance of relative humidity is modelled in Section 3c as an
increasing function of grid size.

3.2.3. RELATIVE IIUMIDITY VARIANCE
Turbulent variations of moisture and temperature near the heated surface
are normally positively correlated corresponding to warm moist updrafts
and cool dry downdrafts. This correlation leads to relatively small
variations of relative humidity. In the upper part. of the boundary layer,
temperature and moisture tend to be negatively correlated on turbulent
scales due to entrainment of warmer drier air between cooler moist
updraftsThis negative temperature-moisture correlation corresponds to
larger variations of relative humidity compared to lower in the boundary
laver.
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Mesoscale variations of relative humidity due to variations of the surface
energy budget often lead to negative correlations between temperature
and moisture (Mahrt, 1991). In regions of moist surface conditions,
greater evapotranspiration leads to less energy available to heat the
atmosphere; conversely, dry regions correspond to greater sensible heat
flux at the surface and warmer air temperatures. With variations between
warm dry air and cool moist air, both temperature and moisture variations
act in concert to produce significant variations of relative humidity. Since
these variations may be on a subgrid scale, they must be considered in the
formulation of cloud cover based on relative humidity. Mesoscale moisture
variations may be systematically larger over a variety of mesoscale
conditions (Mahrt. 1991).
Mahrt (1991) found that the spatial scale of the sign change of the
temperature-moisture correlation near the surface occurs typically at
roughly 5 km for the HAPEX data. We arbitrarily define turbulent scales
as those less than 5 km and mesoscale variations as those greater than 5
km. For this reason. we compute the moisture flux and variances using a
5-km high pass filter. With this partition, dry downdrafts between
individual cloud elements are turbulent scale variations. The upper limit
to the mesoscale circulations included in this calculation will normally be
100 km corresponding to the length of the record.
The significant mesoscale variation of relative humidity and
will contribute to the subgrid variability in most large-scale
effect decreases the value of relative humidity required for
onset of boundary-layer clouds in models of the form (1-2).
the variation of relative humidity in the boundary layer by
equation for relative humidity variance.
a) Turbulent

scale

variation

of relative

cloud cover
models. This
the initial
We now study
forming an

humidity

To compute the turbulent variation of relative humidity near the
boundary-layer top. we express the relative humidity (RH) in terms of the
specific humidity (q) and partition variables into record mean and
perturbation (') to obtain
IRHi + RH" = (Iq] + q')I(lqi + qs')
Assuming that the perturbation saturation specific humidity qs' is small
compared to the mean value (lq 1 1), we approximate (4) as
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(4)

IRHi + RH' = (I / iq 5 J)(fqj + q')(I - qs'I lqs1)

(5)

Carrying out the multiplication on the right hand side, rearranging, and
subtracting IRHJ from both sides, we obtain
RH' = - IRH/q , 'I/qj

+ q'I /qsj

q'q,'I 1q,

-

2

(6)

Squaring (6) and averaging, the turbulent scale relative humidity variance
(a 2 R-Iub) becomes
2Ritturb

-

--

IRHk2 aq 1/ fqsJ2 +

21RHjq5 'q' i lqJ 2

+

a2q lqj12

21RHJ 0qs q"' IqSI3

9 q$/ lqsl4
o0ýq

-

-

q5 "02qI/qJ

3

(7)

- and a 2 q are the variances of saturation specific humidity and
where
specific humidity, respectively. Assuming q'<<IqJ and q'<<«fq5 (7)
becomes approximately
o2RlIurb = IRH12 Gq / 1q512 -

aq/ Iq 5I 2

-

2fRHJIq5 'q'l / lqs]2

(8)

The linearized Clasius-Clapeyron equation can be written as

q_'= (dq5 IdT)T- = (A)T'
lq,ý'2 ] = (A)21T721
where
A = dqs / dT = L.qs / (RT

2 ).

Assigning the perturbation values to be the record standard deviations, the
Clasius-Clapeyron equation becomes
qqs

4.A)

2

"T

Using this relationship (8) may be rewritten as
GYRIzurb

= (IRltl A aT / lq1)2 + (aqi/ iqjI) - 21RHI A rTqaT.qI/lqsl2

(10)

The first term on the right-hand side of (10) is the relative humidity
variance due to the temperature variance, the second term is due to the
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moisture variance, and the third term is due to the correlation between
temperature and moisture. In the upper part of the boundary layer, the
moisture variance term is much larger than the other two terms (table I
and figure 5).
Since the contribution from the other two terms in (10) is small, we choose
to express a-2Rllturb as a function of the moisture variance term. Then (10)
reduces to
o0l2Rurb = fI (raq!

lq 5J)2 )

(11)

where f is an undetermined function to be estimated empirically.
Unfortunately, simple models of the boundary layer do not predict
moisture variance and similarity relationships for moisture fluctuations
are unreliable near the boundary-layer top.
We can transform (11)

by relating a., to the moisture flux
aq =/w'q7

Then (11)

Ir .a

becomes

oRI1tub

f [ (i"*'q7 / (r.awqsl))2)

Boundary-layer models predict Jw.'q'i and 1q51.

(12)

Relationship (12) is

preferable to (11) because similarity expressions for a,, are thought to be
more reliable than those formulations for moisture fluctuations.
Furthermore rwq in the upper boundary layer appears to be less variable
than the moisture variance required for (11). Therefore we proceed to
explore the applicability of (12) by assuming f to be a linear function cf
its argument and ignoring the variation of rwq. Then (12) becomes
GRHt[trb
oRI2ib

= CI + C2-7w'q7I

(adqsj)J2

(13)

Using the 18 upper-level flight legs from HAPEX, linear regression yields
C1 = 0.00014, and C2 = 9.75 (figure 6) where the single outlying point is
not used in the analysis. A comparison of the linear model based on (13)
(figure 6) with the relation between the relative humidity variance and
the moisture variance term (figure 5) indicates that the parameterization
of the moisture variance (12) apparently does not seriously increase the
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scatter. The coefficient CI in (13) is expected to absorb the smaller
contributions from the temperature variance and temperature-moisture
correlation terms (first and third terms on the right hand side) in (10).
The coefficient C2 absorbs the contribution from variations of the vertical
velocity-moisture correlation r2
in (12).
wq

However, the large percentage of the variance explained by the linear
model (13) is of unknown generality. For example, in the case of
downward transport of moisture, as occurs with dew formation in the
stable nocturnal boundary layer, the second term in (13) must be omitted.
Then the turbulent variability of relative humidity is small and large
values of average relative humidity are needed to produce cloud cover.
b)

Vertical

velocity

variance

For unstable conditions, we use the similarity formulation for vertical
velocity variance from Lenschow et al. (1980)
U2 W

= 1.8 (z/

h)213 (1 - 0.8 z / h)2 wv2

(14)

where z is height, h is boundary-layer depth, and w* is the convective
velocity scale. For the stable case, we use Stull's (1988) relationship based
on the data of Caughey et al. (1979)
u-2s, = 2-5 !1 - (z
where

11*

I

h)°-6 j u.2

(15)

is the friction velocity.

For weakly unstable conditions, we evaluate both (14-15) and take the
maximum of these two expressions. This allows a, to be determined by
either mechanical or convective generation of turbulence depending on
which one is larger.
c)

Mesoscale

variation

of relative

humidity

Mesoscale variations of relative humidity are related to surface
inhomogeneity and transient mesoscale disturbances.
With larger
horizontal grid size, more of the mesoscale motions become "subgrid" so
that we would expect the mesoscale standard deviation aRlI.Csoto increase
with grid size. Then for relative humidity significantly less than one, the
chance of some cloud cover increases with the horizontal size of the grid
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area.
To examine the effect of grid size on relative humidity variations, we
compute 5-km averages of relative humidity for the 18 upper level flight
legs in HAPEX. We then determine the ensemble average of the standard
deviations of the 5-km averaged relative humidity (aR.m.eso) over 10-. 25-.
50- and 100-km segments. An expression for the dependence of qRIreso
on horizontal scale (grid size) is constructed as a least square fit to a
logarithmic function (figure 7) and is of the form
rRt1meso = a0 + a, log(Ax); Ax? 5 kn.

(16)

where ao = -0.0267, a, = 0.0382 km- 1 , and Ax is the horizontal scale in
kilometers. We will include this contribution to the relative humidity
variation through application of (3b) in the model simulations reported in
section 6.

3.2.4. CLOUD TRANSMISSION OF SOLAR RADIATION
Transmission of solar radiation through the fractional cloud cover
determines the amount of radiation that reaches the surface. The
formulation of this transmission may be as important as the prediction of
fractional cloud cover itself. Expressions for transmission of solar radiation
through clouds (Fairall et al., 1990; Kasten and Czeplak, 1980; Stephens,
1978). are based on functions of solar elevation, cloud thickness, liquid
water content, and cloud geometry. In the current simple version of our
boundary-layer model, solar elevation is available while the other factors
are not. Therefore, we choose a transmission function with an implicitly
fixed optical depth following Liou (1976) where the fraction transmitted i
is approximated as
t = 0.06 + 0.17 cos 0

(17)

where 0 is the solar elevation angle (00 overhead and 90° at the horizon).
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3.2-5. MODEL TESTING
We incorporate the fractional cloud cover formulation (3a-b, 13, 16) with a
simple boundary-layer model which was developed to simulate the
interactions of the atmospheric boundary layer, soil, and vegetation (Ek
and Mahrt, 1989). The planetary boundary-layer model (Troen and Mahrt.
1986; Holtslag et al., 1990) is coupled with an active two-layer soil model
(Mahrt and Pan. 1984) and a primitive plant canopy model (Pan and
Mahrt. 1987).
The following comparisons of the boundary-layer model with HAPEX data
attempt to study the sensitivity of the cloud cover formulation to lessthan-perfect information from the rest of the boundary-layer model. In
addition to the various model assumptions, errors in the one-dimensional
model result from the external specification of the mean vertical motion
and the variable geostrophic wind, and from the omission of horizontal
advection of temperature and moisture.
We implement the cloud cover formulation at the level of maximum
relative humidity which is normally the first level below the boundarylayer top. We choose the 12 days from the HAPEX data set with minimal
cloud activity above the boundary layer for which soundings are available.
Only two of these days were previously used in the determination of the
coefficients for the cloud cover model. Radiosondes launched from the
central site in HAPEX at Lubbon at 0600 LST measured vertical profiles of
temperature, pressure, humidity, and winds and provide initial
atmospheric conditions for the model simulations. Mean vertical motion is
specified to increase linearly with height from zero at the surface and is
fitted to a layer averaged value centered at 2 km from the mesoscale
analysis of Noilhan (1989). Geostrophic winds are estimated from a layer
average of the actual winds at approximately 1500 m from the 0600 LST
soundings and are assumed to be height-independent.
Equating the initial
wind and the geostrophic wind prevents unrealistic inertial oscillations.
Other details concerning the model input data are included in Holtslag and
Ek (1990). Model simulations begin at 0600 LST and are integrated for 14
hours.
Aircraft observations over the pine forest provide an ensemble average of
the spatial averages of fractional cloud cover from several midday flight
legs, each approximately 50 km. Surface observations of downward solar
radiation in the forest clearing at Lubbon provide an independent
assessment of the range of fractional cloud cover for the two-hour period
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centered at 1400 LST (table 2).
Model simulations of fractional cloud cover averaged over the period
1300-1500 LST are not highly correlated with the observed values (table
2). Investigation of the source of these differences indicates that the
modelled fractional cloud cover is sensitive to uncertainties in the mean
vertical motion and sensitive to the omission of horizontal advection. In
contrast, the modelled prediction of the cloud cover is not sensitive to the
values of the coefficients in the cloud cover formulation. For example,
changing the values of the coefficients C1 and C2 in the relationship for
I*Rilurb(13) by ±50% alters the modelled fractional cloud cover from the

prototype cases by an average absolute value of less than 2% for the 12
days studied, with a 12% maximum absolute difference. The estimated
uncertainty of the coefficients Cl and C2 for the aURHIurb formulation (13)
is only about ± 10% for this data set based on envelopes of the data in
figure 6.
Changing the value of fRllmso (16) by ±50% from the prototype values
leads to an average absolute difference of fractional cloud cover of only 12%. with a 15% maximum absolute difference. The estimated uncertainty
for qRt•,CSO is probably less than ± 15% (except for the 10-km value) as
might be surmised from figure 7 for the present data set. If expanded to
different geographical regions, aRllneso may be quite variable.
Model simulations were conducted to test the sensitivity of the fractional
cloud cover formulation to changes of the mean vertical motion specified in
the one-dimensional model. Incrementally changing the vertical motion
from -2.0 cm s-1 to +1.0 cm s! at I km causes the fractional cloud cover to
increase from zero to complete overcast for all of the 12 HAPEX
simulations (figure 8). The change of cloud cover is normally concentrated
over a relatively small range of vertical motion values which defines a
cloud transition zone. The value of the vertical motion defining the cloud
transition zone varies from day to day depending on boundary-layer
characteristics. For example, an increase in vertical motion from 0.6 to 0.8
cm sq on 25 May leads to an increase of cloud cover from clear to
complete overcast. The range of mean vertical motion values separating
clear and cloudy conditions is proportional to the modelled standard
deviation of relative humidity (13, 16). Therefore the sensitivity of the
modelled cloud cover could depend crucially on the value of this standard
deviation if the value of the mean vertical motion is in a transition zone.
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These tests underscore the sensitivity of boundary-layer growth and cloud
cover to the vertical motion specified in the boundary-layer model. The
observed values of cloud cover exhibit more intermediate values (nearer
0.50) than modelled values of cloud cover. This difference between the
distribution of cloud covers appears to be the main discrepancy between
the observed and modelled cloud cover (table 2). There is some evidence
that the mesoscale inhomogeneity of cloud cover was greater on the days
being used to test the model compared to the days used to calibrate (16)
leading to more intermediate cloud cover values for the observed test
days. There is also evidence that the averaging of the aircraft observed
cloud cover over the three- to four-hour period, in concert with evolving
meso- and synoptic-scale flow (not present in the model) led to more
intermediate values of observed cloud cover.
In contrast, the specified vertical motions completely suppress modelled
cloud development or initiate complete model cloud development (table 2)
on eight of the twelve days studied. Only in cases where the specified
mean vertical motion corresponds to values in the cloud transition zone, is
partial cloud cover predicted. Because of this sensitivity to vertical motion
and the substantial uncertainties of the specified vertical motion, the
testing of the cloud model appears inconclusive. The inability to assess the
mean vertical motion in field programs may be a generic difficulty for
testing models in cloud transition cases.
However, the model tests do indicate interesting interactions between
cloud cover and vertical motion. For example, reduced subsidence
normally leads to greater boundary-layer growth. However, cloud cover
resulting from mean rising motion can eventually lead to smaller
boundary-layer depths compared to the cloud-free case caused by
subsidence. With rising motion and cloud development, boundary-layer
growth due to surface heating and entrainment is reduced (figure 9). Since
the boundary layer in this case grows primarily due to the rising motion
and not to entrainment, drying of the boundary layer by entrainment is
reduced and the cloud cover is maintained. Inverting this argument, the
boundary layer may be deeper with weak subsidence than with weak
rising motion because prevention of cloud cover leads to greater surface
heating. Of course, with strong subsidence, the boundary layer becomes
shallower in comparison to the cases of weaker subsidence or rising motion
(figure 9).
The neglect of horizontal advection in the model can also lead to large
model errors for the boundary-layer depth and fractional cloud cover. For
example on 22 June, omission of low-level horizontal advection of cool dry
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air in the model apparently contributes to an overestimation of the
boundary-layer depth by 700 m and false prediction of overcast when in
fact observed clouds did not develop. On 21 May, omission of low-level
horizontal advection of warm dry air may account for the underprediction
of the boundary-layer depth by 600 m and prediction of complete overcast
compared to the observed cloud cover of 0.40.
Modelled cloud development seems less sensitive to specification of the
geostrophic wind for the HAPEX days where variations of boundary-layei
growth is more controlled by vari~ations of surface heating.

3.2.6. CONCLUSIONS
This study indicates that both the averaged relative humidity and the
small-scale variability of relative humidity contribute significantly to the
spatially averaged boundary-layer cloud cover. With greater variability of
relative humidity, clouds first form at a lower average relative humidity.
The averaged relative humidity is computed from spatially averaged
variables from aircraft measurements in the upper part of the boundary
layer in HAPEX. For this data, turbulent and mesoscale variations of
relative humidity contribute about equally to the total subgrid variation of
relative humidity and cloud cover for a hypothetical horizontal grid size of
about 100 km. In the upper part of the boundary layer, the variability of
relative humidity is large partly because of the systematic negative
correlation between variations of temperature and moisture on both
turbulent scales and mesoscales.
However, the moisture variability
contributes more to the spatial variability of relative humidity than does
temperature variability or temperature-moisture -orrelations.
The
turbulent variability of relative humidity at the boundary-layer top is
greater with significant surface heating.
From this data analysis, a model of boundary-layer fractional cloud cover
is developed by formulating turbulent variations of relative humidity in
terms of boundary-layer similarity theory and determining the mesoscale
variation to be a function of horizontal grid size. Testing the fractional
cloud cover formulation in a one-dimensional boundary-layer model
indicates mcre sensitivity of the modelled cloud cover to the specified
vertical motion field than to the adj.:-table coefficients of the cloud cover
formulation. Horizontal advection (_' aeat and moisture appear to be
important on some of the days. The model results indicate that the
relation of boundary-layer depth and boundary-layer clouds to the mean
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vertical motion depends on other boundary-layer conditions in a complex
way.
For example, with sufficient boundary-layer moisture, decreasing
mean subsidence or increasing mean rising motion may lead to decreased
boundary-layer depth through boundary-layer cloud development and
reduced generation of turbulence by decreased surface heating. Othermwise
decreased mean subsidence or incrt Lsed mean rising motion leads to
greater boundary-layer growth.
This study should be extended to additional data sets to test the
performance of the proposed cloud cover model (3a-d, 13-16) under more
diverse geographic and atmospheric conditions. For example, the
formulation of the mesoscale subgrid variability undoubtedly depends on
the surface inhomogeneity which in turn depends on geographic location.
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Figure L.
Frequency distribution of downward solar radiation from a flight leg in
IlAPEX on 21 May 1986 with 38% cloud cover.
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Cloud cover (dark region) for a Gaussian distribution of relative humidity
with the average total water relative humidity (a) less than 1-0 and (b)
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Figure 4.
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Turbulent scale relative humidity variance versus the moisture variance
contribution (second term on right-hand side of (10)).
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Table 1.
Contributions to the variance of relative humidity on the turbulent scale
from the three terms in (10) for 18 upper level flight legs in HAPEX.
date

cloud cover

z/h

UT-term

pp-term

rTo-term

(x 10-5)

(x I0-5)

(x 10-5)

_RH 2 turb
(x 10 -5)

9 May
9 May
24 May

0.41
0.27
0.79

0.60
0.60
0.60

3.0
2.4
3.4

79.1
46.6
56.7

6.2
-0.9
2.9

88.3
48.1
63.0

June
June
June
June
June
June
June

0.64
0.70
0.52
0.01
0
<0.01
0.05

0.74
0.78
0.80
0.61
0.72
0.66
0.61

3.0
2
3.8
0.0
4.3
2.7
4.1

90.4
175.9
183.0
0.2
90.7
57.2
265.4

7.3
6.4
19.8
0.0
3.2
15.9
46.2

100.8
184.6
206.6
0.2
127.4
75.8
315.7

July
July
July
July
July
July
11 July
11 July

0.05
0
0
0.04
0.08
0.18
0
0

0.60
0.78
0.85
0.70
0.66
0.61
0.60
0.60

1.3
2.0
3.9
3.8
3.4
2.6

3.7
36.8
63.4
20.5
35.7
20.3
56.9
41.4

0.il
11.0
25.3
6.6
3.5
1.2
11.0
5.1

5.i
49.8
92.6
30.9
42.7
24.1
70.8
48.0

6
6
6
13
19
19
22
1
2
2
8
8
8

2-8
1.4
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Table 2.
Midday fractional cloud cover from aircraft and surface observations, and
from cloud model simulations for 12 HAPEX days.

Date

Boundary-Layer
Cloud Cover Observations
Aircraft
Surface

Cloud Model
Simulations

9 May
1 9 May
21 May
24 May
"25May
3 0 May

0.37
0.00
0-40
0-33
0.00
0.50

0.00-0.70
0.00
0.00-0.70
0.00-0.75
0.00
0.00-0.85

0.99
0.00
0.96
1.00
0.00
0.35

6 June
1 3 June
1 6 June
1 9 June
"22June

0.73
0.03
0.00
<0.01
<0.01

0.00-0.85
0.00
0.00
0.00-0.20
0.00-0.35

1.00
0.37
0.00
0.15
1.00

I July

0.48

0.00-0.30

0.46
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Chapter 4.1

Surface Roughness Length
4.1.1.

Introduction

The surface fluxes of heat, moisture and momentum are oi great
importance for the correct description of the turbulent structure and
mean condition in the atmospheric boundary layer (ABL). Over land, the
fluxes are influenced by the interaction of the (vegetated) surface and the
atmosphere, and the transport of heat and moisture in the soil. As such
the fluxes may play a significant role in the climate system and in the
development of weather.
In this study, we simulate the interaction of the atmospheric
boundary layer with the soil and canopy system of a pine forest. The
simulations are made with a one-dimensional ABL model coupled to a
simple description of the soil and vegetation. For this purpose we utilize
the model descriptions by Mahrt and Pan (1984), Troen and Mahrt (1986).
Pan and Mahrt (1987), and Holtslag et al. (1990).
The surface parameters in the model are chosen to be representative
for the meso--y-scale (roughly 10 km). Special emphasis is given on the
choice for the roughness lengths of heat and moisture. Often these
parameters are taken equal to the one of momentum, although studies have
shown that actual differences can be at least one order of magnitude over
vegetated surfaces (Garratt, 1978; Brutsaert, 1982; Holtslag and de Bruin;
1988; Mason, 1989). Improper choice of the roughness lengths for heat
and moisture will especially influence the surface skin temperature and
the surface heat flux, which in turn may affect ABL development (Garratt
and Pielke, 1989).
The simulations are compared with data from the HAPEX-MOBILHY
project, where aircraft measurements are used to represent the proper
scale. Special emphasis is placed on the surface fluxes, skin temperature
and boundary layer growth.
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4.1.2.

Date from HAPEX-MOBILHY

Data used in this study were taken during the Special Observing
Period of the HAPEX-MOBILHY project carried out in southern France from
May to July 1986. Data for the days of interest (19 May and 19 June) were
obtained from three sources, 1) aircraft, 2) surface observations, and 3)
radiosondes. Unfortunately, no data of the forest tower were available on
the selected days. The pine forest region in HAPEX is the most
homogeneous compared to the other regions and provided the largest data
set.
The aircraft data consisted of two sets of flux and sounding data
collected by the NCAR King Air aircraft. The 19 May data set follows
Mahrt (1989) and the 19 June data set follows Hildebrand (1988). To
determine the fluxes of heat, moisture and momentum on the meso-7-scale
from the aircraft data, they used high pass filters of 5 km for 19 May and
15 km for 19 June. Since the aircraft flew at a height of 100 to 200 m,
the fluxes were augmented by 10% to better represent their respective
surface values. A surface temperature radiometer on the aircraft was
used to obtain the skin temperature; raw observations were then averaged
over 5 km to provide representative values over the forest. Aircraft
soundings were also taken during these two days of HAPEX, with the
vertical profiles of temperature and moisture used to subjectively
determine the boundary layer depth. Flight log data (Stull, 1986) were
also used as a rough indicator of boundary layer depth.
Surface observations were taken at the central site (Lubbon) in a
forest clearing and consisted of sensible heat flux measurements using a
flux-gradient relationship, and latent heat flux measurements using the
residual method (since the soil heat flux and net radiation were also
measured). Data from this site are provided as general estimates only
since the site is only marginally representative of the surface fluxes
found in the surrounding forest.
Radiosondes launched from the central site measured temperature,
pressure and humidity which were used to determine boundary layer depth,
and were released on an approximately 3-hour interval from 6.00 to 18.00
UTC for 19 May, and a 2-hour interval from 6.00 to 18.00 UTC for 19 June.
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4.1.3.

Model description

and parameter estimation

The model used in this study was developed to simulate the
interactions of the atmosphere, soil, and (vegetated) surface. The
planetary boundary layer model (Troen and Mahri, 1986; Holtslag et al-,
1990) is coupled with an active two-layer soil model (Mahrt and Pan,
1984) and a primitive plant canopy model (Pan and Mahrt, 1987). The
equations used in this composite model are comprehensive enough to
approximate the physical processes thought to be most important, yet
simple and robust enough to allow both crude and high-resolution model
diurnal simulations to be run in a few minutes on a personal computer
under a variety of diverse atmospheric conditions. As a stand-alone model
it is useful for a number of different sensitivity experiments in local
weather forecasting, air pollution, soil chemistry, and soil hydrology. It
has also been incorporated into more complex three dimensional global
models such as the AFGL global spectral model (Brenner et al-, 1984). A
modified version of the boundary layer package is used in the KNMI air
mass transformation model (Holtslag et al., 1990).
The moisture budget of the coupled atmospheric and soil-vegetation
model is schematically depicted in Figure 1. The model allows for a
distinction of direct evaporation from the soil, transpiration by the
vegetation, and evaporation of precipitation intercepted by the canopy
(see Pan and Mahrt, 1987). Transpiration is related to the density of
vegetation (the shielding factor), a plant resistance factor, and the soil
moisture content. For the pine forest, the shielding factor was estimated
effectively at 85% (Pinty et al., 1989). This number reflects the coverage
by the pine trees and the under cover of green growing fern. Pan and Mahrt
(1987) need to specify the plant resistance factor. In this study the
resistance factor is calculated by employing the Penman-Monteith
equation. As such we need to specify the canopy resistance, which is
taken from the study by Bougeault et al. (1989) to be 100 slm. The latter
value has been found representative for the pine forest near noon time.
The soil moisture content is calculated in the model by solving the
diffusion equation for water transport in the soil (Mahrt and Pan, 1984).
The wilting point, where root uptake ceases, is specified at 0.07. The soil
model consists of a thin upper layer (5 cm thick), which responds mainly
to diurnal variation; and a thicker lower layer (95 cm), which participates
more in seasonal changes of water storage. The air dry value for the soil
moisture content is taken as 0.16 to represent a sandy soil (Pan and Mahrt,
1987). The initial surface moisture content is taken at a value of 0.20
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(Bougeault et al., 1989).
In the model, the surface energy balance is solved to derive an
effective surface skin (radiation) temperature, where we do not
distinguish between the ground temperature and the canopy temperature
(Pan and Mahrt, 1987). The solar radiation is estimated with a procedure
by Holtslag and van Ulden (1983), the surface albedo of 0.10 is derived
from aircraft observations, and the incoming longwave radiation is
parameterized according to Satterlund (1979). Finally, the soil heat flux
is derived by solving the diffusion equation for heat in the soil, and the
surface fluxes for heat and moisture are described with exchange
coefficients between the surface and the atmosphere (Holtslag and
Beljaars, 1989).
In the present study, the model description is extended with a
displacement height- The latter is estimated at 14 m (2/3 of the height of
the trees; see Brutsaert, 1982). Furthermore, we distinguish between the
roughness lengths for heat and momentum. The effective roughness length
for momentum is estimated at 1 - (Bougeault et- al-, 1989). The
roughness length for heat is varied over two orders of magnitude to show
its influence on the surface fluxes, skin temperature and boundary layer
growth. The morning soundings at 6.00 UTC are used to derive the initial
profiles for temperature, humidity and wind. The vertical resolution of
the ABL model is set to 20 m and the model time step is 3 minutes. The
vertical motion is obtained by using data from Noilhan (1989) and we
assume zero horizontal advection.

4.1.4.

Results

We now present preliminary results for simulations over the pine
forest for 19 May and 19 June 1986. On 19 May the sky was generally
clear with some shallow cumulus developing, and some upper level
altocumulus and cirrus (less than 30%). In the early morning a cloud cover
of about 50% was observed. The boundary layer grew from about i0a in in
early morning to about 1200 m by early afternoon.
Figure 2 shows a comparison of three model runs with the data of
the aircraft and the SAMER 5 station in the clearing of the forest for the
latent heat flux. The model runs have been made with the parameters as
discussed above and varying values oi .ie roughness length for heat. Note
that the roughness length for moisture is taken equal to that for heat. It
is seen that variation of the roughness length of heat over two orders of
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magnitude has not a great impact on the latent heat flux estimates. This
is probably caused by the fact that the latent heat flux is mostly
determined by the canopy resistance and shielding factor. The model
results compare weli with the noontime values of the aircraft data, but
not with those of the clearing. This reflects the fact that our choices for
the latter parameters are based on mesoscale calibration studies on
different uays in the same data set (Pinty et al.,1989; Bougeault et al.,
1989). It a!so confirms that the observations in the forest clearir. on the
SAMER 5 station are not representative for the forest.
Figures 3 and 4 show a comparison of the model runs with the data
for the sensible heat flux and surface skin temperature. Observed
noontime values of sensible heat flux were nearly 200 W/m2 as recorded
from the aircraft (Mahrt, 1989). Note that this is an approximation from
the aircraft level of 100 m and includes a 10% augmentation for a crude
extrapolation to the surface. Model sensible heat flux is nearly 300 W/m2
for the case where ZOM = ZOH, but slightly greater than 200 W/m2 for the
case where ZOM I ZOH = 100. The skin temperatures derived from the
aircraft data are reproduced well by the model simulation with Z0MA /IZOH
=

100.

Figure 5 shows the comparison of the model simulations and the
data for 1he boundary layer height. The data are based on radiosondec,
aircraft observer estimates, and aircraft soundings. An uncertainty band
.or each type of data is given. It is seen that the boundary layer depths
were generaily overpredicted by the model, but improve by mid afternoon.
The case for z-, I zoH = 10-3 has again the best agreement with the data.
The boundary layer depths seem to be cut of phase by about two hours; this
may be due to P. s-gnificant cioud cover in the early morning which may
have delayed the actua• boundary layer growth. At the time of this study,
the mode' did not utilize a reduction of solar energy by clouds. In future
studies we wiY incorporate a cloud package which hopefully improves the
co,.nparison for the boundary layer height. In addition, since horizontal
advecti,.i is omitted, it may have influenced the comparison in Figure 5 as
well.
Figure 6 shows the comparison of the model runs with the aircraft
data for the friction velocity. It is seen that the influence of varying
roug1.ness length ;or heat is smal!l on the model simulations. This can be
expiansd 1)"Y the fact that- the frictior. velocity is mostly determined by
the w1ind, and roughness length for momentum in unstable conditions. A
variatvon of the sensible healt flu- due to the roughness length for heat has
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less influence.
Finally, Figures 7 and 8 represent simulations for the sensible heat
flux and skin temperature on 19 June 1986- On this day the sky was
generally clear with some shallow cumulus developing, and some upper
level altocumulus and cirrus observed in the late afternoon. Observed
values of sensible heat flux between 13.00 and 14.00 UTC averaged from
175 to 225 W/m2 as recorded from the aircraft (Hildebrand, 1988). This
also represents an approximation from the aircraft level of 100 m and
includes a 10% augmentation for a crude extrapolation to the surface. The
model sensible heat flux at noon is over 300 Wim2 for the case where zoM
= ZOH, but about 250 W/m2 for the case where ZoM / ZOH = 100.

These

values converge to about 200 W/m2 by 15.00 UTC. Both the sensible heat
flux and skin temperature are again better simulated with zOM I ZOH =
100. The affect on the friction velocity, latent heat flux, and boundary
layer height are less conclusive (not shown here).

4.1.5.

Summary and Discussion

In this paper we have studied the interaction between the
atmospheric boundary, layer with the soil/canopy system of the pine
forest in the HAPEX-MOBILHY project. We have shown how the surface
fluxes, the skin temperature, and the boundary layer depth respond to
variations in the surface roughness length for heat (and moisture). It
appears that the skin temperature and especially the sensible heat flux
are sensitive to the choice for the roughness length of heat. This is
expected to influence the development of the boundary layer. However,
this could not be proven definitively from the present simulations.
Our results show that for the sensible heat flux and the skin
temperature, the best agreement with the aircraft data is obtained if we
use zo,• I Z0H =100. The latter ratio is one order of magnitude larger than
the ratio obtained by Garratt (1978) for a heterogeneous surface covered
with scattered live eucalyptus tbees and dry dead grass. Recently, Mason
(1989) argued on the basis of theoretical id3as and numerical simulations,
that for inhomogeneoLs terrain the effective roughness length for
momentum approaches the largest value of the roughness in the area (the
trees in our case). On the other hand, the roughness lengths for heat and
moisture approach the smaller values in the area (the under cover of fern).
As such our results do agree qualitatively with Mason's arguments,
although it has to be explained why those of Garratt (1978) differ.
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Chapter 4.2

Daytime Evolution of Boundary Layer
Relative Humidity
4.2.1.

Introduction

The daytime evolution of the boundary layer moisture field and
potential cloud development depends, in part, on soil moisture, the large
scale vertical motion field, strength of the inversion capping the boundary
layer and the distribution of moisture above the growing boundary layer.
The development of near-saturation conditions at the top of the boundary
layer depends in a complex way on the above external conditions. This
dependence can lead to unexpected nonlinear interactions between soil
moisture, surface heating, boundary layer growth and entrainment of dry
air. An impression of the complexity is ilMustrated by the flow chart
sketched in Figure 1.
Consider the following two examples. Strong low-level subsidence
inversions normally suppress the development of boundary layer clouds.
However with a low sun angle and moist soil conditions, boundary layer
relative humidity may increase and lead to development of boundary layer
stratus or fog. In this case, the increase of relative humidity may result
from twenty-four hour radiative cooling and near absence of dry air
entrainment.
As a second example, consider the case where boundary layer moisture
is limited mainly to the boundary layer with drier air aloft. With a weak
capping inversion, wide spread cumulus may develop leading to rapid
drying of the boundary layer before precipitating cumulus can develop.
With a capping inversion of intermediate strength, boundary-layer clouds
are suppressed and boundary layer drying may be prevented. Then a
mesoscale disturbance can initiate clouds which then have exclusive
rights to the moisture trapped in the boundary layer. This would allow
development of precipitaticn-producing moist convection.
The following study finds other boundary layer interactions where a
given influence may assume the expected role, or an unexpected role,
depending on the initial bouidary layer state and external forcing.
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Toward this goal, we examine the daytime evolution of the boundary
layer reality humidity field using data from HAPEX (Hydrological and
Atmospheric Pilot Experiment, Andr6 et al., 1988) and use a simple onedimensional model of the atmospheric boundary layer, vegetation and soil.
The main intention is to examine whether the relative humidity near the
top of the growing daytime boundary layer will increase or decrease with
time. Given the soil moisture, vegetation properties, large-scale
subsidence and vertical distribution of temperature and moisture, will the
relative humidity at the top of the boundary layer increase enough to
initiate boundary-layer clouds?
The actual development of boundary layer clouds is a complex problem
Ek and Mahrt (1991). Our study here concentrates on interactions between
boundary layer processes and their influence on the relative humidity near
the boundary layer top.

4.2.2.

Boundary layer relative humidity

To understand the physics of the above examples and other scenarios,
we must better understand the diurnal evolution of the moisture field. As
an organizational tool, we can frame some of the most important physics
in terms of the time rate of change of relative humidity just below the
boundary-layer top. In well-mixed conditions, the relative humidity
reaches a maximum at this level and becomes an indicator of cloud
initiation (Slingo, 1980; Chu, 1986).
The tendency equation for relative humidity (RH) is

d/dt(RH)

=

(dq/dt)/qsat,h - qh/q 2 sat,h (dqsat/dT)(dT/dt)

(1)

where q is the specific humidity, qsat is the saturation specific humidity,
h refers to the boundary layer height or the value of a variable at that
height. and T is the temperature.
Using the equations for the boundary-layer moisture and
thermodynamic budgets

- ([w'q']h

-

[w'q']sfc)/h

(2a)

dO/dt = - ([w'0']h

-

[w'0'Isfc)/h

(2b)

dq/dt =
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where 0 is potential temperature, and [w'0'] and [w'q'] are vertical fluxes
of heat and moisture, respectively. Using (2a-b) and the equation of state,
the definition of potential temperature, and the hydrostatic
approximation, the relative humidity tendency equation becomes
d/dt(RH)

=

([w'q']sfc - [w'q']h)/(h qsat,h) - (RH F(Th)/qsat,h)

{ (pipsfc)RIcp ([w'O']sfc-[W'O']h)/h - g/Cp dh/dt }

(3)

where p is pressure at height h, Psfc is surface pressure, g is acceleration
due to gravity, R is the gas constant, cp is specific heat, and
F(T) = dqsat/dT
To simplify the tendency equation we define
C

Cq

=

-

=

[w']h/[W'e']sfc

(4)

[w'qlh/[w'q']sfc

(5)

The value of C in daytime boundary layers is typically thought to be about
0.2-0.3 but can be much larger in cases of significant shear generation of
turbulence. The value of Cq is more variable, exceeding unity in the drying
boundary layer and often becoming 0.5 or less in the moistening boundary
layer (Steyn, 1990; Mahrt, 1991).
Using (4) and (5), the relative humidity tendency equation (3) becomes
(1) (2)

d/dt(RH) = 11(n qsat,h)"

{ [w'q s5fc

(3)

(l-Cq)
(4)

RH F(Th) ( (p/psfc)"ICP [W'O']sfc (1+C) - g/cp h dh/dt

)}

The four terms on the right hand side of (6) are
(1) increasing relative humidity due to boundary-layer moistening from
surface evapotranspiration, or decreasing relative humidity due to dew
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(6)

formation,

(2) decreasing relative humidity Jue to entrainment of dry air from above
the boundary layer (Cq> 0); or less commonly, increasing relative humidity
due to entrainment of moister air from above the boundary layer (Cq < 0),
(3) decreasing relative humidity due to surface sensible heat flux and
entrainment of warmer air at the boundary layer top, and
(4) increasing relative humidity due to increasing boundary layer depth
where for a given potential temperature, the temperature at the boundary
layer top decreases with boundary !ayer deepening. This effect will be
loosely referred to as the "adiabatic cooling effect".
Moisture changes normally dictate the change of relative humidity with
small Bowen ratio or large Cq corresponding to a large entrainment rate
and dry air aloft. Temperature changes normally dominate the changes of
relative humidity with large relative humidity or warm temperatures
where the nonlinear increase of saturation specific humidity with
temperature is rapid (large F(T)).
The influence of external conditions on the development of boundary
layer cloud cover can be posed in terms of the above four influences on the
relative humidity tendency near the top of the boundary layer. It is not
possible to a priori predict the influence of an external effect without
considering the relative importance of the four effects. For example, less
soil moisture is expected to reduce boundary-layer cloud development.
However, with moist air and weak stratification aloft, the fourth term on
the right hand side of (6) may dominate. Then the enhanced boundary layer
growth due to less surface evaporation and more sensible heat flux may
lead to higher relative humidity at the boundary layer top. As another
example, the influence of increased subsidence on boundary-layer cloud
development will in part depend on the importance of entrainment of dry
air (term 2) with respect to surface evaporation. These and other
possibilities are studied with a one-dimensional boundary-layer model in
the next section.
4.2.3.

Boundary-layer

model sensitivity tests

This section studies a number of sensitivity tests using a simple onedimensional model of the atmospheric boundary layer (Troen and Mahrt,
1986: Ek and Mahrt, 1989), coupled to a primitive plant canopy model (Pan
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and Mahrt, 1987) and active two-layer soil model (Mahrt and Pan, 1984).
We study the effect of various scenarios of large-scale forcing on relative
humidity near the boundary layer top by artificially varying moisture aloft
and large-scale subsidence. The influence of external forcing and initial
state are organized using the relative humid'ty tendency equation (6).
The simulation for 19 May 1986 over the pine forest in HAPEX is
compared with the observed hydrological and meteorological data set from
HAPEX where considerable attention was devoted to aircraft moisture
measurements (Eloranta, et al 1988). Model results for the 19 May
simulation compare favorably with the observed conditions so it is now
used as the prototype run. In our model simulations we do not attempt to
predict the boundary layer cloud cover since this day was characterized by
minimal cloud cover, rather through the sensitivity tests we attempt to
predict the effect on the upper boundary layer relative humidity which is
then used as an indicator of cloud initiation.
Four stages of moisture development occur on 19 May (Figure 2), and
occur to various degrees on other days during HAPEX. Aspects of these
stages, especially the first two, are documented in other studies (Segal,
1990).
Stage 1: Early Morning Drying Stage (0800 LST) - Surface fluxes are weak
with weak vertical divergence of the turbulent moisture flux and drying of
the shallow boundary layer due to entrainment of drier air (second term in
16)).
Stage 2. Rapid Growth Stage (1000 LST) - Boundary layer growth is rapid
with stronger vertical divergence of the moisture flux induced by dry air
entrainment. This leads to overall boundary layer drying; however, the
relative humidity near the boundary layer top increases slightly in the
numerical simulations (Figure 3) due to increasing boundary layer depth
and associated adiabatic cooling (fourth term in (6)).

Stage 3. The Moistening Stage (1200 LST) This stage occurs after the
rapid growth stage. Vertical convergence of the turbulent moisture flux
develops due to reduced boundary layer growth, reduced dry air
entrainment and increasing surface evapotranspiration (first term in 6)).
However in the simulations of Figure 3, this moistening does not lead to
increasing relative humidity because the warming effect (third term) is
greater.
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Stage 4. Decreasing surface fluxes (1500 LST) - Evapotranspiration
begins to decrease in the afternoon partly due to drying of the nearsurface soil. This leads to slower variation of the moisture flux with
height. As a result, relative humidity near the boundary layer top
continues to slowly decrease due to the warming effect (third term).
The decrease of relative humidity in the afternoon for the prototype
case is largely due to the significant subsidence (about 3 cm s-1 at 2 km,
linearly decreasing to zero at the surface). This subsidence leads to an
approximate balance between the influence of entrainment and largerscale subsidence on boundary-layer growth. This eliminates the adiabatic
cooling associated with boundary layer growth but entrainment of dry air
continues. In the case of no subsidence (w=0), modest afternoon growth of
the boundary layer occurs and adiabatic cooling (fourth term) is important.
As a result, the decrease of relative humidity at the boundary layer top is
minimal (Figure 3) and clouds are more likely to occur compared to the
prototype case.
If the air aloft is specified to be especially dry (11 g/kg at the surface
linearly decreasing to a constant value of 1.0 glkg above about 600 m), the
boundary-layer growth is reduced compared to the no subsidence case
(Figure 3). The strong entrainment-drying of the boundary layer leads to
greater surface evaporation through larger potential evaporation. This in
turn reduces the surface heating and therefore reduces the boundary-layer
groth. The relative humidity is less due to the strong drying during the
initial growth of the boundary layer. Continued entrainment of the very
dry air maintains the lowe: relative humidity. These interactions are
schematicaily included in Figure 4.
We can invert the above results to show that increased subsidence can
decrease the boundary-layer relative humidity under conditions
corresponding to the prototype case. However, increased subsidence
would increase the boundary layer relative humidity when the air aloft is
very dry and the moisture supply is limited to the boundary layer.

4.2.4. Conclusions
This study has investigated the dependence of the evolution of relative
humidity in the daytime boundary layer on mean subsidence and the
vertical distribution of moisture above the boundary layer. This
dependence involves complex interactions which prevent formation of
simple rules for forecasting the likelihood of boundary layer clouds. For
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example, increased subsidence may increase or decrease the boundary
'ayer relative humidity depending on the dryness of the air abcve the
en-.Vaining boundary layer.
"While the model used in this study is simple a-d incomp!ete, most
boundary layer formulations in, larger sca!e models omit even more
"physics and necessarily contain cruder vertical reso!ution. This study
indicates that the failure to represent entrainment of dry air and the
influence of the atmosphere on the surface evaporation could lead to an
incorrect response of the modelled boundary layer to changes in external
conditions.
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Figure 3. Relative humidity at boundary layer top at different
times of day (LST) for prototype (solid circles),
no subsidence (open circles), and no subsidence and dry
aloft (solid squares) model simulations.
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Chapter 5

Boundary-Layer Model Physics
and Numerical Methods
5.1.

Introduction

The Oregon State University one-dimensional planetary
boundary-layer (OSU!DPBL) model simulates the atmosphere, soil,
and vecetated surface. The planetary boundary-layer model (Troen
and Y-ahrt, 1986; Ek and *rahrt, 1989; Holtslag et al-, 1990) is
coupled with an active two-layer soil model (MWahrt and Pan, 1984)
M-nile
and a primitive plant canopy model (Pan and Mahrt, 1987)
many modifications have been made, the individual components fro=
the original model have been ex:amined previously in the references
listed above as well as by Vahrt et a!. (1984) and Mahrt et al.
(1987).
The equations used in this composite model are
com•prehensive enough to appro.mi-ate the physical processes thought
to be most im-ortant, yet simple enough to allow both crude and
hich-resolution diurnal model simulations to be ran in a few
minutes on a personal ý:oputer under a variety of diverse
atmospheric conditions.
The model is also robust with respect to
atmospheric stability and has been run for long integrations under
a variety of diverse conditions for many different locations
around the globe. The model is being used by a nu-ber of
governmental agencies, industrial organizations, and academic
institutions for many different sensitivity e:-oeriments in local
weather forecasting, air pollution, soil chemistry, and soil
hydrology, either as a stand-alone model or in concert with larger
scale models.
The surface evaporation scheme from the model is
currently being used in National Weather Service forecast models,
and the model has also been incorporated into 3-D global models
such as the AFGL global spectral model (Brenner et al., 1984) and
the -0..
regional operational air mass transformation model
(Holtsiag et al., 1990).
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5.2.

Model Equations and Numerical Methods

Here we describe the physics and numerical methods employed
in the model.
Model equations are described in section 5.2.1.
A
brief description of the computational procedure follows in
section 5.2.2.
In section 5.2.3 schematics are presented which
describe the general soil, plant canopy, and boundary-layer
orocesses in the model.
Section 5.2.4 contains a generalized
flowchart of the model.
Sections 5.2.5 to 5.2.11 describe
numerical methods and other phvsics us;d in the model -- the
'--,e differencing methods used for model computations, the snow
cover model, the radiation Richardson number, the development of
potential evaporation and surface temperature, and the relation
between canepv resistance and the plant coefficientLastly, a
comorehensive list
of references for the model is given.
Note
that equation numbers are sequential within each section.

5.2.1

Model Equations

In order to close the system of equations and determine the
turbulent mixing, boundary conditions near the earth's surface
must be provided.
To obtain these conditions, an atmospheric
surface-layer parameterization is used.
The exchange of sensible
a.d latent heat flux between the surface layer and the underlying
surface reauires knowledge of the soil and ocean surface
ccnditions.
This section is divided into six subsections, each describing
"indiuidual aspects of the planetary boundary-layer (PBL) and soil
models.
Turbulent mixing within the PBL is described in 5.2.1.1;
-re surface-laver model of the atmosphere is given in 5.2.1.-2; the
scoil ;ode! with soil hydrology and thermodynamics, and canopy
transpiration and water balance is found in 5.2.1.3; the surface
energy balance calculation, used to incorporate the impact of
radiative heating effects on both the boundary and soil layers, is
discussed in 5.2.1.4; the boundary-laver cloud parameterization
follows in 5.2.1.5; and the total downward radiation is given in

nless otherwise indicated, the units of temperature are in
dearees Kelvin (K), velocity in -erters er second (m s- 1 ), humidity
_n kilograms per kilogram (kg kg-,
nondimensional) and height and
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length in

meters (m).
indicated in the text.

5.2.1.1

Units for each of the remaining terms are

Boundary-layer model

The model forecasts the tendencies due to turbulent mix-ing of
the potential temperature (0), specific humidity (q), and
horizontal components of the wind (Vh, or u and v).
The set of
prognostic equations is
aVh
a-t

.

Vha

- W

kaz

zK-

=

Vh

aqa(Kh Lq

W(

(3)

To simplify the presentation, only the vertical diffusion terms
due to boundary-layer turbulent mixing, and the advection terms
due a prescribed vertical motion field are kept in the ecuations.
Details of the complete equations may be found in Troen and Mahrt
(1906).
Units are m s-2 in MI), K s-1 in (2), and s-1 in (3)..
The counter-gradient correction for potential teperature
1)

K mwhich is included in (2)
is parameterized as follows

to

,

,.,

(ye.

following Troen and Mahrt (1986),

::::nstable

(4)

Cwsh

The counter-gradient correction (yg)

is

evaluated in ter.-ms of the

surface flux of potential temperature (see section 5.2.1-2 for a
discussion of fluxes), the boundary-layer depth (h), a
nondiinensional constant C, set to 8-5 following Holtslag (1987),
modified from the value of 6.5 employed by Troen and Mahrt (1986),
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and the velocity scale (w5 , m s-1) of the boundary layer defined as

Z3

= U. 0-

(5),

Tn

u,

(m s-1)

is

(5)

the surface friction

velocity,

z.

is

the top

of t.e surface laver (currently O.lh in the model), and L is the
Monin-Cbukhov length; u. and L will also be described in section
5.2.-12-

O, is

the nondimensional profile function which is

specified in (12)
velocity scale w
-4

0

belo-,
- u'.

the
in the neutral limit as L -3,±_,
in the free convection case as V -30,

u,

and

w-

[

O7zsgk1wo")s

(6)

1

The coefficient of diffusivity for momentum (K,
unstable case is
!

ws h k

K=

n")

m2 s-1)

in the

(7)

"w':-h o set equal to 2-0 and u. 0-1 (z/L) replacing w. in the stable
case-

Te• eddy diffusivitv for heat (Kh,
-.

m2 s-1) is

related to the

edd& diffusivitv for momentum in terms of the turbulent Prandt!
n."ber (Pr,

nondimensLonal)

Kz,

"w'n-ere for t".h-

=

K

(8)

Pr

unstable case

+ C k -

(9)

"-L)
Pr is determined as the value at the top of the surface layer (z.
C.1h) using surface-layer similarity theorv.
For the stable and
net"ral cases the Prandtl number is assumed to be a constant
(currentlv
.0 in the model).
As shown in Eq.

9, the counter-gradient term occurring in the
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The
heat equation is also absorbed in the Prandtl number.
nondimensional profile functions (Om and 0h) have their standard
The resulting
definition and will be defined formally below.
prediction equation for potentJal temperature will therefore not
exolicitlv contain the counter-gradient term and is actually
identical in form to Eq. 1 (Troen and Mahrt, 1986).
The boundary-layer height (zi) is

p~icreo .

zi

dLagnosed as

12

(10)

=
g (0,(h)

-

0*)

"-Where Ricr (nondimensional)

is the critical Richardson number, 0 0.7
model
is the reference virtual potential temperature at the first
above the surface, g (m s-2) is the gravitational acceleration,
8. (h) is the virtual potential temperature at model level h
model
(currently 60 meters for the unstable case and the first
level above the surface for the stable case), and V(h) is the
model level above
horizontal wind velocity at level h (the first
This approach to diagnosing the PBL height also
the surface)requires the specification of a low-level potential temperature

(o.)

We define 0Oo*

in the following way
stable

001;,

S(ll

(W)

00o

+ C

W

,unstable

When the boundary layer is unstable, the virtual potential
temperature at the top of the surface layer in (11) is enhanced by
thermal effects in an amount that is proportional to the surface
sensible heat flu:.-.

in the neutral limit as ws -) u,,

the

correction to the surface teierature vanishes so that 0*0' with the result that the modified bulk Ri number (in Ea. 10)
reduces to the usual one.
The nondimensional profile functions for the shear and
temperature gradients are defined as follows
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6=

6.0

,very stable

1-0 + 5.,-z
L

,stable

1l.0

-

15)

/

,

(2
(2

unstable

and
stable

60 0,ve-ry

*

_

1-0 + 5-01~

(1.0

,stable

(13)

-i5zusal

These fo~rmulat ions are taken from Businger et al. (1971) with
~.cdJificat~ions bv Holtslag (1987), and are functions of the height
coordinate (z) and the *Monin-Obukhov length scale (L).- For the
ver-: stable case (z/L > 1.0), we set z/L = l.0 so that the profile
funct-ions remain constant.
Tn the model code, 9 h appears
imo ic it lv as a form of O~ and the Prandtl number-

5.2.1.2

Surface-layer model

The surface flu:.:res are calculated f~ollowing Mahrt (1987) for
-forthe unstable
case (with modifications by Holtslag and Beljaars, 1989) as

~estable case and -following Louis et al- (1982)

2

I

u * = CM 1V0

(14)

(W'O').) = Ch

(0.,

-

00)

(15)

Ch

(al;

-

qO)

(16)

( a-),=

!%-ere C.and Ch are the surface e::change coefficients for momentum

an-4 heat, respectively (m s )
C. and Ch are defined so that the
"w:nc sreed factor is absorbed in them. 1V0 ! is the wind speed
evaluated at the -firstmnodel level above the surface.
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( 00)

The potential temperature

and specific humidity (q 0 ) are
model level above the surfaze while the surface
taken at the first
potentia! temperature (0s) and specific humidity (qs) are obtained
from the surface energy balance.
The surface exchange coefficients are

CM = k 2

1v1 o

(17a)

l(z zomRi)

.2

(17b)

F2(R z0"
! IZ0","RiB)

Ch 2

1 n(±\Zo )in(_z
\Zo.:i

where k is the nondimensional von Kdrm-Ln constant (0.40) and R,
estimated at 1.0, is the ratio of the drag coefficients for
momentum and heat in the neutral limit and is taken from Businger
et a!. (1971) with modification by Holtslag and Beljaars (1989).
C. and Ch are functions of the wind speed evaluated at the
first

model level above the surface

([V o),
0

the height of the

first
model layer above the surface (z), the roughness length for
momentum (ZoM) which depends on surface characteristics, and the
bulk Richardson number for the surface layer (RiB) which will be
described later-

In addition, Ch is

also a function of the

roughness length for heat (z 0,)For Cm,

the function Fl is

defined as
, stable

e-a~B

F+.=

--

,unstable

k

_.

(in(

boM
7-Ri

Z ))2!

and for Ch, the f.inction F2 is

defined es
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(18)

,stable

e

F2 =

--

,unstable

-

1+7_5

--RiB
.n1__!(_•01

(19)

0 )

"where a is a constant currently equal to 1.0 in the model.
The bulk Richardson number for the surface layer is

Ri 3B

g z

0eo0 IV(, 12O=)
-

defined as

(20)

The bulk-Richardson number is a function of the height (z), the
difference between the virtual potential temperature of air at the
first
model level (0.)
and the surface virtual potential
temperature

(Ss.)

which corresponds to the surface temperature from
_-e surface energy balairce, and the air speed at the first
model
level (1VoI) The length scale for the surface layer is
lenath
3

L =-

gk-(w' I .-')s

the Monin-Obuhkov

(21)

The Monin-Obukhov lenqth scale (L) is defined using the surface
virtual notential temperature (0s), friction velocity (u,), and
-he virtua! heat flux. at the surface.
It is used in the
nondimensional profile functions described in Eqs. 12 and 13.
The tendency equations for the surface layer are the same as
those for the boundary layer (Eqs. !, 2, and 3) except that the
eddy diffusivities for the surface layer are
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% = u,

k z •

(22)

-

Kh= K Pr
"w'here 0.,

(23)

now has a dependence on z/L instead of on z,/L.

dimensionless function -O&was defined in Ea. 12.

The

As a modification

to surface-laver similaritv theory, the term (1 - z/h)P rezins
K for proper matching with the mi-Xed laver.

in

The only variables needed to close the surface-layer model are
qs and 0 s; they are available from the the soil .model (5-2.1.3) and
the surface energy balance calculation (5-2.1-4), respectively-

5.2.1.3

Soil model

The soil model has been described previously by 'Mahrt and Pan
(1984) and Pan and Mahrt (1987)
The soil hydrology is modelled
with the prognostic eauation for the nondimensional volumetric

water content

(e)
(24)

+

=

The coefficients of diffusivity (D, m2 s-1) and hydraulic
conductivity (K, m s-1) are functions of the volumetric water
content (Mahrt and Pan, 1984) - Through the e:-Xtremes of wet and
--rv soil con'itions, the coefficients D and K can vary bv several
orders of maanitude and, therefore cannot be treated as constants.
The layer integrated form of (24) for the ith layer is

-A-

(D~e)'O-

-(4)

DO

at.

Eo. 25 is valid for a layer

(25)

+ 1%
)Z;

, ziz1 ] = Azi.

At the surface of the

soil, the evaporation is called the direct evaporation.
For
direct evaporation (Edit, m s-1) at the air-soil interface (z-0,
we have
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-~e

~d-rr

M~eo)l0--G)

(26)

+

is the infiltration rate (which is equal to
:7_En al
less runo::) and Gx- (nondimensional, between 0 and 1) is
Dplant shadin-g factor. The evapDoration (--,m s-1) can proceed
az a nz3ential rate (En) when the apparent- soil moisture at the
T (m s_')

surface

(E5.f)

is greater tnan the air -dry,. value

(0d), -i-e-, that

is

when the so-;-! is suffici;_nýýv-.;=z (demand control stage).
1rnen
re
sz
u,
h
vnrton
can only proceed at the rate
z:-th soil can diffuse water upward from below (flux
=zntr_-% stace) In which case E
)5
t7 a nd E < ED.(
w;ill be
-~~~~~~~

discuassed below.)
The canopy evaporation of free water

::- -E10

(E ) is formulated as

C

(27)

wl.-re S'~)
the saturation -.
,ater content for a canony surface,
:zs a c=nrtant usualiy c~hosen to be 0-002 meters (2 r_=), and n
(noncimensional) is taken to be 0.-5 (Pan and Maahrt, 1987). The
Canopy-: zarzer content (C*, m) changes as
QQdCt G.

P re cip

-

EC(28)

Frezipita-t :n inc reases the canopy water content first schile'
eva:tOra'tion decreases C*. E-z 28 is in units Of, M S~
Temode!. also incormxorates transoiration (E0 in the followcing
2

-.

)

Ez~e;i (Y
Az;1

16

(29)

where k.. is

the nond-imensional plant resistance factor or p-lant

The canopy
cce-fficlent (PC) with a value between 0 and 1.
resistance (RC) may be used instead of' th~e plant coefficient. See
section 5.2-1-0 f~or a discussion of PC and IRC.. Tne nondimensional
t r_=nsDiration rate function g(EQ) is defined as

f~

,>

1

Oref

Eefer

-

Ow~;

0
The tr-ansoiration limit

E),,,

Ž. e

and E-;trerrespectively,

to -an

value, which is the 9 value where transpiration
upper refence
begins to decrease due to a deficit of water, and the plant
.:ilting factor, -which is the 0 value where transpiration stops
('Sahrt and ?an,19)
Total evazoorat ion is obtained by adding the direct soil
evanorat ion, the t-ranspirat ion and the canon:v evanorati~on
Ed~-;-

+

-

1

7.he total evaporation cannot ex-rceed the potential evaporation (E.,
defi'_ned in Ec- 39)_. Afrter obtaining the evaporation, the sur-face
soecific humidity- (q.) is calculated from

qS 0

(32)

POCh

Thil~s quantity is the specific humidity at the surface which allows
E to be calculated fArom- the bulk aerodynamic relat ionship q. is
a'-so used in
(k:g

m-3

) is

th~e calculation of vertical urofiles of moisturethe air density at the surface,

p0

and C. is the evchance

coe~fficient for =oist ire, described section 5.2.1.2.
Soil1 thermodynamics are treated with a prognost-ic equation _forso'I temzerature (M such that
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c(e)

=a

-e

-

The volumetric heat canaci.v (C,
conductivitv

sci5

to E),

(KT,

Wm

K-)

(

and t--

thermal
of the sol! are both functions of the

K-1)

wa-_er content (0)

J m-

T)

. The heat capacitv

(C) is

linearlv related
whereas the coefficient of thermal diffusivity (-.C) is a

hignol nonlinear function of E) and increases by several orders of
The laver-integrated
macnitude from dry to wet soil conditions.
for-- of Ea. 33 for the ft h laver is

_AZ

"(K (e;f z_.
;CI 0)

:C(9)

0)

(34)

,he ucrer boundar-y condition for the soil thermcdynamic mc-del is
twe s5o01
eat fuG
(, = 2 ). an inortant comoo-lent in the
surface energv balance.
It is found from

k

[•

z=O

-he sol" system is cIrseci e:-:ceot for the zotentia! evaporation
-- ch is defined in the ne-t section.
Fo-_ the two-leve! soil
-e,
at 2-5 cm

335b)

5.2.1.4

Surface energy balance

Surface te~erature is
balance method

calculated from the s'±rface energy

+ LI-

.;

=

G

+ LE

35)

"'here

ea-. ter-_ :z express-.d ir W m-2.
The firrt
term on the leftnand side of Eq. 26 is the down•.ard solar radiation (defined as
positive downward)
The nondimensional coefficient C is the
surface albedo and is a function of surface characteristicz.
1I2

The

second term on the lef:'t-hand side is the downward atmosroheric
radiation (positive downward). The third ter-m on the left-hand
side is the uoward terrestrial radiation (positive uoward); the
10-8 Vm
coeffýLicient 0 is the Stefcan-Boltzmann constant (5-6-96
K-4).
The first term on the richt--hand side of Ea. 36 is the so;!
hieat _flu:(positive downward) defined in Ea. 35a- The second term
on -the right-h~and side is t~he sensible heat flu:X_ (positive
upward)_
Tt is defined as

H=

POC,

Ch (0 - 00)

(37)

and is a function of the air aensity (PO), the snecific heat for
a ZrCc
= 1004_5 J kg 1i 1 )
the
-change coeffien
(Ch ra
17)0,

and the difference betweer the surface temperature

the air potential te-moerature at the first

(0.) and

model level (80)

The

last terma on the right-hand side of Ea- 36 is the latent heat flu.-ir
(Positive unWard) where L (J k-g-)
is the latent heat of nhase
chance; E- is calculated from- Ec.. 31..
The Dotential evaooration is needed -to co~ute the actual
evanoration from Eq- 31- The usual Penman relationship cannot be
emploved since the surface temperature is needed to compute the
n.:t radiation_
Instead, as a first step, we evaluate the surface
energy balance for the reference state of the surface
same alb-edo) but in a saturated condition

(l--a)S.L + LI -0

-ý,

=%*

G + H' + L-Ec,

PO Ch (c(O)-

r

(wi;th the

(38)
(39)

an d

H = p-c, Ch(O-O
Th.e temoperature variable

(00

(40)

which appears in Eqs. 38-40 is a

fictitious temperature the surface would have if the soil is
sufficiently wet -toevaporate at the potential rate. The variable
q

(Os(

)

in Eq. _30 is the saturation specific humidity for this

fictitious te~m~eature- Thus

.'should be used for tez~orarv

evaluation of Zmin B . A3 of T-Men & IRahrt (1986).
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Over water, tne prescribed sea sur-face temperature (SST) is
~~rescribed
so th-c~i
he saturated surface sp~ecific humidity
zs

(*swhich -is calculated directly from SST. This over-water a
e usec nteblkarodvnam-ic formula -forevaooration (Eq.

16 t.imaes poLv) .

Since 0.'

(SST in this case) and thus a*

are

already known, there is no need to evaluate the surface energy
balance over water.
more forzmal derivation of the zootential evaporation (Z)and
actual surface temnerature (0.) can be found in section S-2-9.

5.2.1.5

Boundary-layer clouds

F£ractional cloud cover in tne boundary laver is determ.ined
fol ow.,ing Ek and Mahrt (1991). The -=odel toredicts cloud cover
usý:na the aeneralized ecuation

CLC = f(RH,GYRII)

(4 1)

-Znere CLC is the fractional cloud cover, R-H (bar) is the m~zu
re 'ative zhumiLditv in the boundary layer, and a., is the standard
de-v--ation of relative humidity which accounts for the turbulent,
and subcrid mesoscale vari~ations in relative hum-idity. The
,:rbulent variabilitv of; relative numiditv is form.ulated in termas
cf toundary-1ayer simi-larity theory whereas the mesoscale subgrid
varabiityis specified as a function of grid size based on HAPEX
.anavses. Wiith unstable conditions, boundary-l1ayer clouds first
-:r=at ower relative humaidities co~mared to the stable case.
.. e ractional cloud cover is then the area under a Gaussian curve
creaerhan R?: = 1.0, and is aoorro--crm=ated by a ninth-order
o~inomalfi;t to a Gaussian distribution (see the figure
descri;bi'n
the cloud cover -formulation in section 5-2-3)-

5.2.1.6

Downward radiation

The- =-odel includes a sim=ole radiation package which gives the
~:!downward radiation, a co~bination of incoming solar
(shortwave) plus downward atmospheric (longwave) radiation.
Th~e iýnco=ina solar radiLation is
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calculated following the method

of Kasten and Czeplak (1980).
The clear sky value is reduced d-e
to the solar elevation and presence of boundary-layer clouds.
The
equation for incoming solar radiation as it reaches the ground is
SI = [1 -

(l-t)cncJ ScsI

(42)

where S4 is the net incoming solar radiation (below clouds but
above the ground), t is a fraction dependent on the solaz
radiation transmitted through the clouds which depends on sun
angle following Liou (1976), CLC is the fractional cloud cover, n
is an empirically derived coefficient (1.0 in the model), and S-sI
is the clear sky solar radiation adjusted for solar elevation.
When n = 1, t is the actual fraction of solar radiation
transmitted throuch the cloudsAtmospheric (downward lonawave) radiation is parameterized
using a method from Satterlund (1919) with a modification for
clouds following Paltridge and Platt (1976).
The e-.--pression for
atmospheric radiation is then

+ C
c 2 CLC

(43)

where LI is the downward atmospheric radiation (W m-2 ) ; £ is
emissivitv of the atmosphere, a function of the te~erature
moisture at the reference level in the model (currently 200
?T_ ,is
the tem-erature at the reference height (200 meters
-model); CLC is

the fractional cloud cover; and c 2 is

the
and
m);
in the

an e=irically

derived constant eaual to 60 W m 2-.
The user also has the option of specifying an effective
atmospheric temperature (Teff) in order to determine the
atmospheric radiation from the si=!e
relation U = GTeff4.

5.2.2

Computational Procedures

Computationally, we begin by determining the external forcing
of the incoming solar radiation (Eq. 42), reduced by a fractional
cloud cover (Eq. 41) and calculated for the previous time stepFractional cloud cover plus profiles of te-perature and moisture
from the previous time step are then used for the calculation of
downward atmospheric radiation (Eq. 43).
This gives the total
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downward radiation.
Next, the fictitious surface enerav balance for an open water
surface (or a saturated land surface evaporating without
resistance) is used to obtain potential evaporation (Eqs. 38-40)The key cuantitv to be determined in these eauations is the skin
temperature (0S)
whinc the surface would achieve if it was
saturated.

Ecs.

38 and 40 are used to form a nrediction for 0s_
which is then used to predict potential evaporation from Ea. 39.
o--h the soil heat flux G and the exchange coefficients take on
•.eir values from the previous time step.
As a test, the potential evaporation is imposed upon the upper
part of the sol' by recuiring the uDward flux of water in the soil
to equal the potential rate.
Ea- 39 is then solved for the
surface value of soil moisture which would be required to produce
a sufficiently strong gradient for the soil water flux to equal
tlhe pctential demand. if this test gradient requires the surface
sol! moisture value to be less than the air-dry value, the
potential demand cannot be met.
In this case, the evaporative
flux as set equal to the maximum value which can be supplied by
t-h•ne soil, that is, Eq. 26 with the surface soil moisture eaual to
the air-dry value (Eq. 26 serves to determine the top boundary
condition for Eq. 25).
On the other hand, if the test value of
the surface sol' moisture is greater than the air-dry value, the
test value is retained and the soil moisture flux (bare soil
contribution) proceeds at the potential rate. Given the bare soil
evaporation and the potential evaporation, the contributions from
plant transpiration and reevaporation of canopy water are
determined giving the total surface soil moisture flux.
The soil
hydrology package is then updated.
zhen orecioitation occurs,

it wets the plant canopV first

until

the olant holding capacity is reached, then wets the ground
surface by dripping through tie plant canopy.
Reevaporation from
the plant canopy occurs at the potential rate given by Eq. 27
until the canoov water is deoleted as determined by Eq. 28.
Transpiration from plants is evaluated using Eqs. 29-30 and the
potential evaporation determined from (38).
With Eq. 35a, the soil heat flux is obtained using the soil
thermodynamic model from Eq. 34.
In the finite difference form
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for Eq.

35a,

the skin temperature

an unknown in Eq.

36,

e.

appears as an unknown.

Also

0. can be solved for, thus allowina the other

components of the surface energy balance to be determinedWhen
snow cover is present, changes are needed for the interface; these
changes are described in section 5.2.6.
Having obtained

with Ec. 36 and a. with Ea. 32,
ws

we use the

surface-laver parameterization (Eas. 14-16) to obtain the surface
,tress, sensible heat flux, and latent heat flux.
Variables used
_.. Ecs.. 14-16 are further defined in Las. 17-20.
In addition, we
calculate the Monin-Obukhov scale height (Eq. 21) and the
similarity diffusivity profiles K and K, (Eqs. 22 and 23) for the
surface layer. The nondimensional profile functions for shearand thermal-gradients are then computed from Eqs. 12 and 13.
Tn the boundary-layer model, we then determine the height of
the boundary layer (Eq. 10)_ The diffusivitv coefficients above
the surface layer are obtained with Eas. 7-9.
Finally, the
tendencies of wind velocity, potential termerature, and specific
humidity are calculated with Eas. 1-3.
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Diagrams of OSUI DPBL boundary-layer processes

5.2.3

The diagrams in this section represent som-E of the physical
processes simulated in the OSUlDPBL mnodeL.
The diagram below shows the suspected important interactions
bezween surface evapotranspiration and boundarv- 1 aver developDent
fcr conditions of daytime surface heating.
Solid arrows indicate
the direction of those feedbacks which are normally positive
(leading to increases cf the recipient variable)Dashed arrows
indicate negative feedbacks - Two consecutive negative feedbacks
make a positive one.
downward
00.

radiation

,? entrainment

wind

,
cloud

relative
hu~midiy
----

cover
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... )-

4-truec

P- sensible heat flux

-o* ------

surface

*

soi moisture

soil temperature
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The flow chart for moisture is shown in the diagram below.
Solid arrows represent the termas in the moisture budget; dashed
arrows represent the interaction with the turbulent boundary
laver- En is p~otential evaporation, Et is transpoiration, Ec is
evaooration of water from. the plant canooy, and Edir is direct
soil1. evaporation-.

solar radiation
wind

turbulent

humidity

moisture

--

flux

,1

EpEc

Et

. .

.

X

--------.-
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Edir

precip

This schematic illustrates the more detailed geometry of the
moisture budget in the hydrology model. Arrows indicate fluxes
comouted by the model; dashed lines indicate the mid-level of each
soil laver which is the location of the computed soil water
content (el at -2.5 cm and 82 at -52.5 cm) .
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Z.

The flow chart for the surface heat budget is shown in the
diagram below.
Arrow direction represents the direction of each
contribution; arrow size represents relative magnitude-
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The schematic below illustrates the more detailed geometry of
The terms in UPPERCASE letters
the heat budget used in the model.
Arrows indicate
represent terms from the surface energy balance.
fluxes computed by the model; dashed lines indicate the mid-level
of each soil layer which is the location of the computed soil
temperatures (T! at -2.5 cm and T2 at -52.5 cm).
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The graph below shows how the boundary-layer height is
determined in OSUIDPBL for unstable and stable cases.
Z is
height; Ov(Z) is the virtual potential temperature at a given
height, Ov(ZI) is the virtual potential temperature at the first
model level, Os is the surface temperature as determined from the
surface energy balance, h is boundary-layer top, Ov(h) is the
virtual potential temperature at the boundary-layer top, and f(Ri)
refers to a function of the layer Richardson number.

UNSTABLE CASE

!(Rr)
oi
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STABLE CASE
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F-ractionaI Cloud Coverf(maximrnu RH in PBL, oRH at that level)
- determine level of
maximnumr RH in PBL
~-RHrnax, w'q. Gyw
~

- determf-.ne moisture
flux at th~at leVej
-

determine aw
at: that level

!,r,7m7m77m

RdI

--

a-

L0 unstable copdiiicns: rw = fct(zlh~w.u*)
Lwstable cocrditions: (yw = fct(z/h~u)
-oti-.= a + b *f(wqc, ow. qlsa4

=Cd
c -,-

f(sx) Where -uisthe horizontal grid size

*Fracflanalj Cloud Cover determinred from normal dlistiibuticni of RH:

(usse rpoy'torial fit ef arrnall distrib-ition for analytica
ca!cwaton of CIT-,d cov.er)
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The figure below shows the incoming solar radiation interaction
with cloud cover and the terms used in the calculation of the net
solar radiation.

INCOMING SOLAR RADIATION = CLEAR
Fractional coud cover = CLC
Fraction of solar rac5ation transmitted through clouds =
TRANSM = 0.06 + O.'7 sin 0
Frac,•on of solar radiation refiectedlabsorbed by clouds =
OPAQUE = 1 - TRANSM

Solar radiation below cbud leve! =
SOLAR = CLEAR (1 - CLC -OPAQUE9
Solar radiation abso.bed at surface = (i - a)SOLAR
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5-2-4 OSUIDPBL Flomcbaxt

Su=
j

-a
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5.2.5

Finite Differencing Techniques

The OSUIDPBL model employs different schemes for the numerical
simulation of each of- the different physical processes depending
on the stability
and other characteristics of the terms being
approximated.
This section contains a description of (1) the
Leap-frog method used for time-stepping in the boundary layer, (2)
the fully implicit Crank-Nicholson time integration scheme with
the Galerkin technique for atmospheric diffusion, (3) the CrankNicholson scheme used for time integration in the soil and plant
canopy, and (4) the Euler forward differencing scheme used for
diffusion in the soil.

5.2.5.1

Time-Stepping in the Boundary Layer

To illustrate
layer,

we first

the method of time-stepping in
consider the model equation

0 "

=

the boundary

f(Vt)()

at
The implicit Leap-Frog scheme
for Eq. 1 would then be
1

2At

n

where the error is

V

-)

O(At

-

2

(with centered time differencing)

L(•ntl

tn-L)

+

error

(2)

).

This method is not self-starting.
Thus a first
step using the
Euler forward scheme-is needed to start
an integration.
This
scheme has a computational mode and a special procedure is
implemented nominally every 25 steps to reduce this instability
problem.
Once every few Leap-Frog time-integration steps, the
Euler forward scheme is used to prevent separation of the two
different branches (Fig. 1).
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=ig. 1.Grid fcz the Leap-=rog scheme-
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Standard nethods can now be applied to solve the tridiagonal
matri:
qauation to obtain the updated values of u.
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Application of the Technique for Minimally Diagnosed Boundary Layer
No sDecaial modification of the above methodology is required
when the boundary layer is at its minimum allowable depth in the
The
OSU!DPBL model (h = the first model level above the surface)In practice,
diffusivitv orofile theoretically vanishes at z = h.
vertical
the
and
levels
hcwever, K is calculated at intermediate
This is
flu- divergence is calculated at the prognostic levels.
ensured provided that the diffusivitv calculation recognizes that
th.e boundarv layer is a constant flux layer, with zero diffusion
Hence the flux divergence is nonzero at the boundary-layer
above.
too when the boundary layer is at its minimum allowable depth.

OSUiDPBL

AFGL N18
0.594

0.594

0.688

0.688

0.777

0.777

0.856

0.856

0.920

0.920

0.960

0.960

0.981
0.995
1.000

0.981
0.995

-40 m (K > 0)

1.000
(a

a

Defines layer boundaries
Defines computation levels

T!e ficure above shows the vertical staggering of the grid for A!S
Note that the
resolution in the AFGL GSM and OSUIDPBL.
zz.•ruational levels match in sigma coordinates although the GSM
uses exrlicit vertical staggering.
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OSUIDPSL calculates u, v, 0,

and q at the computation levels and K and a/Dzfu,v,9,q] at the
layer boundaries (between comoutational levels).

5.2.5.3

Time-stepping in the Soil and Plant Canopy

The Crank-Nicholson time integrator is also called the
Traoezoidal approximation. it is devised as a "better than Euler"
scheme because it is a combination of the Euler forward and Euler
backward schemes.
Using Eq. 1 to illustrate the method, the Euler
forward scheme would be
! (

-e+

n)

=

f(,,n,tn) + -!-(At)

V" + Error

(ii)

At2
The Euler Backward scheme for Ea.
,4t

" -- V)=

f(MIl',tn:)

1 would be
2(At) 1'' + Error

-

(12)

2

At

i

Fig. 2.

I

I

I

n-1

n

n+1

i

The grid for the trapezoidal scheme.

The Euler forward scheme overdamDs the solution while the Euler
backward scheme underdamps it.
This observation gives rise to the
Crank-Nicholson scheme which can be viewed as an average of the
two schemes shown above.
The Crank-Nicholson scheme for Ea. I
would be

(4"-- le)

=

f(i?,t )l + Error

I[+

(13)

A few co=,-zents about the scheme are in order here.
The Euler
forward scheme and the Euler backward scheme are globally accurate
to O(Atl); the Crank-Nicholson scheme is accurate to O(At 2 ).
The
Crank-Nicholson scheme is also absolutely stable with no
computational mode and with slight to moderate phase retardation
(see Baer and Simons (1970) for a good graphical representation).
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5.2.5.4

Finite Differencing in the Soil Layer

The vertical flux of water at the interface between the two
soil layers is computed from the gradient between the midlevels of
t;e two soil layers, and from the hydraulic diffusivity and
conductivity evaluated from the soil moisture content of the
The latter "upstream" diffusivitv
wetter of the two soil layers.
_s invoked because wetting fronts seem to propagate vertically and
are based on the hydraulic properties in the wetter soil behind
When compared to high resolution models, this
the front.
procedure reduces truncation errors as effectively as does
It
employina the more complicated finite element approximation.
4s also used to determine the soil heat fluxAt the bottom of the mode!, the hydraulic diffusivity is
assumed to be zero so that the soil water flux is due only to the
gravitational term K(0) - The soil heat flux is computed in terms
or a vertical temperature gradient determined using a specified
temperature at an imaginary level 1 meter below the bottom of the
model!.

5.2.6

Modelling the Snow Cover

The OSUIDPBL combined boundary-layer and soil model was
o-riinalv develored in an effort to parameterize boundary-layer
heat and moisture transpnrt for a global forecast model (Brenner
ez al-, 1984).
in order to implement the boundary-layer package
in a clobal model, or as a stand-alone model, it is necessary to
include the effects of snow cover (Tuccillo, 1987) Snow cover serves as the upper boundary of the earth's surface,
t-hereby affecting the boundary layer as well as the soilAlthocugh snow cover reduces the available energy at the surface
because of its high albedo for solar radiation and high emissivity
;n the spectral range or most terrestrial radiation, its
insulative properties greatly reduce heat loss from the soil (Gray
and Male, 1981).
The thermal conductivity of new snow is roughly
an order of magnitude less than that of most soils. As snow
"ages-, its albedo decreases while its rhermal conductivity
increases which generally remains less than that of moist soil.
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The nocturnal cooling which is usually balanced by the soil
heat flux (Oke, 1978) may lead to much cooler surface temperatures
in the oresence of snow.
Siberia, northwestern North America, and
Antarctica are among the regions where intense radiative cooling
occurs wbich causes the formation of air masses characterizej by
very low surface temperature and strong surface inversions.
in its present stage, the model does not predict precipitation;
rather precipitation is specified as an input to the mode!.
We
categrize fallen precipitation as snow when both the temperature
at 850 bi is below 00C and the dew noint temoerature at the first
model level above the surface is below 00 C.
The first
step in the
model is to make an estimate of the heat flux between the soil and
the snow by using the relationship

TS -

;here k.

is

temperature,

the there,!
T3 oi! is

present model,

hSTsoi(

diffusivty for snow, Ts is

the 'skin"

tLhe top-layer soil temperature (in

the top laver is

5 cm thick),

and h

is

the
tne deptn or

the snow layer (assumed to be ten times the water-equivalent

snow

depth).

The thermal diffusivity for snow depends on the porosity of
snow.
it can vary from 0.063 W K-1 m-! for new snow with a porositv
or 0.95, to 0.71 W K-1 m-1 for packed snow with porosity of 0.5
(comparable to clay).
Unless we try to resolve the snow surface
into any layers and monitor the "age" of each layer, we cannot
model the porosity or the snow pack.
Here, we choose the value of
0.13 W ?m*
for k . which corresponds to a porosity of 0.8.
The
soil-surface temperature is assumed to be the same as the toplayer averaged soil temperature.
This assumption is supported by
observations that the largest thermal gradient below the snow
surface is near the top of the snow layer due to weak thermal
diffusion within the snow layer (Oke, 1978).
When snow falls over
warm soil, the snow heat flux may lead to snow melt.
The calculation of the snow heat flux enables one to calculate
the potential evaporation E using the surface energy balance
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(l-a)S1! + L-1

-

0?"

=

G + PNcChVI(T'-TC) + LEE.

(2)

wln-ere
=

p~cvI(~(T'}-q~)(3)

norm-al
The albedo (a) is assigned a constant value of 0-7; the
change of snow albedo with age of snow pack is not included-. The
ter-as on the left-hand side of 1(2) are the downward short- and
long-wave radiativje flu-Z and the upward longwave radiatLive fluxTetermns on the rio*ht-hand side are the snow, sensible, and
lazent heat flux--es.. The skin tezmerature T' is the ternoerature or
:h-e sur-face if hesnow surface is evaporating at the potential

While the units

raze.
s

M_

s

-

,typical

'E.

in

the surf-ace energy balance are kg,

soill hydrological applications use t-he units :a

The conversion is

--

of

accomplished using the density of water

(r.

This formula is most appropriate for maelted water
.-C M3).
in he snow- Otherw-ise, C;, describes sublimation which m-ay depend
zrmari;on solar radiation and snow temonerature-

=103

-he snow evaporates/suxblimates

at the -following rate

At'

'Mhen the depth of the snow layer is thick,
--s in m s-:wEr
evanorate at zi- oatential rate for an entire time- steP.
zhen t-he snow laver is thin so that it cannot maintain the
=cten-tial rate, we assume the snow to evaporate evenly and
cc.-,letelv over the time interval At.
W;ien teevaporation rate E is
tesrae
by solin
is calculate

+~~

7S

=

1A.h

it

determined, the skin te-moerature
energy balance (Eq. 2)

p~cCv(

5

T

+ LEE

(s

,&.ere 77' recognize-s evaporati;on /subl imat ion of the snow from La..
I. :f t-he resultine skitn te-m~erature is above the meelting Point
c:r snow ("7-- = 273.116 K), the amount of snow -melt h. is calculated

Es follows

(!-X)SI
-- .. re

+ LI

-

or-

= DS T
C

+ pcccJCv-I

T-Td +

LE + Ldh.

the latent heat of fusion and TC is the snow
temperature which recognizes both evaporation/suhlimation,
melting of snow.
;

(6)

hS

is

and

In the model, it is arbitrarily assumed that when precipitation
falls, it has the same temperature as that of the lowest
Conversion of warm rain to ice or snow
atmosoheric model layer.
,av be an important process during warm front passages and is
included in the model- Excess snow melt from Eq. 6 is allo-wed to
drip into the top soil layer- Soil te=erature is updated by
accounting for heat flux (G) across the snow-soil interface.

5.2.7

The Radiation Richardson Number

The radiation Richardson number was developed by Mahrt and Ek
(1904) in a study which examined the relationship between
atmospheric stability and potential evaporation.
Although not
widely used heretofore, the radiation Richardson number is
appealing in that it does not rely on estimates of fluxes to
estimate low-level stability; rather, the sensible heat flux is
treated as a residual from the surface energv balance.
The
radiation Richardson number (Ri-ad) is defined as
Rirad

-

g (RP+

QGz

(+)

where 0 is the mean potential temperature, u is a velocity scale,
z is the heicht of the wind speed observation, g is the
gravitational acceleration, R_ is the net radiation (defined as
positive upwards), and QG is the heat flux (to the soil).
The
radiation Richardson number has been used by Ken Mitchell to
compare =odel predictions with observations where the surface flux
information is not available.
The flux Richardson number is
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ewit!h

(2)

0

Ri

th~e surface heat flu:-.:
Q==

QG

ýRln

(3)

W 0'O

Tvoicanlv the radiati:on Richardson number will- have tesarze sign
as otrner formulations of the Richar-dson number (such as the flu~x
-crm.above or the low-level- bulk form, both of which are available
The range for Rird
n
Irespectively)til r odel as RI
b.s
een seen to have slightly larger magnitudes, in part due to
here is no special significance
t~he role of the soil -heat flu.
t-ermas of a known critical radiati':on Richardson num~ber (of 0.25,
no direct comparisons of the magnitude of Rira
-Dr eaDeand
to the otnerT, forms should be attemotedregression relationship between Ri,rdadIL(ahrt

and

k

13)can be used to estimate Ri, for comzari~son with the model
zreciction of Rif. The cuoe root of z/IL is correlated to
(R; rad) 11 with. a correlation coefficient of 0-90 in the unstable
case an.4 C.77 in the stable case- The regression relationship for
the unstable case is
1/3

-8.64

(R;-

113

0.09(4

-

and for the stable case

(213

(Ri-ad)1 1

=-15.29

-

0.13

(5)

Both. relationships predi;ct that z/LI approaches - -10-3 as the
..er radiati;on vanishes. This small constant, has no snecial
s-:=nic:cance -or the near neutral case but rather imno-,roes the fift
o-:er thne range of the values of the radiation Richardson number.
order model is not Justified because of the very
amoro:--:-;=ate nature of this develonm-ent.
-

I SO

5.2.8

Stable Boundary Layer

By itself,

the usual similarity theory for the stable boundary
layer leads to a significant overestimation of surface cooling.
This is due to (a) failure to consider subgrid-scale spatial
variabilitv where vertical fluxces can occur in part of the grid
even with larce Richardson number based on grid averaged variables
(rahrr, 1987), (b) noor vertical resolution where turbulence rmay
occur in thinner layers, perhaps intermi.ttently, even when the
Richardson number over the model layer is large, (c) neglect of
clear air radiative cooting, (d) neglect of gravity wave -omentum
transport, and (e) use of a temperature from the surface energy
balance (instead of temperature at z 0 ) to comnute the surface-layer
Richardson numoer.
To comnensate for such inadeauacies, various mechanisms have
been employed (often unreported) which include capping the
allowable value of the Richardson number or specifyina a minimum
ind speed.. We use the area-averaged excchange coefficient
relationship of Mahrt (1987) where the exchance coefficient for
momentum is proportional to e:p(-Rib.!k) with the Kondo et a!
(1978)

modification to the nondimensional cradients.

The above modifications lead to significant improvements of
model perforrmance in the nocturnal boundary laver (Ruscher, 1-9837)
Hcwever, a future rederivation may include explicit dependence on
"(a) vertical resolution, (b) wind speed, and (c) subcrid
characteristics such as standard deviation of subgrid terrain
height (surface inhomogeneity)-

5.2.9
5.2.9.1

Potential Evaporation and Surface Temperature
Potential Evaporation

The potential evaporation is used to compute the actual
evanoration in the model.
The derivation of potential evanporation
closely follows Mahrt and Ek (1984).
Fanv ter.ms not defined in
this section are found in section 5.2.1.
The usual Penman
relationshin is modified since the surface temperature is needed
to compute the net radiation.
As a first
step, we evaluate the
surface energy balance for the reference state of a saturated
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surface-

(l-a)sI + LI -0% = G + H' +

-

(1)

where (i-Q)SI + LI is the total downward radiation,
iongwave radiation, GFs4, is linearized as

Os

4

(1+

(O

-T

the upward

o

G is the sol' heat flux, the sensible heat flux which uses a
saturated surface termerature appropriate for the potential
evaporation and is defined as

H = pcpC(e0
-

and L:.E'

is

-

pcDChI(O

Oo)

the potential evaporation (L.. is

TO)]

- (Oo -

-TO)

latent heat).

0. is

the surface ter-_erature, and 00 and To are the potential and actual
termeratures at the first
model level, respectively- The surface
energy balance mayv then be rewritten as

(16'l+

IA --OTO -4(so

To)

G + PC.ChI(Os -

TO)

-

-(0

TO)]+

L-'_.

(2)

Ccb'ining terms and solving for L.
+ LI --GT4 -

=(--a)SI
-

(Os - TO)

The latent heat flu.-x is

(O

+ PcOCh

approxirmated as
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G + pC.Ch(OO

-

TO)

(3)

LT_.D = PLCh (qs - qo)
SPL.,-c

c

=

-

[((q

qo)

- qo)]

÷- (q

E(

- TO) + (q - qo)j

¥
-qO•O
- TO

[(--hd-)(0-

pL

[(

"here

s

is

+

O

1q

To+

-S

I

the surface saturation specific humidity.

qa

and oq0

are thre actual and saturation specific humidities at the first
To from the abo-'e
Solving for 0..odel level, respectively.
e:.-ression
- EqciI
-oCh

pL(q

O

( dT*Substituting the above e:-.oression for 0.
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that PW
Psc/Rd, and solving for E.

- To into Eq.

.4

=

-

ta)sL

+

I$ - oro

A~ SLdq*L i.
dT c.
4

r

-

071ORd

PSfCCDCh

A

( q O*
-

C

From the notation in the OSU!DPBL mode! code,
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-

G

3,

notina

PCpCh = RCH
LV

ELV

A = DELTA

rr+!=

RR
A=A

PCn - + (

-

TO) = RAD

We define an ex--.pression for potential evaporation used in the
model as
EPAD-DELTA +
+RR-ARCIH
"
DELTA + RR
HELV

5.2.9.2

Surface Temperature

To define the surface temDerature,

0s, we start with the

surface energv balance similar to Eq. 1 except we use the actual
evaporation E instead of the potential ED. Note that E = 0E: where

Sis a factor multiplied by the potential evaporation to get the
actual evaporation.

The surface enerav balance then becomes
(!--a)s$

GC• = G + H + OL E

L+. -

Using similar approximations from the previous section, we can
rewrite this surface enerav balance as

-s

+ LI

-(y-

(Y4aT

G + pcICRd(OS

-

s

TO) -

..

(O0

-

TO)] + PIjE

Noting that

F=(!

- x)s4- + LI

G =Kr(e)(Os -
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Tisoil)

Az

where the terms in G are defined in the model physics chapterUsina the definition of r from above, we can now write the surface
energy balance as

F

-

(r

-

+

1)(Os -

TO)

AZPCPCh

PCpCh

-

-

TO) +

PLVE,

PC:PC
Combining terms and solving for 0s

F
TO +

-LvE

4

LE

F- T0 + (O0 _ TO) )

PpC -Ch

PCpCh

o

0

+

cDhc,

-KT(e)Tjsozj

+
+ AzpcpCh(r+i)

r +
1 +
Azpc•Ch(r+l)
Usina the terms in

the OSU1DPBL model code noted in

the previous

section,

-

EPSCA =

ýE
PCpCh

Az = -0.5-ZSOIL(l)

+ (0o -

RCH

TO) -

YY= To +
ZZ=

Az-RCH-MR

ZZI = ZZ + 1
now given by

The surface temperature Os is

YY + ZZ-T-soil
0

=
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ZZ!

J3EPSCA

5.2.10

Canopy Resistance

To account for the reduction in transpiration due to internal
The PC
:.!ant phy siology, OSUIDPBL uses a plant coefficient (PC).
is multiplied by the potential evaporation and a value for the
The usual
soil moisture deficit to obtain plant transpiration.
convention in meteorology is to express this reduction in terms of
The two expressions, PC and RC, can be
a canopv resistance (RC).
related to each other by equating the expression for transpiration
The following relation
used in OSU!DPBL and in Monteith (1965).
"s obtained for use in the model (Holtslag and Ek, 1990)

RC

=

(RR + DELTA)
PC

(DELTA + RR)

_

RR-CH

For 0 < PC - 1,
0

RR

+ 1

PSfCCh Cp
DELTA

T,.

dqs

-=

dT

cp

P.R and DELTA are dimensionless auantities; ( is the StefanBoltzrann constant (5.67 x 10-8 W m- 2 K- 4 ); To is the air
temperazure at the first

model leve!; Rd is

r'. air (287 J kg 1- K-); Pfc is

the gas constant for

the surface pressure (Pa); CH is

-_.e surface exchange coefficient for heat and moisture
4s tne szecific heat for dry air
--_en.-_z heat of va-orization

-

1 K-1 );

(m s-1); c.,

L. is

the

(5.2.5 x 106 J kg-) ,;and dq5 /dT is

slone of the saturation soecific humidity curve (K-).
The user has the choice of specifying either a plant
coefficien. or a canooy resistance i;n the OSUDPBL model.
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Chapter 6

Concluding Remarks
From a historical point of view, the soil-boundary layer model has been
developed to include the most important physics yet limited to sufficient
simplicity for application to global models. In the early part of the model
development, two major advances provided the framework for a
successful start.
First, the formula for the boundary-layer depth was developed in terms of
a modified bulk Richardson number. This diagnostic approach became more
successful than previous mixed layer growth models. The mixed layer
growth models required an estimation of the inversion strength
(temperature and moisture jumps) at the top of the boundary layer. These
jumps are poorly defined in low resolution models and lead to major
errors or the need for band-aid auxiliary steps. Furthermore, the simpler
diagnostic approach was able to accurately simulate the growth of the
heated boundary layer, the forte of the mixed layer growth models. This
success results from the overlooked fact that the growth of the heated
boundary layer is dictated mainly by simple thermodynamic considerations
and can be approximated without considering detailed complications of
the turbulent energy budget- An additional advantage of the diagnostic
approach based on the modified Richardson number is that it naturally
handles the stable boundary layer without requiring transition conditions
for switching between the mixed layer growth equations and a stable
boundary layer model. I think that the boundary layer depth formulation
for the boundary layer package in the GL model has been the most
important factor leading to the use of this boundary layer package at more
than a dozen institutions in six different western countries. Because of
the robustness of the boundary layer depth-mixing formulation, it is now
being used successfully in very diverse applications ranging from
operational forecast models and long term chemical transport models to
global climate change models and different basic research investigations.
During the past year, inquiries about the model and adoption of conceptual
ideas from the model have increased. We believe this is partly due to the
exposure of the model during several presentations made last spring at a
meeting of the European Geophysical Society.
The second major advance is the replacement of the usual force-restore
202
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equations with the actual water and heat equations for transfer in the
soil. These equations are no more complicated than the force-restore
substitute constructed by the meteorological community and allow
application of the expertise and observations of the soil physics
community. The canopy formulation in the boundary-layer package
represents the most basic state-of-the-art physics compatible with a
prespecified level of complexity. The numerous other components of the
boundary-layer soil package have also been selected from conventional
wisdom, given the limitations on model complexity.
The model improvements and additions during the past contract period are
I think the most important addition
briefly discussed in the Introduction.
is the boundary-layer cloud formulation. The model can now capture the
most important interaction between boundary-layer clouds and boundary
layer-development, namely the reduction of incoming solar radiation and
its impact on the surface energy balance. Even with this simple inclusion,
the subsequent boundary-layer interactions are complex, as detailed in
this report. The new formulation of boundary-layer cloud cover includes
the influence of turbulent and meso-scale subgrid variability on the
averaged boundary-layer cover. Previous research investigations
indicated these influences to be the most important ones. Our formulation
is the first one to include these influences for application in numerical
models. Our analysis of the HAPEX data was crucial to this development.
We feel that our formulation, as well as all existing formulations, for
turbulent transport by boundary-layer clouds are inadequate. The
interplay between boundary-layer clouds and turbulence varies
dramatically between different boundary-layer situations. The failure to
understand the basic physics of these situations limits our ability to
construct useful parameterizations. As a result we must start with
existing and new analyses of observations for relatively simple
situations. These are best found over the oceans.
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AN ABSTIRACT OF THE THESIS OF

jinwon Kim for the degree of Doctor of Plfiloso.)hv in
Atmosoheric Sciences presented on November 29. 1990.
Title: Turbulent and Gravity Wave Transport in the Free Atmosphere

Abstract approvedLarry Maht

Turbulent fluxes and related parameters in the free atmosphere are estimated from aircraft data obtained in SESAME and CABLE. Estimated eddy
diffusivities and mixing lengths are found to decrease rapidly with increasing
gradient Richardson number (Ri) at small Ri. and then decrease more slowly at
large Ri. The eddy Prandtl number increases with increasing Ri. This suggests
that the generation of TKE by the pressure correlation term becomes more
significant as the stability increases.
A simple representation of the eddy diffusivities in the free atmosphere is
proposed by using an asymptotic miming length and a nondimensional finction
of Ri.. Tests of this formulation in a column model indicates that nocturnal
CAT may become sign-ificant near the low-level jet above NBL. This constitutes
the first systematic study of the residual laver above NBL.
The momentum flux by orographic gravity waves and the turbulent he-at
flux in the wave breaking regions are estimated from aircraft data sets from two
days in ALPEX. The calculation of these fluxes allows the first direct comparison between gravity wave momentum transport models and obser-ed fluxes.
Toward this goal, the gravity-wave stress supersaturation theory by Lindzen
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(1988) is generalized for the application to -.vertically--arying mean flows. The
wave momentum flux estimated from the generalized model agrees well with
the observations for both the cases with and without a critical level. The wave
breaking leads to convectively unstable regions of 10 - 20 km wide where the
magnitude of the observ-ed upward turbulent heat flux can be approximated by
using the flux gradient relationship in which the mixing length and modified
shear are derived from the generalized .- ave stress supersaturation condition.
The effective height (h,) of the surface topography varies substantially
between the two days. Our sensitivity tests tentatively suggest
h, = min [ho, 0-32 01
close to that proposed by Stern and Pierrehumbert (1988), where h 0 is the
mountain height, and U0 and AN0 are the surface wind and stratification.
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Boundary-Layer Moisture Regimes
Summary
Data from fifty-two aircraft legs 100-150 m above ground are
analyzed from HAPEX and FIFE to estimate characteristics of boundarylayer moisture fluctuations in boundary layers with different bulk
stability and surface energy regimes. In HAPEX, considerable effort was
devoted to the quality of measurement of moisture fluctuations. The data
include repeated 120 km flight legs flown at 150 m over the same
relatively homogeneous terrain, allowing statistical examination of
motion characteristics on horizontal scales up to 10 km.
This study finds two prototype boundary-layer regimes. With
significant boundary-layer instability, relatively weak surface
evaporation and dryer air aloft, the entrainment-drying boundary layer
may develop. This boundary layer is characterized by vertical divergence
of the moisture flux and significant top-down diffusion of dry air. In this
type of boundary layer, dry air occasionally reaches the lower bourndary
layer leading to negative moisture skewness in spite of positive
temperature and vertical velocity skewness associated with warm moist
updrafts. In contrast, the moistening boundary layer associated with
greater surface evaporation is characterized by positive moisture
skewness near the surface.
In addition to the above turbulent moisture fluctuations, some of the
above data are characterized by 10 km moisture variations with
horizontal g;radients often concentrated in narrow zones of horizontal
convergence. Since corresponding signatures of vertical velocity and
temperature are weaker, these zones are referred to as "mesoscale"
moisture fronts.
As a more general feature, moisture variations on
scales of 5 km and greater are negatively correlated to temperature
variations associated with cool moist regions and warm dry regions. On
scales of tens of kilometers and greater, such negative correlation may be
due to inhomogeneity of the surface energy budget. The negative
moisture-temperature correlation leads to large mesoscale variations of
relative humidity and the lifted condensation level.
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A formulation for boundary-layer cloud cover
Abstract

Subgrid variability of moisture complicates the formulation of
boundary-layer cloud cover in large-scale numerical models. Using data
from HAPEX we construct a fractional cloud cover formulation which uses
relative humidity based on spatially averaged variables and accounts for
the inmportant influences of turbulent and subarid mesoscale variations of
relative humidity. With unstable conditions, turbulent fluctuations of
relative humidity are large and boundary-iayer clouds first form at a
lower spatially averaged relative humidity compared to the stable case.
The turbulent variability of relative humidity is formuliated in terms of
boundary-i ayer similarity theory. The mesoscale subgrid variability is
specified as a function oi horizantaI grid size based onr HAPEX analyses.
The cloud cover formulation in a one-dimensional boundary-layer model is
more sensitive to the specified mean vertical motion than to the
adjustable coefficients in the cloud cover formulation.
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Momentum Transport by Gravity Waves
Abstract
The momentum flux by orographic gravity waves and the turbulent heat flux in wave-brea.iang
regions are estimated from aircraft data from ALPEX. The fluxes on 6 %March182 are controlled
bh lor-level directional shear of the mean flow and associated critical level. On 25 March 19S2 tht
critical level does not occur. The calculation of these fluxes is the first direct comparison between
simple models of gravi:y wave momentum flux and observed atmospheric fluxes.
Toward this goal, the supersaturation theory for gravitv wave stress by Lindzen (1 9q8) is generalized for the application to vertically varying mean flows. The wave momentum flux estimated
from the generalized model agrees well with the observations from the two ALPEX days. For the 6
March case. the vertical divergence of wave momentum flux below the critical level is comparable to
the Coriolis term in the momentum equation. For the 25 March case. the wave stress is approximat.tel
constant with height within the observational domain.
Wave breaking below the critical level leads to convectively unstable regions 10-20 km wide. This
region is dominated by well organized turbulent--cale conv-ection.

The magnitude of the observed

upward turbulent heat flux can be approximated by using the flux gradient relationship in which
the mixing length and modified shear are derived from the g..neralized wave stress supersaturation
condition. The net turbulent heat flux across the entire width of the mountain waves appears to be
.mall due to cancellation between the upward heat flux in the convectively unstable region and the

"downward heat

flux at the back of the wave. The spatially averaged wave-scale heat flux is also small

for the data anablzed here. The cifechre height of the surface topography required for the formulation
of the wave momentum flux at the ground surface is estimated from the data and £jund to agree with
the formulation of Stern and Pierrehumbert (1988).
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Turbulent Traansport in the Free Atmosphere
and very stable Nocturnal Boundary Layer
Abstract
Clear air turbulence and associated fluxes are analyzed using aircraft turbulence data from
SESAME and CABLE. Estimated edd. diffusivities and mixing lengths are found to decrease rapidl%
with increasing gradient Ricdardson nunmer (Ri) at snmall Ri, and thee decrease more slowl. at large
Ri.

The eddy Prandti number increases with increasing Ri which implies significant momentum

transport induced by pressure fluctuations.
A simple representation of the eddy diffusivities in the free atmosphere is proposed by using an
as- nytotic mxAng lengtb and a nv,,diznensional function of the Richardson number. Application

of

ih• foram.lati.n in a column noudel predicts modest clear air turbulence in the residual layer abo•c
the nicturnal boundary la:,tr on the upperside of the lowv-level jet and near the top of the residual
layer. For the very stable case, shear generation of turbulence at the top of the nocturnal inversion
la-. er n the underside vf the nocturnal jet can become more important than surface- based generation
,f turbulence. Barachrith can significantly enhance local generation of turbulence. Typical ralues of
mean subsidence significantly reduce the thicknes; of the residual layer.
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